It's a Fiesta: Shelter for homeless is unveiled

DOUG SMITH
MAR 28, 1986

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Venice Neighborhood Council forms Homeless Committee
https://argonautnews.com/venice-neighborhood-council-forms-homeless-committee/

VINCE ECHAVARIA
JUN 26, 2008

Vince Echavaria: Reported on and edited stories of community news and events for weekly newspaper; Supervised news department staff of three reporters and advised on coverage; Oversaw all news sections, including columns, briefs and arts and entertainment; Copy edited news stories, headlines and photograph cutlines on deadline.

StefanosPolyzoides plans to make cities more livable

SHARON BERNSTEIN & STEFANOS POLYZOIDES
JAN 23, 2011

Sharon Bernstein is a reporter covering California politics and policy issues for Reuters and a former reporter and editor for the Los Angeles Times, covering small business and restaurants.

Architect Stefanos Polyzoides and his wife, Elizabeth Moule, are among the founders of the New Urbanism movement, a reaction against urban sprawl as well as the so-called urban renewal movement of the 1960s.

How NIMBYs hurt California
http://articles.latimes.com/2013/jul/12/opinion/la-oeh-thornberg-nimbyism-los-angeles-20130712

CHRISTOPHER THORNBERG
Christopher Thornberg is an economist and the Founding Partner of Beacon Economics, LLC, an independent research and consulting firm. Originally from upstate New York, Dr. Thornberg holds a Ph.D in Business Economics from The Anderson School at UCLA, and a B.S. degree in Business Administration from the State University of New York at Buffalo.

Utah Is On Track To End Homelessness By 2015 With This One Simple Idea

JENNY SHANK
December 19, 2013


Bias made tangible
https://www.pressreader.com/usa/los-angeles-times/20140917/282127814684179

GEOFFREY MOHAN
SEP 17, 2014

Jennifer Eberhardt, a Stanford researcher, wins a MacArthur ‘genius’ grant for showing how we link objects with race

Geoffrey Mohan joined the Los Angeles Times in 2001 from Newsday, where he was the Latin America bureau chief in Mexico City. He started off here as a statewide roamer, detoured to cover the Afghanistan and Iraq wars and was part of the team that won the Pulitzer Prize for coverage of the California wildfires in 2003. He served as an editor on the metro and foreign desks before returning to reporting on science in 2013. Now he’s coming full circle, roaming the state in search of stories about farming and food.

Neighborhood frustration grows as mansionization continues in L.A.

EMILY ALPERT REYES
OCT 22, 2014

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

L.A. proves again that law enforcement won't solve homelessness
Adam Murray is executive director of Inner City Law Center, which serves homeless and working-poor clients from its offices on skid row.

**Can Oregon's tiny houses be part of the solution to homelessness?**

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/apr/01/oregon-tiny-houses-solution-homelessness#img-2

---

**JASON WILSON**

**PORTLAND**

APR 1, 2015

Background information needed

Since 1950, the American family home has become two and a half times larger, even as fewer people on average are living in them. Is it time to downsize?

**Alice Callaghan: Pushing out the homeless isn't a solution**


---

**PATT MORRISON**

**JUL 15, 2015**

Patt Morrison is a longtime Times writer and columnist who has a share of two Pulitzer Prizes. Her broadcasting work has won six Emmys and 11 Golden Mikes. Her book about the Los Angeles River was a bestseller, and she was the first woman in nearly 25 years to be honored with the L.A. Press Club’s lifetime achievement award. Pink’s, the legendary Hollywood hot dog stand, named its veggie dog after her.

**A dose of reality on homelessness**


---

**SANDY BANKS**

**JUL 21, 2015**

During more than three decades at the Los Angeles Times, Sandy Banks has served as reporter, editor, editorial writer and internship director. But she’s best known for her twice-weekly personal columns, which focused on private lives, public policy and people who inspire and infuriate us. Banks, a native of Cleveland, has three grown daughters, lives in Northridge and loves anything that gets and keeps her outdoors. She left The Times in 2015.

**Power To Speak: The Dwellification of Venice**

http://argonautnews.com/opinionpower-to-speak-the-dwellification-of-venice/
OREN SAFDIE
THE ARGONAUT
JUL 22, 2015
Oren Safdie is a playwright who has lived in Venice for three years. He recently published “False Solution,” the third in a series of plays set in the world of architecture. Safdie studied architecture at Columbia University and currently teaches playwriting at the University of Miami.

Los Angeles homeless need safe havens, not sidewalks: Mike Bonin

MIKE BONIN
JUL 23, 2015
Los Angeles City Councilman Mike Bonin represents Council District 11, which includes Westchester, Playa del Rey, Playa Vista, Del Rey, Mar Vista and Venice. He is a member of the council’s Committee on Homelessness.

How to make Los Angeles more affordable and more livable

GREGORY D. MORROW
JUL 24, 2015
Architect, planner and urban designer Gregory D. Morrow developed a townhouse project in Echo Park, where he served on the neighborhood council. He is a professor at the University of Calgary, in Canada, and a homeowner in Los Angeles.

#100days100nights fuels fear in South L.A.
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-banks-100days-20150731-column.html

SANDY BANKS
JUL 31, 2015
During more than three decades at the Los Angeles Times, Sandy Banks has served as reporter, editor, editorial writer and internship director. But she’s best known for her twice-weekly personal columns, which focused on private lives, public policy and people who inspire and infuriate us. Banks, a native of Cleveland, has three grown daughters, lives in Northridge and loves anything that gets and keeps her outdoors. She left The Times in 2015.

The Resurrection of America's Slums

ALANA SEMUELS
AUG 9, 2015
Alana Semuels is a journalist working as a staff writer for The Atlantic in San Francisco, California. Semuels, born in Boston, Massachusetts, attended Harvard University where she earned Bachelor of Arts in American History and Literature.

**Easing L.A.'s housing crunch**


**Paul Habibi**

AUG 10, 2015

Paul Habibi is principal of Grayslake Advisors, a real estate expert services firm, and a continuing lecturer of Finance and Real Estate at the UCLA Anderson Graduate School of Management and Lecturer in Law at the UCLA Law School.

**How Snapchat tech titans are harshing the mellow in Venice Beach**

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/how-snapchat-tech-titans-are-harshing-the-mellow-in-venice-beach/2015/08/10/b1c0d43e-3496-11e5-94ee-834ad8f5e50e_story.html

**Rob Kuznia**

AUG 10, 2015

Rob Kuznia is a freelance writer based in Los Angeles and is a frequent contributor to The Washington Post. He joined the communications department of USC Shoah Foundation as publicist last fall. Today, he is celebrating a major accomplishment from his previous life as a journalist: a Pulitzer Prize for Local Reporting. Kuznia was a reporter at the Daily Breeze newspaper, which covers the South Bay area of Los Angeles, from 2010-2014.

**The Architecture of Segregation**

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/06/opinion/sunday/the-architecture-of-segregation.html?_r=2

By THE NY TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

SEP 5, 2015

Affordable-housing problem lies, in part, with government


**Matt Welch**

OCT 2, 2015

Matt Welch is editor in chief of Reason, a magazine published by the libertarian Reason Foundation, and a contributing writer to Opinion.

**Retailers are exasperated -- and empathetic -- over number of homeless streaming to Sylmar strip mall**


**Doug Smith**
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

'Shelter' views horrors of homelessness from a place of privilege

KATIE WALSH
NOV 11, 2015

Katie Walsh is a Los Angeles-based film critic and journalist, reviewing weekly film releases for the Tribune News Service, Los Angeles Times, and The Playlist, while occasionally making appearances on KCRW’s Press Play with Madeline Brand and KPCC’s Film Week.

Actor Paul Bettany takes on bleakness of homelessness in his directorial debut, 'Shelter'

AMY KAUFMAN
NOV 17, 2015

Amy Kaufman is a staff writer at the Los Angeles Times, where she has covered film, celebrity and pop culture since 2009. On the beat, she reports from industry events like the Academy Awards, the Sundance Film Festival and the Golden Globes. In addition to profiling hundreds of stars – Lady Gaga, Carly Simon, Jane Goodall – she has broken major investigative stories on sexual harassment in Hollywood. She is also the author of the New York Times best-selling book "Bachelor Nation: Inside the World of America's Favorite Guilty Pleasure," a behind-the-scenes look at the reality television franchise "The Bachelor."

Compassion, confusion and resentment in a city where the homeless are everywhere

SANDY BANKS
NOV 17, 2015

During more than three decades at the Los Angeles Times, Sandy Banks has served as reporter, editor, editorial writer and internship director. But she’s best known for her twice-weekly personal columns, which focused on private lives, public policy and people who inspire and infuriate us. Banks, a native of Cleveland, has three grown daughters,
What happened to L.A.'s state of emergency on homelessness?


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
NOV 17, 2015

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Activists seek ballot measure for moratorium on L.A. 'mega projects'


DAVID ZAHNISER
NOV 18, 2015

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Prior Downzoning Causes Current Housing shortage
The battle over L.A.'s skyline


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
NOV 24, 2015

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

The Rev. Andy Bales on skid row and the myths about homelessness


Patt Morrison
NOV 25, 2015
Patt Morrison is a longtime Times writer and columnist who has a share of two Pulitzer Prizes. Her broadcasting work has won six Emmys and 11 Golden Mikes. Her book about the Los Angeles River was a bestseller, and she was the first woman in nearly 25 years to be honored with the L.A. Press Club’s lifetime achievement award. Pink’s, the legendary Hollywood hot dog stand, named its veggie dog after her.

L.A. official understands homelessness as policymaker, concerned citizen

STEVE LOPEZ
NOV 25, 2015

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

L.A.'s homeless, in their own words, on how it happened

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
NOV 26, 2015

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Some Newport Beach residents angry over 12-unit, affordable-housing project

HANNAH FRY
NOV 28, 2015

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632
With El Niño looming, L.A. has little to show in city's 'war on homelessness'

PETER JAMISON
DEC 1, 2015

Peter Jamison covered the Los Angeles mayor's office for the Los Angeles Times until 2016. He previously wrote about the criminal justice system for the Tampa Bay Times (formerly the St. Petersburg Times). A sixth-generation Californian, he has also worked at SF Weekly, the Valley News of New Hampshire and the Point Reyes Light.

L.A. allocates $12.4 million to aid homeless people ahead of El Niño storms

GALE HOLLAND
DEC 9, 2015

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

L.A. badly needs housing, and Palladium Residences more than fits the need

DANA CUFF
DEC 16, 2015

Dana Cuff is professor of architecture & urban design at UCLA & director of cityLAB-UCLA.

4 myths that make L.A. County's homeless problem worse

ADAM MURRAY
DEC 31, 2015

Adam Murray is executive director of Inner City Law Center, which serves homeless and working-poor clients from its offices on skid row.

Venice tenants complained to the city, then wished they hadn't
EMILY ALPERT REYES
JAN 2, 2016
Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

How affordable housing mandates make housing more expensive
http://www.latimes.com/search/dispatcher.front?Query=Gary+m+galles&target=all&spell=on

GARY M. GALLES
JAN 4, 2016
Gary M. Galles is a professor of economics at Pepperdine University, a research fellow with the Independent Institute in Oakland & author of "Faulty Premises, Faulty Policies."

Another homelessness plan emerges. Yay. Now let's see some follow-through.
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JAN 6, 2016
'The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Will new plans to end L.A. homelessness be fully funded?
GALE HOLLAND & ABBY SEWELL
JAN 7, 2016
Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Abby Sewell previously covered Los Angeles County government. She started her journalism career at community newspapers in Molalla, Ore., and Barstow before attending graduate school at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2010 and left in 2016. Sewell was part of the team that covered municipal corruption in Bell and the cities of southeast Los Angeles County, leading to the Times’ Pulitzer Prize for public service in 2011. She also contributed to the
paper's coverage of the Isla Vista shootings, which made the paper a finalist for a Pulitzer in 2015 in the breaking news category.

**City, county and state officials all have homelessness plans. Who will actually make them work?**


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

JAN 10, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**What L.A. can learn from a Portland homeless encampment**


MICHAEL J. TOTTEN

JAN 22, 2016

Michael J. Totten is a contributing editor at City Journal and is the author of six books, including "Where the West Ends" and "Tower of the Sun." This essay was adapted from City Journal's Winter issue.

**A 12-part video series about homelessness in Southern California**


LISA BIAGIOTTI

MAR 4, 2016

Lisa Biagiotti is a journalist and filmmaker who worked across the newsroom for video and social. She left The Times in 2016.

**Garcetti, Council need to fix the development process before voters do it for them**


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

MAR 21, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
Huntington Beach defiant on low-income housing mandate


BRITTANY WOOLSEY
MAR 24, 2016

Brittany Woolsey left Times Community News in 2016 after serving as a reporter with the Daily Pilot and the Huntington Beach Independent. She joined the staff after nearly four years of freelancing for Times Community News. She has a journalism degree from Cal State Long Beach. Before reporting in Huntington Beach, she wrote features for Times Community News and was a reporter at the Long Beach Register and Long Beach Post.

This L.A. artist is taking a stand against small-lot development, one bunch of balloons at a time


ALICE WALTON
MAR 25, 2016

Alice Walton is a former reporter and co-author of the daily newsletter Essential California. Prior to joining the Los Angeles Times, Walton spent three years with 89.3 KPCC public radio. She also created and produced her own political blog, the City Maven. Walton is a graduate of USC and received her master's degree from the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University. She left The Times in 2016.

L.A. council OKs law limiting homeless people's belongings to what can fit in a trash bin


GALE HOLLAND
MAR 30, 2016

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

L.A. is resegregating -- and whites are a major reason why

Michael Bader is an assistant professor of sociology, a faculty fellow of the Metropolitan Policy Center, and an affiliate of the Center on Health, Risk, and Society at American University in Washington. He studies how cities and neighborhoods have evolved since the height of the Civil Rights Movement. He links long-term patterns of neighborhood racial change to the ways that race and class influence the housing search process. He has developed methodological tools that combine survey data with “big data” to study neighborhood environments. He is a faculty fellow of the Metropolitan Policy Center, an affiliate of the Center on Health, Risk, and Society, and an affiliate assistant professor Department of Public Administration and Policy. Before joining the faculty of American University, Dr. Bader was a Robert Wood Johnson Health & Society Scholar at the University of Pennsylvania where he was also a senior fellow in the Leonard Davis Institute for Health Economics.

Many L.A. County residents worry about going hungry or becoming homeless, survey finds


Abby Sewell previously covered Los Angeles County government. She started her journalism career at community newspapers in Molalla, Ore., and Barstow before attending graduate school at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2010 and left in 2016. Sewell was part of the team that covered municipal corruption in Bell and the cities of southeast Los Angeles County, leading to the Times’ Pulitzer Prize for public service in 2011. She also contributed to the paper’s coverage of the Isla Vista shootings, which made the paper a finalist for a Pulitzer in 2015 in the breaking news category.

L.A., planning for future growth, seeks a major update of its neighborhood plans


David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Why the 'Neighborhood Integrity Initiative' would worsen L.A.'s affordability crisis

Street vendors on Figueroa Street: An entrepreneurial spirit rises from the depths of poverty

L.A. has a terrible track record on land-use rules. Is that about to finally change?

Downtown L.A. isn’t ‘vibrant,’ it’s a gritty melting pot. And that makes it even more compelling

Homeless measures take center stage in Mayor Garcetti’s 2016 budget proposal
Venice homeless plan is smart and enterprising


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
APR 21, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Burbank nonprofit aims to help homeless veterans with rehabilitated apartment complex


ANTHONY CLARK CARPIO
APR 22, 2016

Anthony Clark Carpio is a reporter with the Burbank Leader. He joined the Times Community News staff on New Year's Eve 2012 and covers everything from the City Council to community events. He has a journalism degree from Cal State Northridge. Before reporting in Burbank, he was a reporter with the Huntington Beach Independent and a freelance reporter for the Pasadena Sun, the La Cañada Valley Sun and the Santa Clarita Signal.

Garcetti's proposed spending on the homeless is reasonable. But his funding plan is wishful thinking


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 1, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
L.A. sees another sharp rise in homelessness and outdoor tents


GALE HOLLAND & PETER JAMISON
MAY 4, 2016

Times Knight-Mozilla fellow Christine Zhang and staff writer Abby Sewell contributed to this report.

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News and L.A. Weekly & wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Peter Jamison covered the Los Angeles mayor's office for the Los Angeles Times until 2016. He previously wrote about the criminal justice system for the Tampa Bay Times (formerly the St. Petersburg Times). A sixth-generation Californian, he has also worked at SF Weekly, the Valley News of New Hampshire and the Point Reyes Light.

We can't slow L.A.'s growing homeless crisis unless we know why it's happening


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 5, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Is L.A.'s housing market really as unaffordable as it seems?


CONSTANTINE VALHOULI
MAY 5, 2016

Constantine Valhouli is the co-founder of NeighborhoodX, a real estate research and analytics firm focused on adding transparency to data at the neighborhood level. The firm’s mission is enabling buyers, sellers, developers, and investors to make more informed decisions.

Five ways to end homelessness in L.A.


STEVE LOPEZ
MAY 11, 2016
Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

This is how California's governor wants to make it easier to build affordable housing


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
MAY 14, 2016

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Backers say L.A. affordable housing measure is headed for November ballot


EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAY 16, 2016

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Housing for the homeless is a crisis. The anti-density movement could create one for the rest of us


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 17, 2016

‘The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
Why is L.A. too pricey? Blame low vacancy rates, not luxury high-rises


SHANE PHILLIPS
MAY 17, 2016

Shane Phillips is an urban planner in Los Angeles and the policy director of Abundant Housing LA. He writes about housing and transportation policy at Better Institutions. Planning professional interested in housing policy, car-lite transportation, and the intersection of the two. Balancing responsibilities between project management, advocacy, writing, and data-driven research.

San Diego makes RV parking crackdown permanent


DAVID GARRICK
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
MAY 17, 2016

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

How do we pay for homeless housing? Here's one idea: tap state mental health funds


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 21, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Tired of homelessness? Here are some opportunities to take action


STEVE LOPEZ
Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

**Labor unions, environmentalists are biggest opponents of Gov. Brown's affordable housing plan**


**LIAM DILLON**
**SACRAMENTO**
**MAY 24, 2016**

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**L.A.'s homelessness math is a bit off — totals are the same but increases are smaller**


**DOUG SMITH & CHRISTINE ZHANG**
**MAY 25, 2016**

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Christine Zhang is a 2016 Knight-Mozilla OpenNews Fellow based at the Los Angeles Times Data Desk. She believes that open data and open-source tools can empower journalism’s core audiences to ask data-driven questions and inspire them to explore their own stories. Prior to the Los Angeles Times, Christine worked in the Global Economy and Development Program at the Brookings Institution in Washington, DC.
Gov. Jerry Brown's sledgehammer fix to California's housing crisis
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 27, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. will convert motel units to 500 apartments for homeless vets

GALE HOLLAND
MAY 27, 2016

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Time now to narrow, refine and justify homeless tax proposals
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 28, 2016

Why cities have an incentive to cheat under the governor's new housing plan – Zoning is key in Brown housing strategy
Subsidized rent, but nowhere to go: Homeless vouchers go unused

Gov. Jerry Brown's housing plan could wipe away development rules in Los Angeles and San Francisco

Everything you need to know about Gov. Jerry Brown's housing plan
Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

There's money for homeless people to rent apartments — but not enough landlords who will take it

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. County putting pressure on Sacramento to impose a 'millionaires' tax' to combat homelessness

L.A. County supervisors call for a state emergency declaration on homelessness
Abby Sewell previously covered Los Angeles County government. She started her journalism career at community newspapers in Molalla, Ore., and Barstow before attending graduate school at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2010 and left in 2016. Sewell was part of the team that covered municipal corruption in Bell and the cities of southeast Los Angeles County, leading to the Times’ Pulitzer Prize for public service in 2011. She also contributed to the paper’s coverage of the Isla Vista shootings, which made the paper a finalist for a Pulitzer in 2015 in the breaking news category.

**Parties, fights and trash fires: Signs of trouble seen weeks before arson at Westlake apartment**


**Ruben Vives & Emily Alpert Reyes & Ben Welsh & Kate Mather & Joseph Serna & Adam Murray**

Ruben Vives is a general assignment reporter for the Los Angeles Times. A native of Guatemala, he got his start in journalism by writing for The Times’ Homicide Report in 2007. He helped uncover the financial corruption in the city of Bell that led to criminal charges against eight city officials. The 2010 investigative series won the Pulitzer Prize for public service and other prestigious awards.

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Ben Welsh is the editor of the Data Desk, a team of reporters and computer programmers that collects, organizes, analyzes and presents large amounts of information. Projects he’s contributed to have won the Pulitzer Prize, the Library of Congress’ Innovation Award and numerous other awards for investigative reporting and digital journalism.

Kate Mather covered crime, policing and breaking news across Southern California before leaving The Times in 2018 to attend law school. A native of Lawrence, Kan., she studied journalism at USC before first joining The Times in 2011. Mather was part of the team of reporters that received a Pulitzer Prize for its coverage of the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino, as well as the team that was a Pulitzer finalist for its reporting on a deadly 2014 rampage in Isla Vista, Calif.

Joseph Serna is a Metro reporter who has been with the Los Angeles Times since 2012. He previously worked for papers in Orange County and Signal Hill, a 2.2-square-mile city surrounded by Long Beach. He was part of the team that won the Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News for coverage of the 2015 San Bernardino terrorist attack and is a graduate of California's community college and Cal State systems.

**Gov. Jerry Brown again refuses to declare a state of emergency on homelessness**


**Abby Sewell**

Jun 16, 2016
Abby Sewell previously covered Los Angeles County government. She started her journalism career at community newspapers in Molalla, Ore., and Barstow before attending graduate school at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2010 and left in 2016. Sewell was part of the team that covered municipal corruption in Bell and the cities of southeast Los Angeles County, leading to the Times’ Pulitzer Prize for public service in 2011. She also contributed to the paper’s coverage of the Isla Vista shootings, which made the paper a finalist for a Pulitzer in 2015 in the breaking news category.

**L.A. City Council set to seek voter approval for $1.1 billion bond or parcel tax to fight homelessness**


PETER JAMISON  
JUN 17, 2016

Peter Jamison covered the Los Angeles mayor’s office for the Los Angeles Times until 2016. He previously wrote about the criminal justice system for the Tampa Bay Times (formerly the St. Petersburg Times). A sixth-generation Californian, he has also worked at SF Weekly, the Valley News of New Hampshire and the Point Reyes Light.

**Los Angeles may pass new ban on homeless people living in cars**


GALE HOLLAND  
JUN 23, 2016

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

**L.A. County to consider putting parcel tax for homeless initiatives on November ballot**


ABBY SEWELL  
JUL 1, 2016

Abby Sewell previously covered Los Angeles County government. She started her journalism career at community newspapers in Molalla, Ore., and Barstow before attending graduate school at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2010 and left in 2016. Sewell was part of the team that covered municipal corruption in Bell and the cities of southeast Los Angeles County,
leading to the Times' Pulitzer Prize for public service in 2011. She also contributed to the paper's coverage of the Isla Vista shootings, which made the paper a finalist for a Pulitzer in 2015 in the breaking news category.

**After 30 years as a homeless shelter, the former Fiesta Motel in North Hollywood comes down**


DOUG SMITH
JUL 5, 2016

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**L.A. has 46,874 people who are homeless. If we're not smart, we'll have 250,000 more**


ADAM MURRAY
JUL 14, 2016

Adam Murray is executive director of Inner City Law Center, which serves homeless and working-poor clients from its offices on skid row.

**Hey, Beverly Hills, homelessness is a regional issue**


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JUL 16, 2016

‘The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**Affordable housing impasse**


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JUL 22, 2016

‘The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the
case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. has a growing mansionization problem

RYAN BRADLEY
JUL 28, 2016

Ryan Bradley is a freelance writer in Los Angeles.

In the Black Lives Matter era, we need justice well beyond the legal sense

ERIN AUBRY KAPLAN
AUG 7, 2016

Erin Aubry Kaplan is a Los Angeles journalist and columnist born in 1962[1] who has written about African-American political, economic and cultural issues since 1992.[2][3] She is a contributing writer to the op-ed section of the Los Angeles Times[4] and from 2005 to 2007 was a weekly op-ed columnist – the first black weekly op-ed columnist in the paper’s recent history.[5] She has been a staff writer and columnist for the LA Weekly[6] and a regular contributor for many publications, including Salon.com,[7] Essence,[8][9][10] and Ms.[11][12][13][14][15]

Kaplan is also a regular columnist for make/shift, a quarterly, cutting-edge feminist magazine that launched in 2007[16] and a contributing opinion writer for The New York Times.[17]

Erin’s essays have been anthologized in several books, including (as Erin Aubry) ”Mothers Who Think: Tales of Real-Life Parenthood" (Villard, Washington Square Press),[18] ”Step Into A World" (Wiley & Sons)[19] and ”Rise Up Singing: Black Women Writers on Motherhood” (Doubleday).[20] The last book’s contributors include Maya Angelou, Gwendolyn Brooks and Alice Walker, and won an American Book Award in 2005.[21] She won the PEN USA 2001 award for journalism.[22]

Kaplan has published two books. Her first book was a collection of essays and reportage titled Black Talk, Blue Thoughts and Walking the Color Line: Dispatches From a Black Journalista, and was published in 2011.[23][24] Her second, I Heart Obama, an extended essay about the cultural and personal meaning of the first black American president, was published in 2016.[25]

Kaplan was born and raised in Los Angeles, though her family is originally from New Orleans. She was married to Alan Kaplan, a Los Angeles high school history teacher, for 15 years. He died in 2015.[26] Kaplan holds an MFA from University of California, Los Angeles, and teaches creative writing at Antioch University Los Angeles.[27]

California desperately needs affordable housing — but also a new blueprint for building it
http://www.latimes.com/lanews-michael-hiltzik-20130507-staff.html
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Michael Hiltzik writes a daily blog appearing on latimes.com. His business column appears in print every Sunday, and occasionally on other days. As a member of the Los Angeles Times staff, he has been a financial and technology writer and a foreign correspondent. He is the author of six books, including “Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC and the Dawn of the Computer Age” and “The New Deal: A Modern History.” Hiltzik and colleague Chuck Philips shared the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for articles exposing corruption in the entertainment industry.

Skid row street-corner minister calls for homeless state of emergency declaration

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Homelessness is an emergency — but not like an earthquake

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. City Council asks Gov. Brown to declare homelessness a statewide emergency

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.
ABBY ‘Granny flats' left in legal limbo amid City Hall debate

EMILY ALPERT REYES
AUG 28, 2016

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

L.A. lawmakers plan to grandfather in hundreds of granny flats

EMILY ALPERT REYES
AUG 31, 2016

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Should Venice secede from Los Angeles?

CONOR FRIEDERSDORF
SEP 7, 2016

ConorFriedersdorf is a contributing writer to Opinion, a staff writer at the Atlantic and founding editor of the Best of Journalism, a newsletter that curates exceptional nonfiction.

L.A. officials launch campaign for homeless housing bond measure

GALE HOLLAND
SEP 12, 2016

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher
'An aggressive proposal that touched a lot of nerves': Why Gov. Brown's plan to stem the housing crisis failed


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
SEP 12, 2016

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Dangerous streets are the leading cause of death of our children. It’s time to finally make L.A. walkable


MAX PODEMSKI & MEHMET BERKER
SEP 12, 2016

Max Podemski is the planning director at Pacoima Beautiful, a member-based environmental health and justice non-profit working in the Northeast San Fernando Valley. He is a graduate of the Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation. He is a member of the Los Angeles Pedestrian Advisory Committee.

Mehmet Berker is a cartographer and geographic information system specialist and a member of the Los Angeles Pedestrian Advisory Committee.

County sets stage for potential March ballot measure to fund services for the homeless


ABBY SEWELL
SEP 13, 2016

Abby Sewell previously covered Los Angeles County government. She started her journalism career at community newspapers in Molalla, Ore., and Barstow before attending graduate school at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2010 and left in 2016. Sewell was part of the team that covered municipal corruption in Bell and the cities of southeast Los Angeles County, leading to the Times’ Pulitzer Prize for public service in 2011. She also contributed to the
L.A. expands homeless outreach program

ALICE WALTON
SEP 16, 2016

Alice Walton is a former reporter and co-author of the daily newsletter Essential California. Prior to joining the Los Angeles Times, Walton spent three years with 89.3 KPCC public radio. She also created and produced her own political blog, the City Maven. Walton is a graduate of USC and received her master's degree from the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University. She left The Times in 2016.

VENICE IS DIVIDED OVER LETTING THE HOMELESS STASH THEIR STUFF AT WESTMINSTER SENIOR CENTER
https://argonautnews.com/homeless-plan-faces-pushback/

GARY WALKER
SEP 21, 2016

Gary Walker is a reporter for The Argonaut: I have covered City Hall, municipal, county state and national elections. Environmental, education, explanatory and investigative reporting are also a part of my portfolio. We cover a district that has a plethora of newsmakers and we have been at the forefront of informing our readers with solid, old-school journalism combined with new 21st century style technology. I won the highest education award that a California reporter can win, the John Swett Award for Media Excellence, in 2008.

Housing Orange County's homeless vets, three shipping containers apiece

DOUG SMITH
SEP 21, 2016

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times' coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

NIMBYISM GONE WILD - BALLOT INITIATIVES BY SANTA MONICA’S RESIDOCRACY AND L.A.’S MICHAEL WEINSTEIN WOULD HURT EVERYONE
https://argonautnews.com/opinion-nimbyism-gone-wild/
A scene of homeless misery greets patrons trying to use Santa Ana's award-winning library

California's housing shortage will hamper the economy, reports say

Cities once regulated micro-apartments out of existence. Let's not make the same mistake twice
Visions of L.A.'s transformation captivate Times Summit on the future of cities

BETTINA BOXALL
OCT 7, 2016

Visions of L.A.'s transformation captivate Times Summit on the future of cities

BETTINA BOXALL
OCT 8, 2016

Protesting tenants of a Highland Park apartment complex face a mass eviction

DOUG SMITH
OCT 9, 2016

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses.

Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Eric Garcetti ducks another tough choice — this time on affordable housing
Fears mount over a homeless plan that residents say will 'end Venice as we know it'

GALE HOLLAND
OCT 18, 2016

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

A ballot measure that could make it easier to rent in Los Angeles

CYNDIA STRATHMANN
OCT 19, 2016

Cynthia Strathmann is executive director of Saje, a Los Angeles organization that advocates for tenant rights and equitable development.

Lives in the balance. City Parcel Tax for L.A.’s Homeless aims to create 10,000 Housing Units in 10 years

GARY WALKER
OCT 19, 2016

Gary Walker is a reporter for The Argonaut: I have covered City Hall, municipal, county state and national elections. Environmental, education, explanatory and investigative reporting are also a part of my portfolio. We cover a district that has a plethora of newsmakers and we have been at the forefront of informing our readers with solid, old-school journalism combined with new 21st century style technology. I won the highest...
Proposition HHH would raise funds to build homeless housing in L.A.


DOUG SMITH
OCT 19, 2016

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Too Much Of A Good Thing? Union-Backed LA City Initiative Ordinance JJJ Would Impose Strict Labor And Affordable Housing Requirements On Developers

https://argonautnews.com/too-much-of-a-good-thing/

GARY WALKER
OCT 20, 2016

Gary Walker is a reporter for The Argonaut: I have covered City Hall, municipal, county state and national elections. Environmental, education, explanatory and investigative reporting are also a part of my portfolio. We cover a district that has a plethora of newsmakers and we have been at the forefront of informing our readers with solid, old-school journalism combined with new 21st century style technology. I won the highest education award that a California reporter can win, the John Swett Award for Media Excellence, in 2008.

Campaign retracts Leonardo DiCaprio's endorsement of anti-development measure


ALICE WALTON
OCT 21, 2016

Alice Walton is a former reporter and co-author of the daily newsletter Essential California. Prior to joining the Los Angeles Times, Walton spent three years with 89.3 KPCC public radio. She also created and produced her own political blog, the City Maven. Walton is a graduate of USC and received her master’s degree from the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University. She left The Times in 2016.
Told to vacate, low-income tenants of complex near USC feel betrayed by nonprofits


BEN POSTON & DOUG SMITH
OCT 22, 2016

Ben Poston is the assistant data editor at the Los Angeles Times. A native of Springfield, Ohio, he worked on “Behind the Badge,” a series that detailed the flawed hiring practices by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department. He also worked on an investigation that found the Los Angeles Police Department routinely misclassified violent crime data. A three-time Livingston Award finalist, Poston has won several national awards, including a George Polk Award, a Gerald Loeb Award, a National Headliner Award and Sigma Delta Chi’s award for First Amendment reporting. Prior to working at The Times, he was the data editor at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

This Venice councilman, once on the verge of homelessness, is trying to help — but he's getting heat from all sides


STEVE LOPEZ
OCT 22, 2016

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary — in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Airbnb backs a campaign to build homeless housing in L.A. with a $100,000 donation

DOUG SMITH  
OCT 24, 2016

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

San Diego looks to limit driving without high-density neighborhoods

JOSHUA EMERSON SMITH  
OCT 25, 2016

Joshua Emerson Smith covers the environment for the Union-Tribune. He's driven by a deep sense of curiosity and desire for truth. He finds inspiration in the interests and concerns of the community. He appreciates reader feedback and does his best to respond to questions and concerns. When he's not pounding the keys, he enjoys camping in the desert, seeing live music and waxing philosophical about just about anything.

Vote from the bottom up. Measure M and Prop HHH are once-in-a-lifetime opportunities to address traffic and homelessness
https://argonautnews.com/opinion-power-to-speak-vote-from-the-bottom-up/

MIKE BONIN  
OCT 26, 2016

Los Angeles City Councilman Mike Bonin represents Council District 11, which includes Westchester, Playa del Rey, Playa Vista, Del Rey, Mar Vista and Venice. He is a member of the council’s Committee on Homelessness.

NIMBYism rears its head again in L.A.'s fight against homelessness

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD  
OCT 27, 2016

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
Homelessness became a crisis in L.A. during the 1980s, but the city struggled to act

DOUG SMITH & SCOTT HARRISON & SHELBY GRAD
OCT 28, 2016

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Scott Harrison is an image specialist and blogger at the Los Angeles Times

Los Angeles Times Assistant Managing Editor Shelby Grad oversees all California and Metro coverage for the Los Angeles Times. Grad came to The Times as a community stringer after graduating from San Jose State University in 1993. He served as a county government and urban affairs reporter in the Orange County edition before becoming an editor. He’s worked on the Los Angeles city desk since 2002, overseeing coverage of wildfires, earthquakes, epic rains, epic droughts, public corruption and celebrity misbehavior, among other things. Grad ran the paper’s Pulitzer-winning coverage of the San Bernardino terrorist attack in 2015, the Bell corruption scandal in 2010 and the San Diego wildfires in 2003. He served as city editor for a decade, launching L.A. Now and other digital efforts. You can follow him on Twitter @shelbygrad, where his slightly twisted obsession about Los Angeles history and design are on full display.

Attacked, abused and often forgotten: Women now make up 1 in 3 homeless people in L.A. County
http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-homeless-women/

GALE HOLLAND
OCT 28, 2016

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Who are L.A. County's homeless?

JON SCHLEUSS & LORENA IÑIGUEZ ELEBEE
OCT 28, 2016
Jon Schleuss is a graphics and data journalist in the Visualization & Graphics Department at the Los Angeles Times. He specializes in interactive graphics and data reporting. In his off time he also teaches journalism students how to code at the University of Southern California. An Arkansas native, he graduated from the University of Arkansas in 2013.

Lorena IñiguezElebees is a Los Angeles Times Data Visualization Journalist

"It's almost like a death watch': Severely ill homeless people are at risk of dying on the streets of Hollywood


STEVE LOPEZ
OCT 29, 2016

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

It’s time to take a stand against homelessness in Los Angeles


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
NOV 4, 2016

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. developers grapple with affordable-housing measure passed by a wide margin


ANDREW KHOURI
NOV 10, 2016

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.
Changing the rules of the game to close California’s housing gap


JONATHAN WOETZEL

NOV 10, 2016

Jonathan Woetzel, a senior partner at McKinsey & Co., is the lead author of the report “A Tool Kit to Close California’s Housing Gap.” He is an associate specializing in strategic management with a leading management consulting firm in Hong Kong. He holds a doctorate in political science from the University of Southern California and he has studied in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. McKinsey associate partner Shannon Peloquin and consultant Daniel Weisfield are coauthors.

The way L.A. decides what gets built is outdated, morally corrupt and unfair


AUSTIN BEUTNER & MICKEY KANTOR

NOV 11, 2016

Austin Beutner and Mickey Kantor were co-chairs of the L.A. 2020 Commission, which published a report in 2013 highlighting, among other issues, the need for development reform in Los Angeles.

Los Angeles passed Measure HHH, but there are still hurdles ahead for housing homeless people


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

NOV 15, 2016

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

New California housing laws make granny units easier to build


KATHLEEN PENDER

DEC 3, 2016

Kathleen Pender writes the Net Worth column in the San Francisco Chronicle three days a week and the Net Worth Plus blog on SFGate.com. She explains how the big business and economic news of the day affect a household's net worth. She covers saving, investing, debt, taxes, housing, mortgages, retirement plans, employment and unemployment with a focus on issues specific to California and the Bay Area. When it comes to big financial decisions, she believes that the simplest answer is almost always the best and that people would stay out of money trouble if they didn't get involved in things they can't understand. Pender welcomes questions from readers and frequently
The supposed ‘rebirth’ of Watts makes Jordan Downs residents uneasy


JORJA LEAP
DEC 4, 2016

Jorja Leap is a professor at the UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs and co-founder of the Watts Leadership Institute. She has been a member of the UCLA faculty since 1992. As a trained anthropologist and recognized expert in crisis intervention and trauma response, she has worked nationally and internationally in violent and post-war settings. Dr. Leap has been involved with training and research for the United Nations and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe as part of post-war development and conflict resolution in Bosnia and Kosovo. Closer to home, she worked with the families of victims of the 9/11 WTC disaster. Since that time, Dr. Leap has focused on gangs, youth development, juvenile and criminal justice, and reentry at the local, national and international level. In 2011, Los Angeles Magazine named her one of five “Action Heroes” and in 2012 she was listed as one of the “50 Most Influential Women in Los Angeles.” At UCLA in 2012, she was the recipient of the Joseph A. Nunn Alumnus of the Year Award.

L.A. backs measures to roll back 'mansionization' in single-family neighborhoods


DAVID ZAHNISER
DEC 7, 2016

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Breaking Down Communication Barriers

http://argonautnews.com/breaking-down-communication-barriers/

STEPHANIE CASE
THE ARGONAUT
DEC 14, 2016

Measure halting L.A. 'mega-developments' would hurt local economy, study says

One solution to Southern California's housing crisis: building in tight spaces, small lots


Political donations flow as Rick Caruso seeks approval for a 20-story tower near the Beverly Center


What needs to happen next for homeless people in L.A. County


The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
My city couldn't support a winter homeless shelter this year and I'm ashamed


Amy Goldman Koss is the author of several highly praised teen novels, including "The Girls," an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, and ALA Quick Picks Top Ten selection, and an IRA Young Adult Choice.

California's housing affordability problems 'as bad as they've ever been in the state's history,' housing director says


Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Measure S opponents scale back claims in voter guide after being sued


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

More than 1,200 homeless veterans living on Los Angeles streets still need housing


Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los
Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

**When political contributions erode trust in L.A.’s land-use system**

**THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD**
JAN 6, 2017

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deplores, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**In gentrifying Venice, Trumpian rage**

**JACK SCHWARTZ**
JAN 9, 2017

Jack Schwartz is a housing and tribal lawyer. “If you’re Schwartz, you start your career defending Native Americans accused of murder, segue to protecting Indian fishing rights in Oregon and end up on the Westside of Los Angeles evicting drug pushers and gang members from low-income housing. His major clients include Catholic Charities, the Skid Row Housing Trust and West Hollywood Community Housing--groups fighting for affordable housing for the needy.”

**L.A. politicians propose banning campaign contributions from developers**

**DAVID ZAHNISER & EMILY ALPERT REYES**
JAN 10, 2017

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

**Did developer-linked donations violate campaign finance laws? State watchdog agency will investigate**

**EMILY ALPERT REYES & DAVID ZAHNISER**
No Racial Barrier Left to Break (Except All of Them)
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/14/opinion/sunday/president-obama-martin-luther-king-racial-barrier.html

KHALIL GIBRAN MUHAMMAD
JAN 14, 2017

Khalil Gibran Muhammad is professor of history, race and public policy at the Harvard Kennedy School and the Suzanne Young Murray Professor at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Studies. He is the former Director of the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, a division of the New York Public Library and the world's leading library and archive of global black history. Before leading the Schomburg Center, Khalil was an associate professor at Indiana University. He is the author of “The Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime and the Making of Modern Urban America.”

We can’t create a more just nation simply by dressing up institutions in more shades of brown.

Now we must confront structural racism.

L.A. Councilman Mike Bonin proposes full public funding for city campaigns
EMILY ALPERT REYES & DAVID ZAHNISER
JAN 17, 2017

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Don’t listen to the backers of Measure S. Los Angeles isn’t overdeveloped; we’re in a housing slump

SHANE PHILLIPS
JAN 17, 2017

Shane Phillips is an urban planner in Los Angeles and the policy director of Abundant Housing LA. He writes about housing and transportation policy at Better Institutions. Planning professional interested in housing policy, car-lite transportation, and the intersection of the two. Balancing responsibilities between project management, advocacy, writing, and data-driven research.

California cities would have to make it easier to build houses under new legislation

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
JAN 23, 2017

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Homeless people face L.A. crackdown on living in cars

GALE HOLLAND
Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Times staff writer Jon Schleuss contributed to this report.

**L.A. elected officials make new push against Measure S**


**DAVID ZAHNISER**

JAN 31, 2017

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

**Mike Bonin should be re-elected to the L.A. City Council**


**THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD**

FEB 2, 2017

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiling, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**O.C. project that turns shipping containers into homeless housing is dedicated**


**DOUG SMITH**

FEB 8, 2017

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.
When developers want to build more than zoning allows, L.A. planning commissioners almost always say yes, Times analysis finds


DAKOTA SMITH & BEN POSTON
FEB 10, 2017

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Ben Poston is the assistant data editor at the Los Angeles Times. A native of Springfield, Ohio, he worked on “Behind the Badge,” a series that detailed the flawed hiring practices by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department. He also worked on an investigation that found the Los Angeles Police Department routinely misclassified violent crime data. A three-time Livingston Award finalist, Poston has won several national awards, including a George Polk Award, a Gerald Loeb Award, a National Headliner Award and Sigma Delta Chi’s award for First Amendment reporting. Prior to working at The Times, he was the data editor at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.

How these high school reporters are covering Boyle Heights' most pressing topics


ESMERALDA BERMUDEZ
FEB 14, 2017

Esmeralda Bermudez writes about the lives of Latinos for the Los Angeles Times. She was born in El Salvador, raised in Whittier and graduated from the University of Southern California. Before joining The Times in 2008, Bermudez worked at the Oregonian in Portland, covering city government and immigration.

Inspired by Measure S, California lawmaker takes aim at anti-growth ballot measures


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
FEB 16, 2017

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

L.A. community plans languished for years. Now they're an unlikely issue in the March election

DAVID ZAHNISER
FEB 17, 2017

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Portland's longtime homeless camp is moving, but underlying problems persist

THACHER SCHMID
PORTLAND, ORE.
APR 9, 2017

Schmid is a Los Angeles Times special correspondent.

Delay for Boyle Heights homeless project shows challenge of building thousands of units in L.A.

DOUG SMITH
APR 14, 2017

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

A panel of 50 must suggest how to spend millions for L.A. County's homeless. So far, they can't agree.

DOUG SMITH
APR 17, 2017
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for ‘Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Faced with a chance for radical change, L.A. voters choose to stay the course


DAKOTA SMITH & MATT STEVENS & BEN POSTON & DOUG SMITH
MAR 8, 2017

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.


Ben Poston is the assistant data editor at the Los Angeles Times. A native of Springfield, Ohio, he worked on “Behind the Badge,” a series that detailed the flawed hiring practices by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department. He also worked on an investigation that found the Los Angeles Police Department routinely misclassified violent crime data. A three-time Livingston Award finalist, Poston has won several national awards, including a George Polk Award, a Gerald Loeb Award, a National Headliner Award and Sigma Delta Chi’s award for First Amendment reporting. Prior to working at The Times, he was the data editor at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.

Don’t Block Homeless Housing

Councilman Jose Huizar should be supporting a Boyle Heights homeless housing project, not thwarting it

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
APR 23, 2017
The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

'It looks bad. It's dangerous.' Vacant lots dotting South L.A. a painful reminder of L.A. riots

EMILY ALPERT REYES & ANGEL JENNINGS
APR 29, 2017

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

Gil Cedillo's close call is an object lesson for City Hall: Angelenos are tired of business as usual

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 20, 2017

To end the housing crisis, California leaders can't be afraid to put all options on the table

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 27, 2017

L.A. County homelessness jumps a 'staggering' 23% as need far outpaces housing, new count shows
L.A.'s new homeless numbers are grim. Why?


Youth homelessness surges in L.A. ‘Why are you out here?’ ‘My mom is a really bad mom’

How to cut grim homeless numbers: House people faster


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JUN 1, 2017

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A.'s crisis: High rents, low pay, homelessness rising and $2,000 doesn't buy much


STEVE LOPEZ
JUN 4, 2017

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

A Powerful, Disturbing History of Residential Segregation in America


New York Times book review by
DAVID OSHINSKY
JUN 20, 2017

David Oshinsky, a professor of history at New York University, directs the division of medical humanities at NYU Langone Medical Center. He is the author, most recently, of “Bellevue: Three Centuries of Medicine and Mayhem at America’s Most Storied Hospital.”

THE COLOR OF LAW
A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America
By Richard Rothstein (2017)
associate of the Economic Policy Institute and a Fellow at the Thurgood Marshall Institute of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. He lives in California where he is a Fellow of the Haas Institute at the University of California-Berkeley.

**California lawmakers have tried for 50 years to fix the state's housing crisis. Here's why they've failed.**

http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-pol-ca-housing-supply/

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
JUN 29, 2017

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**It's time for cities to start building their fair share of housing**


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JUL 8, 2017

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**A lawsuit to protect LAX parking garages in the name of 'environmental quality'?**


CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE
ARCHITECTURE CRITIC
JUL 13, 2017

Christopher Hawthorne has been the architecture critic for the Los Angeles Times since 2004. Before coming to The Times, he was architecture critic for Slate and a frequent contributor to the New York Times. He is the author, with Alanna Stang, of “The Green House: New Directions in Sustainable Architecture.” Hawthorne grew up in Berkeley and has a bachelor’s degree from Yale, where he readied himself for a career in criticism by obsessing over the design flaws in his dormitory, designed by Eero Saarinen.

**Vandal targets coffee shop at center of anti-gentrification protests in Boyle Heights**


RUBEN VIVES
JUL 19, 2017
Ruben Vives is a general assignment reporter for the Los Angeles Times. A native of Guatemala, he got his start in journalism by writing for The Times’ Homicide Report in 2007. He helped uncover the financial corruption in the city of Bell that led to criminal charges against eight city officials. The 2010 investigative series won the Pulitzer Prize for public service and other prestigious awards.

Gov. Jerry Brown says the state's housing crisis is his next priority, but reaching a deal won't be easy

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
JUL 19, 2017

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

They discover, they gentrify, they ruin:
How 'progress' is wrecking Los Angeles neighborhoods

What role do artists play in the gentrification of certain neighborhoods? Looking at various studies, here's the answer.

ROBIN ABCARIAN
JUL 19, 2017

Robin Abcarian is a columnist at the Los Angeles Times. Focusing mostly on California culture, news and politics, she roams the Golden State, reporting stories that help readers understand what makes this place unique. Over the past year, she has devoted many columns to helping readers understand the complex issues they would have to consider as they made up their minds about whether to legalize cannabis for adult recreational use. Abcarian has held many positions at The Times. She covered the 2004, 2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns full time, and wrote occasionally about the 2016 campaign. As a culture writer for the paper’s Calendar section, she has covered the Oscars, the Emmys and the Sundance Film Festival. For most of the 1990s, she was a columnist for The Times’ feature section, before becoming its editor in 2003.

Boyle Heights anti-gentrification activists hurt their cause
by making it about race, rather than economics

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JUL 20, 2017

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Mexico City is kicking its parking addiction.
Can U.S. cities do the same?
https://www.curbed.com/2017/7/21/16008628/parking-mexico-city-urban-planning

PATRICK SISSON
JUL 21, 2017

Backround information needed

By dropping rules that mandate more parking spaces, the largest city in North America will become more affordable and transit-friendly

How parking lots are ruining Los Angeles
LA's parking crisis is fueling its housing crisis
HTTPS://LA.CURBED.COM/2017/7/21/16011386/PARKING-LOTS-BAD-LOS-ANGELES-DEVELOPMENT
ALISSA WALKER@AWALKERINLA
JUL 21, 2017

Santa Monica's 'grand bargain' on growth and housing: A model for other cities?

CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE
ARCHITECTURE CRITIC
JUL 21, 2017

Christopher Hawthorne has been the architecture critic for the Los Angeles Times since 2004. Before coming to The Times, he was architecture critic for Slate and a frequent contributor to the New York Times. He is the author, with Alanna Stang, of “The Green House: New Directions in Sustainable Architecture.” Hawthorne grew up in Berkeley and has a bachelor’s degree from Yale, where he readied himself for a career in criticism by obsessing over the design flaws in his dormitory, designed by Eero Saarinen.

The upside of visible homelessness in Orange County:
We can't pretend we're better than everyone

GUSTAVO ARELLANO
JUL 21, 2017

Gustavo Arellano is the former publisher and editor of Orange County's alternative weekly OC Weekly, and the author of the column ¡Ask a Mexican!, which is syndicated nationally. Arellano has won numerous awards for the column, including the 2006 and 2008 Best Non-Political Column in a large-circulation weekly from the Association of Alternative Newsweeklies, the 2007 Presidents Award from the Los Angeles Press Club and an Impacto Award from the National Hispanic Media Coalition, and a 2008 Latino Spirit award from the California Latino Legislative Caucus.

Protesting a coffee house over gentrification fears is silly — and misses the point of L.A.

Updated 11/25/19 - Page 55 of 280 pages
STEVE LOPEZ  
JUL 22, 2017

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

New San Diego legislation aims to solve housing crisis


DAVID GARRICK  
JUL 24, 2017

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

Home prices in parts of Southern California are at record highs — and keep rising


ANDREW KHOURI  
JUL 25, 2017

Times staff writer Liam Dillon contributed to this report.

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master's degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Housing, battling racism and a municipal bank
top agenda for L.A. council president

EMILY ALPERT REYES
JUL 25, 2017

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

A 5% rent increase would push 2,000 Angelenos into homelessness, study warns

GALE HOLLAND
AUG 2, 2017

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Mental illness and homelessness are connected. But not how you might think

GALE HOLLAND
AUG 7, 2017

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Venice has become an epicenter of Los Angeles’ struggle over short-term rentals.

Call it the Airbnb problem

ROBIN ABCARIAN
Robin Abcarian is a columnist at the Los Angeles Times. Focusing mostly on California culture, news and politics, she roams the Golden State, reporting stories that help readers understand what makes this place unique. Over the past year, she has devoted many columns to helping readers understand the complex issues they would have to consider as they made up their minds about whether to legalize cannabis for adult recreational use. Abcarian has held many positions at The Times. She covered the 2004, 2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns full time, and wrote occasionally about the 2016 campaign. As a culture writer for the paper’s Calendar section, she has covered the Oscars, the Emmys and the Sundance Film Festival. For most of the 1990s, she was a columnist for The Times’ feature section, before becoming its editor in 2003.

More than half of L.A.'s 1 million poor households live in unaffordable or substandard rentals, study says


Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Forget the shelter in Antelope Valley; concentrate on real housing for homeless people


The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

State Senate bills aim to make homes more affordable, but they won't spur nearly enough construction

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Why Los Angeles is still a segregated city after all these years


RICHARD ROTHSTEIN
AUG 20, 2017

Richard Rothstein is an American historian and academic. He is a Senior Fellow at the Haas Institute at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law. He is the author of "The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America (2017)," and a research associate of the Economic Policy Institute. He is a research associate of the Economic Policy Institute and a Fellow at the Thurgood Marshall Institute of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. He lives in California where he is a Fellow of the Haas Institute at the University of California-Berkeley.

If L.A. can't even approve one small homeless housing project, how will it build thousands of units?


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
AUG 22, 2017

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

White communities in the Bay Area have lower low-income housing goals, study finds

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**No easy fix for state’s affordable housing problem**

[Link](https://www.pressreader.com/usa/los-angeles-times/20170824/281719794708669)

**George Skelton**

AUG 24, 2017

Political columnist George Skelton has covered government and politics for more than 50 years and for The Times since 1974. He has been a Times political writer and editor in Los Angeles, Sacramento bureau chief and White House correspondent. He has written a column on California politics, "Capitol Journal," since 1993. Skelton is a Santa Barbara native, grew up in Ojai and received a journalism degree at San Jose State.

**San Diego simplifying granny flat construction to address housing shortage**


**David Garrick**

AUG 27, 2017

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

**Living in a parking lot amid Santa Barbara's wealth is a kind of middle-class homelessness**


**Steve Lopez**

DEC 23, 2017

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and
homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez's television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Photographer takes to the streets to put a face on the homeless

JOHN WILKINS
San Diego Union-Tribune
SEP 4, 2018

John Wilkens joined the Union-Tribune as a staff writer in February 1988. He writes profiles and general-interest features and does author interviews for the Books page. He’s won numerous local, state and regional awards for news reporting, feature writing and investigative journalism. A graduate of UC Santa Barbara, he worked for the Santa Barbara News-Press for almost nine years before coming to San Diego.

Click here (http://www.derekslevin.com/faces-of-the-forgotten) to see some beautiful faces of homeless people.
These photos appear in the 180916 LA Times OpEd section.

There’s Room For Sensible Development

STEVE LOPEZ
SEP 9, 2017

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez's television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

California's housing costs are driving its citizens into poverty.
Lawmakers need to act now


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
SEP 14, 2017

The housing package passed by California lawmakers is the biggest thing they've done in years.

But it won't lower your rent


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
SEP 15, 2017

Hear about the tract house that went for $800,000 above asking? Welcome to California 2017

Even if people leave, we still need housing.


STEVE LOPEZ
SEP 16, 2017

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-
fication work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

10 points to keep in mind about housing affordability in California

MIKE GATTO
SEP 20, 2017

Mike Gatto is a former four-term member of the California State Assembly, elected to the Assembly in June 2010. In his second term, he was named Assistant Speaker Pro Tempore. He has served as Chairman of the Appropriations Committee and the Consumer Protection & Privacy Committee.

L.A. controller says city should open emergency homeless campgrounds & shelters

GALE HOLLAND
SEP 28, 2017

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Gov. Brown just signed 15 housing bills.
Here's how they're supposed to help the affordability crisis

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
SEP 29, 2017

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.
How a new California law could kill a 30-year-old rule that slowed development in Los Angeles


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
OCT 5, 2017

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

As renters struggle to pay the bills, landlords and speculators cash in


STEVE LOPEZ
NOV 4, 2017

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Homeless people with disabilities sue San Diego over RV parking law


DAVID GARRICK
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
NOV 16, 2017

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

Can South Los Angeles do revitalization without gentrification and displacement?


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

House tax bill is causing uncertainty in L.A.'s homeless housing program

DOUG SMITH
NOV 25, 2017

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Whites are moving back to Inglewood. There goes our neighborhood.

ERIN AUBRY KAPLAN
NOV 26, 2017

Erin Aubry Kaplan is a Los Angeles journalist and columnist born in 1962 who has written about African-American political, economic and cultural issues since 1992. She is a contributing writer to the op-ed section of the Los Angeles Times and from 2005 to 2007 was a weekly op-ed columnist – the first black weekly op-ed columnist in the paper’s recent history. She has been a staff writer and columnist for the LA Weekly and a regular contributor for many publications, including Salon.com, Essence, and Ms.

Kaplan is also a regular columnist for make/shift, a quarterly, cutting-edge feminist magazine that launched in 2007 and a contributing opinion writer for The New York Times. Erin’s essays have been anthologized is several books, including (as Erin Aubry) "Mothers Who Think: Tales of Real-Life Parenthood" (Villard, Washington Square Press), "Step Into A World" (Wiley & Sons) and "Rise Up Singing: Black Women Writers on Motherhood" (Doubleday). The last book’s contributors include Maya Angelou, Gwendolyn Brooks and Alice Walker, and won an American Book Award in 2005. She won the PEN USA 2001 award for journalism.

Kaplan has published two books. Her first book was a collection of essays and reportage titled Black Talk, Blue Thoughts and Walking the Color Line: Dispatches From a Black Journalista, and was published in 2011. Her second, I Heart Obama, an extended essay about the cultural and personal meaning of the first black American president, was published in 2016.
Kaplan was born and raised in Los Angeles, though her family is originally from New Orleans. She was married to Alan Kaplan, a Los Angeles high school history teacher, for 15 years. He died in 2015. Kaplan holds an MFA from University of California, Los Angeles, and teaches creative writing at Antioch University Los Angeles.

The Great American Single-Family Home Problem

CONOR DOUGHERTY
DEC 2, 2017
Conor Dougherty is an economics reporter at The New York Times. His work focuses on the West Coast, real estate and wage stagnation among U.S. workers. Mr. Dougherty has covered economics and real estate on and off for a decade at both The Times and The Wall Street Journal. Before that he worked at The San Diego Union-Tribune and The Los Angeles Business Journal. He lives in Oakland, Calif., and is a Bay Area native.

Building more housing, more densely, could help address a widespread economic challenge.
A fight over one lot in Berkeley, Calif., shows how tough that could be.

Don’t believe HALA upzone hype
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/dont-believe-hala-upzone-hype/

Susanna Lin
Dec 6, 2017
Susanna Lin is a board member of Seattle Fair Growth, one of the 26 groups participating in an appeal against the city’s proposed HALA upzones.

Why more than two dozen community groups from across Seattle are filing a legal appeal, claiming the city’s environmental impact study on HALA was woefully inadequate.

Finding the L.A. real estate gold rush in Compton, Watts and South L.A.

STEVE LOPEZ
DEC 9, 2017
Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.
Neighborhood coalition threatens to make Seattle less affordable

https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/neighborhood-coalition-threatens-to-make-seattle-less-affordable/

RICK MOHLER & PAUL CHAPMAN

DEC 17, 2017

Rick Mohler, a founding member of Welcoming Wallingford, is a practicing architect and associate professor of architecture at the University of Washington. He co-chairs the AIA Seattle Public Policy Board and serves on its board of directors. He’s lived in Seattle since 1986.

Paul Chapman, a founding member of Welcoming Wallingford and a program manager at Microsoft, has lived in Seattle since 1988, with six years spent in Vancouver, B.C., and Copenhagen. The views expressed are his and not necessarily those of Microsoft.

Under current rules, modest houses in our single-family neighborhoods are being torn down to make way for $2 million “McMansions” with two car garages.

The planned HALA upzones offer an alternative.

More room at the inn for the homeless?


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

DEC 25, 2017

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Cut the red tape already and start building supportive housing for the homeless


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

JAN 8, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. needs a homelessness czar


MIKE FEUER

JAN 9, 2018

Mike Feuer is the Los Angeles city attorney.

Why is liberal California the poverty capital of America?

VOLUNTEERS ARRESTED FOR GIVING FOOD TO HOMELESS PEOPLE AT AN EL CAJON PARK


LYNDSAY WINKLEY
JAN 15, 2018

Lyndsay Winkley joined the U-T in July 2012 and covers crime and public safety news. She previously covered Del Mar and the fairgrounds as well as other North County news. Before joining the U-T, Lyndsay worked for several South County Patch sites. A graduate of SDSU, she was recognized by the Society of Professional Journalists, San Diego Press Club and the California College Media Association for her college work in investigative and breaking news.

AMERICA CLEARLY HAS A LONG WAY TO GO TO REACH MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.'S PROMISED LAND


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JAN 15, 2018

What if L.A.'s homeless population were a city?

Tour through Homeless City


ADAM MURRAY
JAN 16, 2018

Adam Murray is executive director of Inner City Law Center, which serves homeless and working-poor clients from its offices on skid row.

TEMPORARY TRAILERS FOR HOMELESS PEOPLE PLANNED ON DOWNTOWN CITY LOT


DAKOTA SMITH & GALE HOLLAND & DOUG SMITH
JAN 16, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 and previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College and lives in Los Angeles.
Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News and L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Yes, California needs taller, denser development near transit. But not at the expense of affordable housing
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JAN 21, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Southern California median home price breaks record set last decade during housing bubble

ANDREW KHOURI
JAN 24, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

L.A. homeless crisis grows despite political promises, many speeches and millions of dollars. How do we fix this?

STEVE LOPEZ
JAN 28, 2018
Touring L.A.'s old Chinatown before it's too late with a man who knows all the secrets


Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

From Minneapolis to Inglewood, the shifting politics of NFL stadium design

Land use now a zero-sum game


Christopher Hawthorne has been the architecture critic for the Los Angeles Times since 2004. Before coming to The Times, he was architecture critic for Slate and a frequent contributor to the New York Times. He is the author, with Alanna Stang, of “The Green House: New Directions in Sustainable Architecture.” Hawthorne grew up in Berkeley and has a bachelor’s degree from Yale, where he readied himself for a career in criticism by obsessing over the design flaws in his dormitory, designed by Eero Saarinen.

L.A.'s homelessness surged 75% in six years. Here's why the crisis has been decades in the making.

Huge increase in arrests of homeless in L.A.
But mostly for minor offenses

Judge says O.C. cities and the county must prove homeless crackdown is not discriminatory.

A plan to house L.A.'s homeless residents could transform parking lots across the city
through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for ‘Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**LA considers cutting red tape to get homeless people housed faster**


**EMILY ALPERT REYES & DOUG SMITH**

FEB 12, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census and demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California and the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project and survived the University of Chicago.

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for ‘Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**L.A. lawmakers tentatively back proposals to ease the way for housing homeless people**


**EMILY ALPERT REYES**

FEB 13, 2018

Times staff writer Dakota Smith contributed to this report.

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

**Downtown has a high apartment vacancy rate? The rest of L.A. should be so lucky**


**STEVEN SHARP**

FEB 13, 2018

Steven Sharp is the co-founder and editor of Urbanize.LA, where he covers real estate development, architecture and urban planning.
Federal judge visits homeless camps as he pushes for Orange County shelter solution
Judging a homeless quandary close up (printed version)

ANH DO
FEB 14, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Frustrated judge demands O.C. find shelter for homeless being evicted from camps

HANNAH FRY & DOUG SMITH
FEB 14, 2018

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides "Grading the Teachers," he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times' coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Everyone knows we can't arrest our way out of homelessness. So why is L.A. still trying?

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
FEB 16, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. County's homeless problem is worsening despite billions from tax measures
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Orange County's Riverside homeless begin trading tents for motel vouchers, other aid as camp is cleared

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

River camp cleared with humane touch

Meet the judge at the center of O.C. riverbed homeless case who is known for his unconventional, hands-on approach
Christopher Goffard is an author and a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. He shared in the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for the paper’s Bell coverage and has twice been a Pulitzer finalist for feature writing, in 2007 and 2014. His novel “Snitch Jacket” was a finalist for the Edgar Allan Poe Award for Best First Novel. His book “You Will See Fire: A Search for Justice in Kenya,” based on his Times series, was published in 2011.

**Blame California's cities and counties for housing delays, not state environmental law, new study says**

**L.A. wants more money for homeless encampment sweeps**

**L.A. lawmakers pledge 222 units of homeless housing in each of their districts**

**As homeless camps explode in L.A. suburbs, residents fear they will become permanent**
Los Angeles Times Metpro trainee Melissa Etehad is an Iranian American who enjoys writing about national and international issues. She received her master's in journalism from Columbia University and a bachelor's in international affairs from UC San Diego and has reported from the Middle East and Europe. She previously worked at Al Jazeera English and the Washington Post's foreign desk, where she covered the intersections of politics, religion and gender. She's a native Farsi speaker. On her free time, you can probably find Melissa petting dogs and reading the news.

After a week without food, skid row activist still hungry to make a statement about housing shortage

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a two-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care, and in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez's television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Sky-high rents and home prices are making it hard for Southern California businesses to attract workers

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Protesters call on Garcetti to find shelter for 1,000 homeless women

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael
Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

'Insolent, impudent and vicious': What The Times has said about homeless people in the past

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
FEB 25, 2018

Los Angeles’ homelessness crisis is a national disgrace

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
FEB 25, 2018

As crime and drugs recede, MacArthur Park is going upscale, and many residents feel left behind

RUBEN VIVES
FEB 25, 2018

Ruben Vives is a general assignment reporter for the Los Angeles Times. A native of Guatemala, he got his start in journalism by writing for The Times’ Homicide Report in 2007. He helped uncover the financial corruption in the city of Bell that led to criminal charges against eight city officials. The 2010 investigative series won the Pulitzer Prize for public service and other prestigious awards.

Santa Ana River homeless camp cleared after more than 700 people relocated

ANH DO
FEB 26, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she’s passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.
The homeless in L.A. are not who you think they are

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
FEB 26, 2018

Don't let NIMBYs — or weak-kneed politicians — stand in the way of homeless housing

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
FEB 27, 2018

Treating and housing the mentally ill is harder than jailing them. But it might actually work

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
FEB 28, 2018

How can a place with 58,000 homeless people continue to function?

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAR 1, 2018

$2 billion to help house California's homeless isn't being spent and no one knows when it will be

LIAM DILLON
**SACRAMENTO**
**MAR 1, 2018**
Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

---

**L.A. has a long history of failure on homelessness. It needs leaders who will take responsibility**

**THE TIMESEDITORIAL BOARD**
**MAR 2, 2018**
The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

---

**'Castaways' in motor homes feel stranded on society's fringe**

---

**LUIS SINCO**
**MAR 2, 2018**
Need background information. Photography seems to be his forte.

---

**Councilman Jose Huizar drops his opposition to a Boyle Heights homeless housing project**

---

**DOUG SMITH**
**MAR 6, 2018**
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

---

**LAPD defends rising arrests of homeless people**

---

**GALE HOLLAND & KATE MATHER**
**MAR 6, 2018**
Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Kate Mather covered crime, policing and breaking news across Southern California before leaving The Times in 2018 to attend law school. A native of Lawrence, Kan., she studied journalism at USC before first joining The Times in 2011. Mather was part of the team of reporters that received a Pulitzer Prize for its coverage of the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino, as well as the team that was a Pulitzer finalist for its reporting on a deadly 2014 rampage in Isla Vista, Calif.

**Villaraigosa and Newsom want to build more houses in California than ever before.**

Expect the candidates' goal as an empty promise


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
MAR 6, 2018

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Affordable housing projects are threatened as tax cuts undermine a source of funding**


ANDREW KHOURI
MAR 9, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master's degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

**New coalition urges 'Everyone In' to combat L.A.'s homelessness crisis**


EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAR 9, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.
"Eye-popping" number of hypodermic needles, pounds of waste cleared from Orange County riverbed homeless encampment


ANH DO
MAR 10, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Ngui Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Revival of a blighted South L.A. neighborhood is stalled by its onetime dentist, critics say


DOUG SMITH
MAR 10, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides "Grading the Teachers," he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times' coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Why I'm leaving The Times for a job at City Hall


CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE
ARCHITECTURE CRITIC
MAR 12, 2018

Christopher Hawthorne has been the architecture critic for the Los Angeles Times since 2004. Before coming to The Times, he was architecture critic for Slate and a frequent contributor to the New York Times. He is the author, with Alanna Stang, of "The Green House: New Directions in Sustainable Architecture." Hawthorne grew up in Berkeley and has a bachelor's degree from Yale, where he readied himself for a career in criticism by obsessing over the design flaws in his dormitory, designed by Eero Saarinen.

Faced with complaints of filth and blight, L.A. cracks down on overnight RV parking. Now, the homeless are scrambling


EMILY ALPERT REYES
Orange County officials agree to extend motel stays 'on a case-by-case basis' for Santa Ana River homeless

L.A. City Council members shouldn't have the power to veto homeless housing projects at a whim

L.A. lawmakers pledge 222 units for homeless residents in each district

Some O.C. residents: We want to help the homeless — just don't put them in our neighborhoods
Southern California home prices jumped 10% in February


Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Garcetti says L.A. can end street homelessness in a decade


Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 and previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College and lives in Los Angeles.

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Mayor Garcetti sets another ambitious goal on homelessness. Great. This time we need him to keep it


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAR 22, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the
case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**O.C.'s grand homeless plan collapsing as residents balk at having shelters in their neighborhoods**


HANNAH FRY & ANH DO  
MAR 23, 2018

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

**Boost to affordable housing is part of new $1.3-trillion federal budget**


ANDREW KHOURI  
MAR 23, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master's degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

**California eviction law is pushing working families out of their neighborhoods or worse — onto the streets**


NOAH GRYNBERG & TYLER ANDERSON  
MAR 23, 2018

Noah Grynberg and Tyler Anderson are co-directors of the Los Angeles Center for Community Law and Action, a community organization that provides legal services to poor people in Los Angeles.

**Housing bill spurs opposition in L.A.**  

DAVID ZAHNISER & LIAM DILLON & JON SCHLEUSS  
MAR 25, 2018
**L.A. panel comes out against Sacramento's sweeping housing bill**


**House tax bill is causing uncertainty in L.A.'s homeless housing program**


**Billions of dollars to help California’s homeless population are piling up — and going unspent**

More than 1,200 residents urge Orange County supervisors to scrap emergency homeless plan
This article was updated with comments from Orange County city leaders.

ANH DO & CINDY CARCAMO
MAR 27, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Cindy Carcamo covers immigration issues for the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she was Arizona bureau chief and a national correspondent for The Times, focusing on border and immigration issues in the Southwest. A Los Angeles native, she has reported in Argentina and Mexico during her time as an Inter American Press Assn. scholar and as a reporter for the Orange County Register. She's also reported from Guatemala and Honduras where her coverage was part of a team Overseas Press Club Award. She is also the recipient of the French-American Foundation's 2012 Immigration Journalism Award & was a finalist for the 2012 PEN Center USA Literary Award in Journalism and 2011 Livingston Award.

Orange County supervisors scrap emergency homeless plan after cities push back

ANH DO&CINDY CARCAMO
MAR 27, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Cindy Carcamo covers immigration issues for the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she was Arizona bureau chief and a national correspondent for The Times, focusing on border and immigration issues in the Southwest. A Los Angeles native, she has reported in Argentina and Mexico during her time as an Inter American Press Assn. scholar and as a reporter for the Orange County Register. She's also reported from Guatemala and Honduras where her coverage was part of a team Overseas Press Club Award. She is also the recipient of the French-American Foundation's 2012 Immigration Journalism Award & was a finalist for the 2012 PEN Center USA Literary Award in Journalism and 2011 Livingston Award.

L.A. votes to fight state lawmaker's push for high-density housing
David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Jon Schleuss is a graphics and data journalist in the Visualization & Graphics Department at the Los Angeles Times. He specializes in interactive graphics and data reporting. In his off time he also teaches journalism students how to code at the University of Southern California. An Arkansas native, he graduated from the University of Arkansas in 2013.

**Homeless veterans get new digs in Newport Beach**

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632

**L.A. County leaders seek to keep emergency shelter in Antelope Valley open**

Los Angeles Times Metpro trainee Melissa Etehad is an Iranian American who enjoys writing about national and international issues. She received her master’s in journalism from Columbia University and a bachelor’s in international affairs from UC San Diego and has reported from the Middle East and Europe. She previously worked at Al Jazeera English and the Washington Post’s foreign desk, where she covered the intersections of politics, religion and gender. She’s a native Farsi speaker. On her free time, you can probably find Melissa petting dogs and reading the news.

**Disdain that fuels homelessness**
Southern California has the resources to solve homelessness. It chooses not to

Erik Skindrud is a writer & editor who grew up in Huntington Beach & now lives in Long Beach.

**O.C. pushes homeless off the street but**
can't find anywhere to shelter them

ANH DO & CINDY CARCAMO & JOSEPH SERNA
MAR 28, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Cindy Carcamo covers immigration issues for the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she was Arizona bureau chief and a national correspondent for The Times, focusing on border and immigration issues in the Southwest. A Los Angeles native, she has reported in Argentina and Mexico during her time as an Inter American Press Assn. scholar and as a reporter for the Orange County Register. She’s also reported from Guatemala and Honduras where her coverage was part of a team Overseas Press Club Award. She is also the recipient of the French-American Foundation's 2012 Immigration Journalism Award & was a finalist for the 2012 PEN Center USA Literary Award in Journalism and 2011 Livingston Award.

Joseph Serna is a Metro reporter who has been with the Los Angeles Times since 2012. He previously worked for papers in Orange County and Signal Hill, a 2.2-square-mile city surrounded by Long Beach. He was part of the team that won the Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News for coverage of the 2015 San Bernardino terrorist attack and is a graduate of California's community college and Cal State systems.

How O.C. became a center of resistance to California's 'sanctuary state' legislation

CINDY CARCAMO & HAILEY BRANSON-POTTS & ALENE TCHEKMEDYIAN
MAR 28, 2018

Cindy Carcamo covers immigration issues for the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she was Arizona bureau chief and a national correspondent for The Times, focusing on border and immigration issues in the Southwest. A Los Angeles native, she has reported in Argentina and Mexico during her time as an Inter American Press Assn. scholar and as a reporter for the Orange County Register. She’s also reported from Guatemala and Honduras where her coverage was part of a team Overseas Press Club Award. She is also the recipient of the French-American Foundation's 2012 Immigration Journalism Award & was a finalist for the 2012 PEN Center USA Literary Award in Journalism & 2011 Livingston Award.

Hailey Branson-Potts is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She joined the newspaper in 2011 and has been part of a team that investigated doctors’ roles in Southern California’s prescription drug epidemic, covered deadly tornadoes in Oklahoma, and written extensively about LGBT issues. Branson-Potts was part of the team that won the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for breaking news for its coverage of the San Bernardino terrorist attack. She grew up in the small town of Perry, Okla., and graduated from the University of Oklahoma.
A Dream Displaced: Part 1 Uncertain Future

In L.A.’s first suburb, a feeling of unease in the age of Trump


ANDREA CASTILLO & BRITTNY MEJIA & JOE MOZINGO
MAR 29, 2018

Andrea Castillo covers immigration and central L.A. communities. Before joining the Los Angeles Times, she covered immigrant, ethnic and LGBT issues for the Fresno Bee. She got her start at the Oregonian in Portland. A native of Seattle, she’s been making her way down the West Coast since her graduation from Washington State University.

Brittny Mejia is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she worked at the Arizona Republic, the Arizona Daily Star & the Oakland Tribune, among other publications. She is a military brat who has lived all over, but calls Germany home. She graduated from the University of Arizona.

Joe Mozingo is a projects reporter for the Los Angeles Times. He won a Robert F. Kennedy Award for covering the earthquake in Haiti and the ASNE Punch Sulzberger Award for Online Storytelling for his in-depth look at a federal investigation into relic poaching in rural Utah that led to three suicides. Mozingo helped lead The Times’ coverage of the Isla Vista killings in 2014 and a Miami Herald investigation into the space shuttle Columbia crash in 2003; both were finalists for the Pulitzer Prize. His book, “The Fiddler on Pantico Run: An African Warrior, His White Descendants, a Search for Family” was a 2012 “Discover Great New Writers” pick by Barnes and Noble.

L.A. bans people from sleeping in their cars but lets them sleep on the sidewalk. That's ridiculous


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAR 30, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day -- exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Tech sector, homeowners brawl over housing plan


ERIC NEWCOMER
MAR 30, 2018
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**In fighting homeless camp, Irvine's Asians win, but at a cost**

[Link](http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-homeless-asians-20180401-story.html)

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

**With signs, Northern California county declares it has 'no room for racism.' Reality is more complicated**

[Link](http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-shasta-county-race-20180319-htmlstory.html)

Hailey Branson-Potts is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She joined the newspaper in 2011 and has been part of a team that investigated doctors’ roles in Southern California’s prescription drug epidemic, covered deadly tornadoes in Oklahoma, and written extensively about LGBT issues. Branson-Potts was part of the team that won the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for breaking news for its coverage of the San Bernardino terrorist attack. She grew up in the small town of Perry, Okla., and graduated from the University of Oklahoma.

**L.A.'s land use rules were born out of racism and segregation. They're not worth fighting for**


Mark Vallianatos is director of LAplus, a think tank focused on planning and housing.

**A Dream Displaced: Part 2 Gentrification**

**As Gentrification Closes In, Immigrants In Lincoln Heights Find Their American Dream Slipping Away**

[Link](http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-a-dream-displaced-gentrification/)

Brittny Mejia & Joe Mozingo & Andrea Castillo

Brittny Mejia is a Metro reporter for *the Los Angeles Times*. Previously, she worked at the Arizona Republic, the Arizona Daily Star and the Oakland Tribune, among other publications. She is a military brat who has lived all over, but calls Germany home. She graduated from the University of Arizona.

Joe Mozingo is a projects reporter for the Los Angeles Times. He won a Robert F. Kennedy Award for covering the earthquake in Haiti and the ASNE Punch Sulzberger Award for Online Storytelling for his in-depth look at a federal investigation into relic poaching in rural Utah that led to three suicides. Mozingo helped lead The Times’
coverage of the Isla Vista killings in 2014 and a Miami Herald investigation into the space shuttle Columbia crash in 2003; both were finalists for the Pulitzer Prize. His book, “The Fiddler on Pantico Run: An African Warrior, His White Descendants, a Search for Family” was a 2012 “Discover Great New Writers” pick by Barnes and Noble.

Andrea Castillo covers immigration and central L.A. communities. Before joining the Los Angeles Times, she covered immigrant, ethnic and LGBT issues for the Fresno Bee. She got her start at the Oregonian in Portland. A native of Seattle, she's been making her way down the West Coast since her graduation from Washington State University.

Federal judge warns O.C. cities to find shelter for homeless or risk a ban on enforcing anti-camping laws

HANNAH FRY
APR 3, 2018

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632

Review faults L.A. homeless authority's fiscal management, raising questions over Measure H funds

DOUG SMITH
APR 4, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

As waves of homeless descend onto trains, L.A. tries a new strategy: social workers on the subway

LAURA J. NELSON
APR 6, 2018

Laura J. Nelson covers transportation and mobility issues across Southern California. She was part of the team of reporters awarded the Pulitzer Prize in breaking news for coverage of the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino. Before joining The Times in 2012,
Nelson wrote for the Boston Globe, the Tampa Bay Times and the Los Angeles Daily News. Laura grew up in suburban Kansas City in a family of journalists and graduated from the University of Southern California.

When L.A. opted to fund city services over housing, did it help fuel a crisis?

DAKOTA SMITH & EMILY ALPERT REYES
APR 9, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 and previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College and lives in Los Angeles.

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census and demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California and the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Sacramento’s Takeover Threat
http://www.latimes.com/opinion/editorials/???
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
APR 9, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

This April 9, 2018 LA Times editorial could not be extracted in the usual manner & has therefore been simply scanned & inserted along with the other material compiled herein. It is an important part of the governmental system affecting the homeless/housing crises and racial bigotry issues faced in California and elsewhere.

L.A. County unveils new budget, emphasizing homeless services and other safety-net programs

NINA AGRAWAL
APR 9, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Protesters fight against homeless moving to Irvine: 'We will decide who comes into the city'
ANH DO
APR 10, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Orange County is making the same hapless mistakes on homelessness that L.A. did a decade ago

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
APR 10, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploering, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. lawmakers back new regulations on Airbnb and similar rentals

EMILY ALPERT REYES
APR 10, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

New L.A. laws clear the path for homeless housing projects and motel conversions

EMILY ALPERT REYES & DAKOTA SMITH
APR 11, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census and demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California and the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 and previously covered City Hall for
the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College and lives in Los Angeles.

**L.A. County wants to help build guest houses in backyards — for homeless people**


**GALE HOLLAND**  
**APR 11, 2018**

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

**A little-known bill could reshape housing development across California**


**LIAM DILLON**  
**SACRAMENTO**  
**APR 12, 2018**

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Could granny flats help ease the state's housing crisis? Some advocates think so**


**ANDREW KHOURI**  
**APR 13, 2018**

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master's degree in journalism from the University of Southern California's Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

**Patrick Soon-Shiong — immigrant, doctor, billionaire, and soon, newspaper owner — starts a new era at the L.A. Times**


**MEG JAMES & ANDREA CHANG**  
**APR 13, 2018**

Times staff writers Robyn Dixon in South Africa and Scott Wilson and Thomas Curwen in Los Angeles contributed to this report.
Meg James is a corporate media reporter for the Los Angeles Times, covering the business of television and advertising. She has been a member of the Company Town team for more than a decade. She previously wrote for the Miami Herald and the Palm Beach Post. A native of Wyoming, she is a graduate of the University of Colorado and Columbia University.

Andrea Chang is an assistant editor in the Business section. She previously covered technology and the retail industry as a reporter. Chang graduated from the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University and she has written for the St. Petersburg Times, the Oregonian and the San Jose Mercury News. She joined the L.A. Times the same week the first iPhone went on sale in 2007 and is fittingly from Cupertino, Calif.

**Safe parking program for homeless veterans is launching in West L.A.**


DAKOTA SMITH

APR 14, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

**Why are African Americans better off in San Diego than St. Louis? Fair housing**


RICHARD H. SANDER

APR 15, 2018

Richard H. Sander is a professor of law at UCLA School of Law and co-author of the forthcoming book,"Moving toward Integration: The Past and Future of Fair Housing."

**Garcetti heralds L.A.'s progress, touts plan for homeless shelters**


DAKOTA SMITH & EMILY ALPERT REYES

APR 16, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 and previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College and lives in Los Angeles.

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census and demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California and the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.
Garcetti pitches 'rewards' for neighborhoods that accept homeless shelters


DAKOTA SMITH
APR 16, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Times staff writer Liam Dillon contributed to this report.

L.A., long a destination for young people, is becoming increasingly out of reach, survey finds


NINA AGRAWAL
APR 16, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Garcetti's plans for homeless shelters raise as many questions as they answer
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California lawmakers killed one of the biggest housing bills in the country


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
APR 17, 2018
Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**For SB 827 to ever make a successful comeback, it needs to rev up support for buses**


DAVID DAYEN
APR 18, 2018

David Dayen is a contributing writer to Los Angeles Times Opinion.

**State audit calls for more funding and statewide agency to address nation's worst homelessness problem**


DOUG SMITH
APR 19, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**SB 827 is dead. But California still can — and should — build more housing near transit**
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**Why L.A. is becoming the new Iowa**


ANN FRIEDMAN
APR 20, 2018
Using California's signature environmental law to shut down homeless housing is NIMBYism at its worst


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
APR 21, 2018

Can a dinner conversation - or a hundred - ease racial division?


EMILY ALPERT REYES
APR 22, 2018

Government wants to take blighted property neglected after L.A. riots; owner objects


ANGEL JENNINGS
APR 23, 2018

Garcetti says he would consider expanding rent control in L.A.

HUD Secretary Ben Carson tours women's homeless center on skid row  

Jobs and work support could curtail L.A.'s stubborn homeless crisis, study says  
Los Feliz traffic median's latest makeover might include planters in a bid to thwart homeless encampments

Los Feliz traffic median's latest makeover might include planters in a bid to thwart homeless encampments


DAKOTA SMITH
APR 25, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Santa Ana to sue the other 33 Orange County cities over homelessness burden

Santa Ana to sue the other 33 Orange County cities over homelessness burden


ANH DO
APR 26, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

L.A. County wins ownership of long-empty South L.A. land

L.A. County wins ownership of long-empty South L.A. land


ANGEL JENNINGS
APR 27, 2018

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

Historic King Edward Hotel to get a makeover as single-room occupancy for homeless people

Historic King Edward Hotel to get a makeover as single-room occupancy for homeless people


DOUG SMITH
APR 30, 2018
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

L.A. budgets $430 million to help homeless, most of it long-term debt

DOUG SMITH
APR 30, 2018

San Diego shrinks 'granny flat' fees to spur construction amid housing crisis

DAVID GARRICK
MAY 1, 2018

Los Angeles moves to regulate Airbnb rentals

EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAY 2, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting
L.A. plans a temporary homeless shelter on Koreatown parking lot


Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

A major California housing bill failed after opposition from the low-income residents it aimed to help. Here's how it went wrong


Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

High housing costs are driving out lower-income Californians, reports say


Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

On the grounds of People's Park, UC Berkeley proposes housing for students and the homeless

Teresa Watanabe covers education for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the Times in 1989, she has covered immigration, ethnic communities, religion, Pacific Rim business and served as Tokyo correspondent and bureau chief. She also covered Asia, national affairs and state government for the San Jose Mercury News and wrote editorials for the Los Angeles Herald Examiner. A Seattle native, she graduated from USC in journalism and in East Asian Languages and Culture.

The VA has a good idea: Speed up housing for homeless veterans

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 5, 2018

A single law is devastating the affordability of housing in California. Repeal Costa-Hawkins

TRACY JEANNE ROSENTHAL
MAY 8, 2018

How California's candidates for governor want to fix the state's housing problems

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
MAY 10, 2018

Rising costs threaten L.A.'s homeless housing goal

DOUG SMITH
MAY 11, 2018
Gov. Jerry Brown offers part of a historic budget bonanza to help ease California's homelessness crisis

JOHN MYERS & LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
MAY 11, 2018

John Myers joined the Los Angeles Times as Sacramento bureau chief in 2015 after more than two decades in radio and television news, much of that as an award-winning reporter covering statehouse policy and politics. During a decade of work for San Francisco’s NPR affiliate, his unique online projects included everything from one of Sacramento’s original politics blogs to California’s first politics podcast. He also served as the moderator of gubernatorial debates in 2014 and 2010. Often cited by state and national news organizations as one of Sacramento’s top journalists, he’s a graduate of Duke University and the University of California, Berkeley.

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Bloomberg warns that an 'epidemic of dishonesty' threatens U.S. democracy

MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG
NEW YORK
MAY 12, 2018

Former New York Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg warned during a commencement speech Saturday at Rice University that "an endless barrage of lies" and a trend toward "alternate realities" in national politics pose a dire threat to U.S. democracy. (Christophe Ena/Associated Press)

Lawsuits target city over new laws for homeless housing projects and motel conversions

DAKOTA SMITH
MAY 13, 2018
Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

**Furor is mounting over proposed Koreatown shelter. Is it NIMBYism, or a community 'blindsided' by the city?**


**Victoria Kim**

MAY 13, 2018

Victoria Kim is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the paper in 2007, she has covered the state and federal courts and the Korean community in Los Angeles. Her work has included investigations on the cover-up of the sex abuse scandal in the Los Angeles Archdiocese, killing of unarmed suspects by the Inglewood police, underpaid workers in the garment district and unaccredited law schools in California. She has previously written for the Associated Press in South Korea and West Africa, as well as the Financial Times in New York. Victoria was raised in Seoul, South Korea, and graduated from Harvard University.

**Homeless outreach teams ready to bring services to the streets**


**Doug Smith**

MAY 14, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**Californians could vote on as many as five housing measures in November**


**Liam Dillon**

SACRAMENTO

MAY 14, 2018

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Emergency shelters get a boost as L.A. County increases homelessness spending by $143 million**
DOUG SMITH
MAY 15, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

The human catastrophe of homelessness hits the shores of Malibu, and some try to offer a helping hand

STEVE LOPEZ
MAY 16, 2018

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary — in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

L.A. transit officials consider Metro-owned sites in Valley, Venice to aid homeless

LAURA J. NELSON
MAY 17, 2018

Laura J. Nelson covers transportation and mobility issues across Southern California. She was part of the team of reporters awarded the Pulitzer Prize in breaking news for coverage of the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino. Before joining The Times in 2012, Nelson wrote for the Boston Globe, the Tampa Bay Times and the Los Angeles Daily News. Laura grew up in suburban Kansas City in a family of journalists and graduated from the University of Southern California.
California state senators pitch $1 billion in new relief for low-income housing and homelessness


LIAM DILLON
MAY 17, 2018

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Statistical error inflated last year's homeless count by more than 2,700


DOUG SMITH
MAY 18, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Tougher work rules for food stamps won’t help poor people — or save much money


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAY 18, 2018

‘The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Kaiser Permanente to commit $200 million to help communities reduce homelessness


NOAM N. LEVEY
WASHINGTON
MAY 18, 2018

Noam N. Levey writes about national healthcare policy out of Washington, DC. He covered passage of the 2010 Affordable Care Act and has written extensively about the landmark law and reported on its implementation from around the country. A former investigative and political reporter, he is a Boston native and a graduate of Princeton University. He joined the newspaper in 2003 and has reported from Washington since 2006.

Faced with rallies opposing a temporary shelter in his district, council president Herb Wesson holds his own


VICTORIA KIM
MAY 18, 2018

Victoria Kim is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the paper in 2007, she has covered the state and federal courts and the Korean community in Los Angeles. Her work has included investigations on the cover-up of the sex abuse scandal in the Los Angeles Archdiocese, killing of unarmed suspects by the Inglewood police, underpaid workers in the garment district and unaccredited law schools in California. She has previously written for the Associated Press in South Korea and West Africa, as well as the Financial Times in New York. Victoria was raised in Seoul, South Korea, and graduated from Harvard University.

Demonstrators march in Koreatown to protest planned temporary homeless shelter


CITY NEWS SERVICE
MAY 19, 2018

Stop fighting the Koreatown homeless shelter
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The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

How the humble camping tent symbolizes our failure on homelessness — and promises a solution to it


WADE GRAHAM
MAY 20, 2018

Wade Graham teaches urban and environmental policy at Pepperdine University's School of Public Policy. His most recent book is "Dream Cities: Seven Urban Ideas That Shape the World."
Amid booing, Koreatown shelter plan moves forward at City Hall


EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAY 22, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Southern California's median home price hits a record $520,000 despite rising mortgage rates


ANDREW KHOURI
MAY 23, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Sleeping in public is taboo. Unless you're young, white and privileged


BENJAMIN REISS
MAY 24, 2018

Benjamin Reiss is a professor and chair of the English department at Emory University. He is the author of "Wild Nights, How Taming Sleep Created Our Restless World."

There's Koreatown. There's Little Tokyo. So why can't Leimert Park be Africa Town? Or Wakanda?


ANGEL JENNINGS
MAY 25, 2018

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel
New York is ripping up the playbook on how it shelters the homeless

Westwood students, community leaders vote to create new neighborhood council after heated debate
http://www.latimes.com/la-bio-alejandra-reyes-velarde-staff.html

Costa Mesa drops plan for mobile restrooms for homeless people based on business survey

It took more than a decade to open public bathrooms on skid row. After three months, they're already gone
Homelessness dips in L.A. and countywide, but more people are living on the streets for the first time

CEQA was designed to protect the environment, not to fight housing for homeless people
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Here's how easy it is to block a homeless housing project in L.A.


EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAY 31, 2018

In defense of Orange County's 'NIMBY' stance on homelessness


TODD SPITZER
MAY 31, 2018

Orange County Supervisor Todd Spitzer’s district includes parts of Santa Ana, Anaheim, Irvine, Tustin, Orange and Yorba Linda.
There are fewer homeless people in L.A. County — but the problem remains grim and unacceptable
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U.N.'s poverty and human rights special rapporteur finds U.S. policies reward wealthy, punish poor


JENNY JARVIE
ATLANTA
JUN 2, 2018

Special Correspondent in Atlanta for The Los Angeles Times.

Los Angeles tenants increasingly engaging in rent strikes amid housing crisis


ROB KUZNIA
JUN 2, 2018

Rob Kuznia is a freelance writer based in Los Angeles and is a frequent contributor to The Washington Post. He joined the communications department of USC Shoah Foundation as publicist last fall. Today, he is celebrating a major accomplishment from his previous
life as a journalist: a Pulitzer Prize for Local Reporting. Kuznia was a reporter at the Daily Breeze newspaper, which covers the South Bay area of Los Angeles, from 2010-2014.

**Federal judge tours O.C. armory as he works toward homeless solution**


**BEN BRAZIL**

JUN 5, 2018

Ben Brazil is a features writer for TimesOC. He previously covered Huntington Beach for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Daily Pilot in September 2016, he was a reporter for the City News Service, a Southern California-based news service. Brazil earned his bachelor’s degree in anthropology at UC Berkeley. (714) 356-1396

**L.A. County inches toward a final decision on Tejon Ranch development**


**NINA AGRAWAL**

JUN 6, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

**Many people work hard to avoid the homeless. These volunteers embrace them**


**BENJAMIN ORESKES**

JUN 7, 2018

Photography by GENARO MOLINA

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential Californian newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at POLITICO in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.
A Venice couple is housing homeless people, one small building at a time


DOUG SMITH
JUN 8, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Boost in spending for homelessness in budget deal reached by governor, legislative leaders


LIAM DILLON & JOHN MYERS
SACRAMENTO
JUN 8, 2018

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

John Myers joined the Los Angeles Times as Sacramento bureau chief in 2015 after more than two decades in radio and television news, much of that as an award-winning reporter covering statehouse policy and politics. During a decade of work for San Francisco’s NPR affiliate, his unique online projects included everything from one of Sacramento’s original politics blogs to California’s first politics podcast. He also served as the moderator of gubernatorial debates in 2014 and 2010. Often cited by state and national news organizations as one of Sacramento’s top journalists, he’s a graduate of Duke University and the University of California, Berkeley.

The First Baptist Church has closed, a symbol of Venice's shrinking black population


ROBERT J. LOPEZ
Robert J. Lopez no longer works for the Los Angeles Times. The veteran investigative reporter was part of a team that won the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for public service for stories that uncovered alleged corruption in the city of Bell. He also helped run L.A. Now, The Times’ breaking news blog. A Los Angeles native, he has taught journalism and social media to reporters, students & academics in Latin America, the Caribbean & Middle East.

They're sick, traumatized, malnourished and transient — what child poverty looks like in Los Angeles

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Encampments take root in South L.A. Here's why clearing them out is so difficult

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Seattle repeals tax on big companies after pressure from Amazon and others
The Associated Press is an independent, not-for-profit news cooperative headquartered in New York City. Our teams in over 100 countries tell the world’s stories, from breaking news to investigative reporting. We provide content and services to help engage audiences worldwide, working with companies of all types, from broadcasters to brands. For 170 years, we have been breaking news and covering the world’s biggest stories, always committed to the highest standards of objective, accurate journalism. We were founded as an independent news cooperative and remain owned by our U.S. newspaper and broadcast members, steadfast in our mission to inform the world. From delivering the news via pony express in 1846 to working in virtual reality today, we are always innovating. We are a proudly independent group of media professionals and business innovators, guided by a leadership team devoted to shaping the future of journalism. Every day, our people work toward our mission of informing the world. We have been leading the media industry ever since our founding in 1846, championing journalism across the globe. In 2005, we established the AP Emergency Relief Fund to help our colleagues around the world when they are affected by conflict and disaster. The money we’ve raised has rebuilt their homes, replaced their destroyed belongings and moved their families to safe houses.

High cost of housing drives up homeless rates, UCLA study indicates

ANDREW KHOURI
JUN 13, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

He never gave up on Santa Barbara's homeless people, even as many looked the other away

STEVE LOPEZ
JUN 13, 2018

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

3 O.C. cities propose shelters to help serve growing homeless problem
Add swimming to the list of things black people apparently still can't do without being harassed

CARLA HALL
JUN 15, 2018

Carla Hall is an editorial board member who writes about homelessness, reproductive rights, popular culture, animal welfare, and human rights in Asia and Africa, among other topics. Before joining the board, she was a general assignment reporter for the Los Angeles Times’ California section. She previously worked for the Washington Post’s Style section, where she juggled writing with acting roles in small theaters & even a couple of TV shows. She has a bachelor's degree in the history of science from Harvard University.

L.A. plan to 'gentrify' skid row will oust poor residents, advocates say

GALE HOLLAND
JUN 15, 2018

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Californians will make a big decision on rent control in November

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
JUN 15, 2018
Hundreds celebrate Juneteenth in Leimert Park for a day of fun and remembrance

ANGEL JENNINGS
JUN 16, 2018

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

L.A. lawmakers face opposition over homeless shelter plans

EMILY ALPERT REYES
JUN 18, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Garcetti says L.A. can resume disputed ban on overnight sidewalk sleeping

EMILY ALPERT REYES
JUN 22, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

U.N.'s poverty monitor says U.S. is 'like the kid who takes his football and goes home'
Trump's policies aren't all outliers. They reflect a hardening of the American heart toward our neediest


Well-meaning proposals to change California's mental health law fall short


Lawyer duo saw a need and now their nonprofit firm is fighting for the homeless in O.C.


It's time for L.A. to put up or shut about building denser housing around transit

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

The last thing L.A. should be spending resources on is rousting homeless people from the sidewalks


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
JUN 26, 2018

Santa Clarita enacts new restrictions on homeless people: No sitting on sidewalks or sleeping in libraries


DAKOTA SMITH
JUN 27, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

City Council approves hotly contested overhaul of South L.A. mall


EMILY ALPERT REYES
JUN 27, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Californians face November decision on $2-billion spending plan for homeless housing
L.A. councilman to look at alternative site for Koreatown shelter


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Victoria Kim is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the paper in 2007, she has covered the state and federal courts and the Korean community in Los Angeles. Her work has included investigations on the cover-up of the sex abuse scandal in the Los Angeles Archdiocese, killing of unarmed suspects by the Inglewood police, underpaid workers in the garment district and unaccredited law schools in California. She has previously written for the Associated Press in South Korea and West Africa, as well as the Financial Times in New York. Victoria was raised in Seoul, South Korea, and graduated from Harvard University.

L.A. City Council presses ahead with plan for homeless shelters


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.
Victoria Kim is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the paper in 2007, she has covered the state and federal courts and the Korean community in Los Angeles. Her work has included investigations on the cover-up of the sex abuse scandal in the Los Angeles Archdiocese, killing of unarmed suspects by the Inglewood police, underpaid workers in the garment district and unaccredited law schools in California. She has previously written for the Associated Press in South Korea and West Africa, as well as the Financial Times in New York. Victoria was raised in Seoul, South Korea, and graduated from Harvard University.

Protesters demonstrate outside L.A. mayor's house, call for end to homelessness and abolition of ICE

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Sure, we can revisit where to put the Koreatown homeless shelter — just so long as it actually gets built

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

San Diego officials say new housing study will help them find solutions to crisis

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master's in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.
Silver Lake Medical Center to pay $550,000 settlement in patient-dumping case, L.A. officials say

ALEJANDRA REYES-VELARDE
JUL 2, 2018
Alejandra Reyes-Velarde started as a Metpro reporter at the Los Angeles Times in 2017. She previously wrote for the San Francisco Business Times and covered local news and crime for the Sacramento Bee. She received her bachelor's degree in communication studies from UCLA, where she worked at the student-run Daily Bruin. Originally from Duarte, Calif., Reyes is a native Spanish speaker.

L.A. councilman among arrestees at protest over splitting families at border

EMILY ALPERT REYES
JUL 2, 2018
Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting

L.A. will allow more dense development near five Expo Line stations

LAURA J. NELSON
JUL 3, 2018
Laura J. Nelson covers transportation and mobility issues across Southern California. She was part of the team of reporters awarded the Pulitzer Prize in breaking news for coverage of the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino. Before joining The Times in 2012, Nelson wrote for the Boston Globe, the Tampa Bay Times and the Los Angeles Daily News. Laura grew up in suburban Kansas City in a family of journalists and graduated from the University of Southern California.

Proposed San Diego law would prohibit landlord bias against people with federal housing vouchers
David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

He handed water to homeless people when temps topped 100. Some Silver Lake neighbors jeered, others cheered


Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

More sidewalk tents, but fewer people living in them? The 2018 homeless count's new math


Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times' coverage of the infamous North

**San Francisco to vote on taxing large companies to help the homeless**


The Associated Press is an independent, not-for-profit news cooperative headquartered in New York City. Our teams in over 100 countries tell the world’s stories, from breaking news to investigative reporting. We provide content and services to help engage audiences worldwide, working with companies of all types, from broadcasters to brands. For 170 years, we have been breaking news and covering the world’s biggest stories, always committed to the highest standards of objective, accurate journalism. We were founded as an independent news cooperative and remain owned by our U.S. newspaper and broadcast members, steadfast in our mission to inform the world. From delivering the news via pony express in 1846 to working in virtual reality today, we are always innovating. We are a proudly independent group of media professionals and business innovators, guided by a leadership team devoted to shaping the future of journalism. Every day, our people work toward our mission of informing the world. We have been leading the media industry ever since our founding in 1846, championing journalism across the globe. In 2005, we established the AP Emergency Relief Fund to help our colleagues around the world when they are affected by conflict and disaster. The money we’ve raised has rebuilt their homes, replaced their destroyed belongings and moved their families to safe houses.

**First of Garcetti-backed homeless shelters nears opening, with a $700,000 deck**


Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

**County launches online system to connect homeless people with assistance**


Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North...
Developers test a new way to fund housing for the homeless: private financing

DOUG SMITH
JUL 19, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

22% surge in number of older homeless people catches L.A. officials off guard

GALE HOLLAND
JUL 19, 2018

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Hard times, through the eyes of three children who dream of better days

STEVE LOPEZ
JUL 21, 2018

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station
KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

**Lawsuit demands L.A. eliminate 'pocket veto' on homeless housing**


**Emily Alpert Reyes**

**JUL 26, 2018**

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

**Give me shelter — but not at double the cost**


**The Times Editorial Board**

**JUL 27, 2018**

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**California housing crisis podcast: Should California emulate Seattle to fix its affordability problems?**


**Liam Dillon & Matt Levin**

**SACRAMENTO**

**JUL 27, 2018**

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Matt Levin is the data dude for CALmatters. His work entails distilling complex policy topics into easily digestible charts and graphs, finding and writing original stories from data, running correlations for no reason, and yelling at his computer for something he did wrong in his code. Matt is a former research associate for the Public Policy Institute of California, where he specialized in poverty and social policy. He has reported for KQED's The California Report, PBS Frontline, and Private Equity International Magazine. He has a Master's in Public Policy from UCLA and an MS in Journalism from USC, but he'll always consider himself a Cal bear. Although he hates the phrase "wonk out", he will happily talk about your regression model with you.
Attorneys for homeless ask judge to bar three O.C. cities from enforcing anti-camping laws


HANNAH FRY
JUL 28, 2018

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632

A ‘unique’ opportunity for investors spells mass eviction for tenants


ANDREW KHOURI
JUL 29, 2018

Credits: Times researcher Scott Wilson contributed to this report. Produced by Vanessa Martínez. Graphics by PriyaKrishnakumar.

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Living in a beat-up Jeep after mounting hardship, a homeless veteran and his wife cling to hope, waiting for a place to call home


BENJAMIN ORESKES
JUL 29, 2018

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Millions of Californians are poor, and they don't always live where you'd expect

John Myers joined the Los Angeles Times as Sacramento bureau chief in 2015 after more than two decades in radio and television news, much of that as an award-winning reporter covering statehouse policy and politics. During a decade of work for San Francisco's NPR affiliate, his unique online projects included everything from one of Sacramento's original politics blogs to California's first politics podcast. He also served as the moderator of gubernatorial debates in 2014 and 2010. Often cited by state and national news organizations as one of Sacramento's top journalists, he's a graduate of Duke University and the University of California, Berkeley.

Architects were asked to design appealing homeless shelters on a $1-million budget. Here's what they came up with


DOUG SMITH
JUL 30, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides "Grading the Teachers," he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times' coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

L.A. looks at former museum and factory sites for downtown homeless shelters


GALE HOLLAND
JUL 31, 2018

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.
L.A. City Council members don't deserve unilateral veto power over homeless projects they don't like


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
AUG 1, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

We are throwaways


ANH DO
AUG 2, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

I talked about racism with 10 strangers over dinner. It did not go well


NADRA WIDATALLA
AUG 2, 2018

NadraWidatalla is a writer and producer living in Los Angeles.

Judge pushes for more beds to help resolve housing for Orange County's homeless


ANH DO
AUG 3, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from
words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

**After protests and talk of a recall, Wesson and Korean American community agree on shelter site**


VICTORIA KIM
AUG 3, 2018

Victoria Kim is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the paper in 2007, she has covered the state and federal courts and the Korean community in Los Angeles. Her work has included investigations on the cover-up of the sex abuse scandal in the Los Angeles Archdiocese, killing of unarmed suspects by the Inglewood police, underpaid workers in the garment district and unaccredited law schools in California. She has previously written for the Associated Press in South Korea and West Africa, as well as the Financial Times in New York. Victoria was raised in Seoul, South Korea, and graduated from Harvard University.

**As L.A. vowed to stop apartments from becoming hotels, this company made it a business**


EMILY ALPERT REYES & ANDREW KHOURI
AUG 4, 2018

Times researcher Scott Wilson contributed to this report.

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

**Leimert Plaza Park's 'beautification' will fence in the spiritual center of black L.A.**


ERIN AUBRY KAPLAN
It's cruel and counterproductive to bar pets at homeless and low-income housing


The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. County to test new efforts to assist people living in vehicles


Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Art galleries are leaving Boyle Heights, but more anti-gentrification battles loom on the horizon


Carolina A. Miranda is a Los Angeles Times staff writer covering a wide gamut of culture, including visual art, architecture and film, not to mention performance art cabaret divas. Her work often looks at how art intersects with politics, gender and race — from the ways in which artists are tackling the U.S.-Mexico border to the ways in which art intersects with development and gentrification. She is a regular contributor to KCRW's "Press Play" and was a winner of the 2017 Rabkin Prize in Visual Arts Journalism.

Zoning Boyle Heights: What an 'innovation district' could mean for the neighborhood

CAROLINA A. MIRANDA  
Aug 8, 2018

Carolina A. Miranda is a Los Angeles Times staff writer covering a wide gamut of culture, including visual art, architecture and film, not to mention performance art cabaret divas. Her work often looks at how art intersects with politics, gender and race — from the ways in which artists are tackling the U.S.-Mexico border to the ways in which art intersects with development and gentrification. She is a regular contributor to KCRW's “Press Play” and was a winner of the 2017 Rabkin Prize in Visual Arts Journalism.

How L.A. can gain housing (and transit ridership) without infuriating the neighbors  
This OpEd is adapted from a longer article in the Journal of Planning Education and Research.

DONALD SHOUP  
AUG 9, 2018

Donald Curran Shoup is a distinguished research professor of urban planning at UCLA's Luskin School of Public Affairs and a Georgist economist. He is widely regarded as an expert in the economics of parking.

Dog park opens for residents of skid row homeless center  

GALE HOLLAND  
AUG 10, 2018

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

After years of illness, hardships and homelessness, the McCues finally have a place to call home  

BENJAMIN ORESKES  
AUG 12, 2018
Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

At UC Santa Cruz, a housing shortage pits the need for beds against a much-loved meadow

Teresa Watanabe covers education for the Los Angeles Times. Since joining the Times in 1989, she has covered immigration, ethnic communities, religion, Pacific Rim business and served as Tokyo correspondent and bureau chief. She also covered Asia, national affairs and state government for the San Jose Mercury News and wrote editorials for the Los Angeles Herald Examiner. A Seattle native, she graduated from USC in journalism and in East Asian Languages and Culture.

Plan to demolish rent-controlled units for affordable housing in Westlake sparks backlash

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

San Diego revamping business incentives to boost transparency, low-income neighborhoods
HTTP://WWW.SANDIEGOUNIONTRIBUNE.COM/NEWS/POLITICS/SD-ME-BUSINESS-INCENTIVES-20180813-STORY.HTML

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master's in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

L.A. County Supervisors approve temporary rent control ordinance for mobile homes
ANDREW KHOURI
AUG 14, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

How to get everyone to agree on a new site for homeless housing in Koreatown? Community buy-in

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
AUG 14, 2018

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. County to expand mobile shower program for homeless people

NINA AGRAWAL
AUG 14, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Housing crisis prompts San Diego to pursue 'inclusionary' legislation opposed by developers

DAVID GARRICK
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
AUG 18, 2018

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master's in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.
Is it just me, or does Los Angeles feel a lot less safe these days?


ADAM POPESCU
AUG 21, 2018

Popescu holds a master’s degree in journalism from the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications at Syracuse University, and a BA in creative writing from Pitzer College. He is a writer and journalist whose work has appeared in The New York Times, Washington Post, Bloomberg Businessweek, Vanity Fair, National Geographic, Conde Nast Traveler, Marketplace, Playboy, Fast Company, Scientific American, Outside, The Guardian, New Scientist, Los Angeles Magazine, and others.

Van Nuys apartment owner drops plan to convert affordable units to market rate


DOUG SMITH
AUG 22, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Judge orders San Diego to stop ticketing homeless living in vehicles


DAVID GARRICK
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
AUG 22, 2018

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

Stop hanging bench warrants over the heads of L.A.'s homeless people
A judge's marathon training helps people rise from skid row. Why not try more small programs?


CONOR FRIEDERSDORF
AUG 29, 2018

ConorFriedersdorf is a contributing writer to Opinion, a staff writer at the Atlantic and founding editor of the Best of Journalism, a newsletter that curates exceptional nonfiction.

If we intend to clear the homeless from fire danger zones, then we need to have housing for them


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
AUG 31, 2018

Homeless people at almost every L.A. landmark illustrates the depth of the problem


LUIS SINCO
AUG 31, 2018

Need background information. Photography seems to be his forte.

Monorails, affordable homes, maybe personal blimps? Our readers redesign Los Angeles

L.A. council members make uneven progress on homeless housing


Homeless people in California, Western states cannot be prosecuted for sleeping outside if shelter access is lacking, court rules


Advocates hail ruling that restricts criminalizing homeless sleeping; Garcetti sees 'not much' effect on L.A.

The first of L.A.'s temporary shelters is about to open. 'We have to do something today,' Garcetti says


Attention Western U.S.: You finally have to stop punishing homeless people for being homeless

California is sitting on hundreds of millions of dollars for mental health programs. Let's put it to use

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
SEP 10, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

L.A. County to consider temporary measure to cap rent increases

NINA AGRAWAL
SEP 11, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Times staff writer Andrew Khouri contributed to this report.

L.A. County approves temporary rent stabilization policy

NINA AGRAWAL
SEP 11, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Rent control isn't the answer to California's housing crisis, but it could help. Yes on Prop 10

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
SEP 15, 2018

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the
presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Making homelessness a crime is no way for Los Angeles to fix its crisis


SHAYLY R. MYERS
SEP 14, 2018

Shayla Myers is an attorney in the Housing and Communities workgroup at the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles. At LAFLA, she primarily focuses on issues related to housing and homelessness. Shayla litigates cases in state and federal court on behalf of low-income tenants, people who are homeless, and community organizations. In 2016, she was one of the lead attorneys in litigation against the City of Los Angeles, which resulted in an injunction preventing the seizure and destruction of homeless individuals’ belongings. In 2017, she successfully challenged a long-standing practice of the Los Angeles Police Department to refuse to produce court records, as required by the California Public Records Act. Prior to joining the Legal Aid Foundation, she was a Skadden Fellow at the Los Angeles LGBT Center and then an associate at a Plaintiff's side Civil Rights Firm in Los Angeles. Shayla clerked for the Honorable Sandra Segal Ikuta on the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, and graduated Order of the Coif from UCLA Law School, with concentrations in Public Interest Law and Policy and Critical Race Studies. Before attending law school, Shayla coordinated an advocacy program and hotline for sexual assault survivors in Albuquerque, New Mexico, where she grew up.

Face to face with the homeless


DEREK SLEVIN
SEP 16, 2018
See video here.

Derek Slevin is a results-oriented senior recruiter and manager possessing more than 18 years of professional recruiting experience. Strong abilities to recruit, lead and collaborate with teams to exceed goals and deliverables in dynamic and fast-paced environments. Proven success in building and sustaining strong relationships across multiple levels within the organization. He is also a Rancho Bernardo-based photographer who spent three years doing portraits of homeless senior citizens along the West Coast. He learned a few things along the way. His images will be on display at the Senior Community Center downtown.

What's the endgame for Eric Garcetti's homeless shelters?


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
SEP 17, 2018

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
Tenants got a rare chance to come back after being evicted — but most didn't


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Three homeless men in critical condition after baseball bat attacks in downtown L.A.


James Queally writes about crime & policing in Southern California. Since coming to The Times he has also traveled to Ferguson, Mo., and Cleveland to cover large-scale protests involving police use-of-force and the 2016 election. A Brooklyn native, he came to The Times in 2014 after covering crime and police news for the Star-Ledger in New Jersey. In that time he profiled Frank Lucas, the drug kingpin who inspired the film “American Gangster,” and wrote a series of stories that revealed how the state’s largest police departments failed to solve thousands of nonfatal shootings, which led to policy changes.

Hollywood Homeless Shelter Greenlit By City


CALIFORNIA NEWS WIRE SERVICES

SEP 18, 2018

Could not find source info for this service.

Business improvement districts are 'anti-homeless,' new UC Berkeley report says


Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice,
politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**Is L.A.’s homeless population closer to 100,000? Nonprofit offers an alternative view of the data**


Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**Want real rent control? Make landlords live alongside their tenants**


Gustavo Arellano
SEP 19, 2018

Gustavo Arellano is the former publisher and editor of Orange County's alternative weekly *OC Weekly*, and the author of the column *Ask a Mexican*, which is syndicated nationally. [ Tribune ](http://tribune.com) Arellano has won numerous awards for the column, including the 2006 and 2008 Best Non-Political Column in a large-circulation weekly from the Association of Alternative Newsweeklies, the 2007 Presidents Award from the Los Angeles Press Club and an Impacto Award from the National Hispanic Media Coalition, and a 2008 Latino Spirit award from the California Latino Legislative Caucus.

**Last year, she was sleeping in her car. Today she's proof homeless stories can have happy endings**


Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column.
writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer
finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns
on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and
homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-
fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times
best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a
Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station
KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the
Columbia University DuPont Award.

Homeless man found beaten to death under Santa Monica Pier days after similar attacks in
downtown L.A.


JAMES QUEALLY
SEP 20, 2018

James Queally writes about crime & policing in Southern California. Since coming to The
Times he has also traveled to Ferguson, Mo., and Cleveland to cover large-scale protests
involving police use-of-force and the 2016 election. A Brooklyn native, he came to The
Times in 2014 after covering crime and police news for the Star-Ledger in New Jersey. In
that time he profiled Frank Lucas, the drug kingpin who inspired the film “American
Gangster,” and wrote a series of stories that revealed how the state’s largest police
departments failed to solve thousands of nonfatal shootings, which led to policy changes.

After years of dramatic increases, rents are finally showing signs of slowing


ANDREW KHOURI
SEP 21, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

2 homeless men die after DTLA attacks; detectives probe link to body found under Santa Monica Pier


JAMES QUEALLY
SEP 21, 2018

James Queally writes about crime & policing in Southern California. Since coming to The
Times he has also traveled to Ferguson, Mo., and Cleveland to cover large-scale protests
Plan to aid expansion of Midway City shelters at a standstill over funding as H.B. works to help homeless 'make a meaningful change'


Gov. Brown signs bill cracking down on L.A. 'veto' for homeless housing


Proposition 10: Vote no on rent control, a 'solution' that worsens housing crisis

Chris Reed is the deputy editorial and opinion editor of The San Diego Union-Tribune. Before joining the U-T in July 2005, he was the opinion-page columns editor and wrote the featured weekly Unspin column for The Orange County Register. Reed was on the national board of the Association of Opinion Page Editors from 2003-2005. During his seven years at the Register, his posts included working as editor of the newspaper's daily page covering the war on terrorism in the wake of the 9/11 attacks and as a government-politics reporter. From 2000 until joining the Union-Tribune, Reed was a featured news analyst on host Larry Mantle's acclaimed "Air Talk" show on Los Angeles-area National Public Radio affiliate KPCC-FM, making more than 100 appearances. He also taught journalism at the University of La Verne. From 1990 to 1998, Reed was weekend editor, news editor and metro columnist at the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin in Ontario. Reed worked as a news and sports reporter, movie critic, news editor and editorial writer for Hawaii newspapers from 1983 to 1990, primarily at the Hawaii Tribune-Herald. He has a political science degree from the University of Hawaii (Hilo campus), where he edited the student newspaper, the Vulcan News, his senior year and was honored by the student government for outstanding achievements as editor. Reed was named the Inland Empire's outstanding news columnist in 1995, 1996 and 1998 by the Society of Professional Journalists. He has also won honors from SPJ, the Society of Newspaper Design and other journalism groups for his pop culture essays, film criticism, sportswriting, graphics reporting and page design.

Blanca Gonzalez, a native Californian, is the community opinion editor and a member of the Editorial Board for The San Diego Union-Tribune. She has been a reporter and editor at several newspapers including the Stockton Record, the Miami Herald and the Sacramento Bee. She has also served as an aide to a California Assembymember. She is a past president of the Sacramento chapter of CCNMA, a nonprofit professional organization of Latino journalists. Gonzalez is the coordinator of the Union-Tribune's Community Advisory Board and the U-T's Journalism Scholars program, a summer program for high school students.

Andrew Kleske is the reader outreach editor and a member of the editorial board for The San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a San Diego State University graduate and has taught journalism at University of California, San Diego, since 1998. He previously was editor of the San Diego Daily Transcript and online editor for the North County Times. He serves on the board of the San Diego chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists and is a member and past president of the San Diego Press Club, which awarded him its 2017 Harold Keen Award for Outstanding Contribution to Journalism.

**Afraid of rent control? Here’s why you should vote yes on Proposition 10 anyway**

https://www.sacbee.com/opinion/election-endorsements/article218278780.html

**SACRAMENTO BEE EDITORIAL BOARD**

**SEP 14, 2018**

**Rent control isn't the answer to California's housing crisis, but it could help. Yes on Prop 10**


**THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD**

**SEP 15, 2018**

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.
What a rent control fight in Silicon Valley could mean for the rest of California


Liam Dillon is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Response to L.A.’s affordable housing crisis should be guided by lessons from the city’s past

http://newsroom.ucla.edu/releases/l.a.-affordable-housing-crisis-response-ucla-luskin-history-policy

UCLA LUSKIN CENTER FOR HISTORY AND POLICY
OCTOBER 01, 2018

The UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy was founded in 2017 through a generous gift from Meyer and Renee Luskin. It is the first academic center on the West Coast focused on bringing historical knowledge and perspective to bear on policy deliberations. In the words of Meyer Luskin, “The best way to choose the path to the future is to know the roads that brought us to the present.” Its Board of Directors is listed at http://luskincenter.history.ucla.edu/people/board-of-advisors/ and includes Stephen Aron, Lonnie Bunch, Janet Clayton, J. R. Deshazo, David Dreier, Michael Dukakis, James L. Gelvin, Toby Higbie, Meyer Luskin, Jane Harman, Kelly Lytle Hernandez, Janina Montero, David Myers, Rosalind Remer, Angela R. Riley, Gary M. Segura, Raphe Sonenshein, & Zev Yaroslavsky.

People Are Simply Unable To Pay The Rent-What History Tells Us About Rent Control In Los Angeles

(If the above link fails, this document can be accessed through the hyperlink in the previous article)

UCLA LUSKIN CENTER FOR HISTORY AND POLICY
OCTOBER 01, 2018

The UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy was founded in 2017 through a generous gift from Meyer and Renee Luskin. It is the first academic center on the West Coast focused on bringing historical knowledge and perspective to bear on policy deliberations. In the words of Meyer Luskin, “The best way to choose the path to the future is to know the roads that brought us to the present.” Its Board of Directors is listed at http://luskincenter.history.ucla.edu/people/board-of-advisors/ and includes Stephen Aron, Lonnie Bunch, Janet Clayton, J. R. Deshazo, David Dreier, Michael Dukakis, James L. Gelvin, Toby Higbie, Meyer Luskin, Jane Harman, Kelly Lytle Hernandez, Janina Montero, David Myers, Rosalind Remer, Angela R. Riley, Gary M. Segura, Raphe Sonenshein, & Zev Yaroslavsky.

Flippers are using an end-around to kick tenants out of affordable housing. They need to be stopped

NOAH GRYNBERG & TYLER ANDERSON  
OCT 2, 2018

Noah is a co-director of LACCLA. He is a 2012 graduate of Harvard Law School, where he was a canvassing coordinator and board member of Project No One Leaves and a student advocate with Harvard’s Tenant Advocacy Project (TAP). He also served as an editor of the *Harvard Law Review*. Prior to co-founding LACCLA, Noah was a law clerk on the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia.

Tyler is a co-director at LACCLA. He joined the team months after LACCLA incorporated in 2014 and served on our board of directors before beginning his work as a full-time member of the staff in Fall 2016. He is a 2014 graduate of Harvard Law School, where he served as co-president of Project No One Leaves, a student group that partners with City Life in Boston to organize and litigate on behalf of residents of foreclosed properties and tenants facing eviction. Prior to joining our staff, he was an associate at the international law firm Jenner & Block, LLP and a law clerk on the United States District Court for the District of New Mexico.

**It's expensive to be a tenant in California. Will Proposition 10's rent control expansion help?**


LIAM DILLON  
SACRAMENTO  
OCT 3, 2018

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**More than 60% of leases on the VA's West L.A. campus are illegal or improper, audit finds**


GALE HOLLAND  
OCT 5, 2018

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.
In a rarity, Los Angeles strips building from rent control, leaving tenants facing big increases


ANDREW KHOURI
OCT 6, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Are Airbnb-type rentals a boon or a threat for tenants under rent control?


EMILY ALPERT REYES
OCT 7, 2018

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Wanted: Innovative ideas to house homeless people faster and at a lower cost


DOUG SMITH
OCT 8, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.
Snapcrap app aims to provide exposure to San Francisco's public poop problem

HANNAH FRY
OCT 8, 2018

Hannah Fry is the public safety reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in August 2013, she had two stints covering Costa Mesa as an intern for the Orange County Register and writing about the restaurant industry for the Fast Food Maven blog. While attending Chapman University, she was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, the Panther. (714) 966-4632

Newsom, Cox split on how California governments should respond to the housing affordability crisis

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Column: California's housing situation is a mess. Proposition 10 isn't going to help

GEORGE SKELTON
OCT 8, 2018

Political columnist George Skelton has covered government and politics for more than 50 years and for The Times since 1974. He has been a Times political writer and editor in Los Angeles, Sacramento bureau chief and White House correspondent. He has written a column on California politics, “Capitol Journal,” since 1993. Skelton is a Santa Barbara native, grew up in Ojai and received a journalism degree at San Jose State.

California desperately needs affordable housing. Prop 1 will help build it. Vote yes

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
OCT 9, 2018

'The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploRING, mourning, applauding or championING, as the
L.A. prepares to begin crackdown on homeless camps, under fire from civil rights lawyers

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

A sign of rent control fights to come?
https://www.pressreader.com/usa/los-angeles-times/20181010

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

L.A. typhus outbreak adds fuel to the debates over homelessness and housing

Soumya Karlamangla covers health care in California. She was part of the team of reporters awarded the Pulitzer Prize for its coverage of the 2015 San Bernardino terrorist attack. Before joining the Times in 2013, she worked for the Oregonian, San Francisco Chronicle, Nation magazine in D.C., and Thomson Reuters in London. She was raised in Thousand Oaks and graduated from UC Berkeley with degrees in biology and English literature.

Can L.A. build new parks and public spaces without gentrifying away low-income residents?

Jon Christensen & Alessandro Rigolon
OCT 12, 2018
Want to get homeless people's dirty belongings off the sidewalks? Put them in apartments


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD

OCT 13, 2018

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

A new house for $286,000? With sweat equity and creative financing, a nonprofit developer aids veterans


DOUG SMITH

OCT 14, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

We don't need protection from the homeless. They need protection from us


SARA SHORTT

OCT 15, 2018

Sara Shortt is the former director of C3, a homeless outreach program in L.A.’s skid row.

L.A. will eliminate 'veto' provision for homeless and affordable housing to keep state funding

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Venice Town Hall on Bridge Housing
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM – LOS ANGELES
OCT 18, 2018

Garcetti faces anger over homeless shelter plan in Venice

DOUG SMITH
OCT 18, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Proposition 10: Here's why you should vote for a measure even though it won't instantly help renters

MICHAEL HILTZIK
OCT 19, 2018

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Michael Hiltzik writes a daily blog appearing on latimes.com. His business column appears in print every Sunday, and occasionally on other days. As a member of the Los Angeles Times staff, he has been a financial and technology writer and a foreign correspondent. He is the author of six books, including “Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC and the Dawn of the Computer Age” and “The New Deal: A Modern History." Hiltzik and colleague Chuck Philips shared the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for articles exposing corruption in the entertainment industry.
Experts say California needs to build a lot more housing. But the public disagrees

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Not everyone in Venice is 'furious' about building a shelter for homeless people
HTTP://WWW.LATIMES.COM/OPINION/READERSREACT/LA-OI-LE-VENICE-HOMELESS-SHELTER-20181021-STORY.HTML

Chris Tilly, UCLA Professor of Urban Planning, studies labor markets, inequality, urban development, and public policies directed toward better jobs.
He is particularly interested in understanding how combinations of institutions and markets generate unequal labor outcomes, and in how public policy and collective action can successfully be directed toward improving and equalizing such outcomes. Within this framework, Professor Tilly has examined part-time and contingent work, gender and racial disparities, job mobility, and other issues.
While continuing to conduct research on workplace issues in the United States, Professor Tilly has increasingly undertaken comparative research on countries including Brazil, China, India, Korea, Mexico, and South Africa, along with several European countries. His areas of greatest expertise are the United States, Mexico, and Latin America.
In addition to conducting scholarly research, he served for 20 years (1986-2006) as editor of Dollars and Sense, a popular economics magazine, and frequently conducts research for advocacy groups, community organizations, and labor unions. He served on the Program Committee and later the Board of Directors of Grassroots International from 1991-2003, ending that time as the Chair of the Board.
Before becoming an academic, he spent eight years doing community and labor organizing.

San Diego rescinds tough Airbnb regulations, reopening debate on how to rein in short-term rentals

Lori Weisberg covers the tourism and hospitality industry, writing extensively about San Diego County hotels; restaurants; cruise ships; visitor attractions; air travel; and the convention center. A Southern California native and graduate of UCLA, she joined The
San Diego Union-Tribune in 1980 and over the years has been awarded a number of fellowships in specialty reporting, multimedia and social media. She has regularly produced multimedia packages for the paper’s website and is able to shoot and edit video. Before joining the newspaper, she worked at the Vista Press and the Orange County Register.

Koreatown apartment owner agrees to pay $2.5 million in settlement of tenants' discrimination lawsuit

DOUG SMITH
OCT 22, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Gavin Newsom's approach to fixing homelessness in San Francisco outraged activists. And he's proud of it

DAKOTA SMITH
OCT 23, 2018

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Jeering Mayor Garcetti won't fix homelessness in Venice

CARLA HALL
OCT 24, 2018

Carla Hall is an editorial board member who writes about homelessness, reproductive rights, popular culture, animal welfare, and human rights in Asia and Africa, among other topics. Before joining the board, she was a general assignment reporter for the Los Angeles Times’ California section. She previously worked for the Washington Post’s Style section, where she juggled writing with acting roles in small theaters and even a couple
Although L.A. mayor calls latest crackdown on homeless camps a success, legal issues cloud city's plans


Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Advocates and county close to settlement to help O.C. homeless get housing and services


Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

Yes, we'll pay to house the homeless, but not here, or here, or here, or...


Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station
KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

**Cities in north Orange County step up with housing for homeless, with Santa Ana leading the way**


ANH DO
OCT 29, 2018

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she’s passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.

**L.A. County declares a shelter crisis, providing flexibility in how it provides beds and assistance**


NINA AGRAWAL
OCT 30, 2018

Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

**How California has become a national battleground for rent control as money flows in from landlords**


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
OCT 31, 2018

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.
No, rent control doesn't always reduce the supply of housing


GARY PAINTER
OCT 31, 2018


Professor Painter’s research interests focuses on social innovation, housing, urban economics, and education policy. He is among the world’s foremost experts on how changing demographics impact U.S. housing markets. Recent work has focused on how immigrants are integrating into housing markets across the U.S. and the role of the economic cycle on household formation. Other recent work has studied immigrant integration issues in spatial labor markets and in education. Current research focuses on how to evaluate social innovation.

He has served as a consultant for the National Association of Realtors, Pacific Economics Group, Andrew Davidson Co., Fannie Mae, Grant Thorton LLP, Burr Consulting, and the Research Institute for Housing America.

Most Americans aren't financially healthy despite booming economy, survey finds


JAMES RUFUR KOREN
NOV 1, 2018

James Rufus Koren covers banking and finance for the Los Angeles Times. He previously wrote for the Los Angeles Business Journal, where he covered banking, manufacturing and other industries, and for daily newspapers in Southern California and rural Michigan. He was raised in St. Louis and small-town Iowa, headed west to study at the University of Southern California and now lives in Long Beach.

Long Beach citizen patrols face off with counter-protesters over growing homeless encampments


GALE HOLLAND
NOV 2, 2018

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher
education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

**Housing in California is expensive, but it's not that expensive**


RICHARD H. SANDER & TAYLOR GUMM
NOV 2, 2018

Richard H. Sander is a professor of law at UCLA School of Law and co-author of the forthcoming book, "Moving toward Integration: The Past and Future of Fair Housing."

Taylor Gumm is a student at UCLA’s School of Law.

**Finally, Orange County homeless people may get a place to live other than a riverbed**
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The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploering, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**Tech billionaires battle over San Francisco’s homeless tax**


ANDREA CASTILLO
NOV 6, 2018

Andrea Castillo covers immigration and central L.A. communities. Before joining the Los Angeles Times, she covered immigrant, ethnic and LGBT issues for the Fresno Bee. She got her start at the Oregonian in Portland. A native of Seattle, she’s been making her way down the West Coast since her graduation from Washington State University.

**YWCA ends foster youth program in Hollywood as it prepares to open shelter for homeless women**


NINA AGRAWAL
NOV 6, 2018
How I learned to love homeless housing in my neighborhood


NATHAN DEUEL
NOV 8, 2018

Nathan Deuel holds an MFA in Creative Writing from the University of Tampa and a B.A. in Literatures in English from Brown University. He attended Deep Springs College, where he was a visiting professor in 2013, teaching courses in creative nonfiction and fiction writing. A lecturer at UCLA's Writing Programs since 2014, Deuel teaches the so-called “personal essay,” emphasizing the power and idea of “creative nonfiction” as a way to develop student writing that is as clear, relevant, and engaging as possible. Author of Friday Was the Bomb: Five Years in the Middle East, which was named an Amazon Best Book of the Month, Deuel has written essays, short fiction, and criticism for publications such as The New York Times Magazine, GQ, Harper's, The New Republic, and The Paris Review, among others. He is also a frequent contributor to The Los Angeles Times and is a contributing editor for Los Angeles Review of Books. Previously, he was an editor at Rolling Stone and The Village Voice. He lives in Venice with his wife, NPR’s Kelly McEvers, and their young daughter.

The defeat of Proposition 10 can’t be the end of the discussion on rent control
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Build 1,000 units in 24 months? Citizens committee urges Garcetti to speed up homeless housing construction


DOUG SMITH
NOV 10, 2018

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects.
Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for ‘Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

The sooner we build housing for homeless people, the sooner they can get off the sidewalk
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Big city mayors to California lawmakers on homelessness: Go bold

https://calmatters.org/articles/california-mayors-tell-newsom-be-bold-on-homelessness/

Matt Levin is the data dude for CALmatters. His work entails distilling complex policy topics into easily digestible charts and graphs, finding and writing original stories from data, running correlations for no reason, and yelling at his computer for something he did wrong in his code. Matt is a former research associate for the Public Policy Institute of California, where he specialized in poverty and social policy. He has reported for KQED’s The California Report, PBS Frontline, and Private Equity International Magazine. He has a Master’s in Public Policy from UCLA and an MS in Journalism from USC, but he'll always consider himself a Cal bear. Although he hates the phrase “wonk out”, he will happily talk about your regression model with you.

CALIFORNIA DREAM, HOMELESSNESS, HOUSING

200-bed homeless shelter opens in Santa Ana


Ben Brazil is a features writer for TimesOC. He previously covered Huntington Beach for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Daily Pilot in September 2016, he was a reporter for City News Service, a Southern California-based news service. Brazil earned his bachelor’s degree in anthropology at UC Berkeley. (714) 356-1396

California mayors call for more state leadership on homelessness crisis

California should spend $1.6 billion more next year to combat its child poverty crisis, new task force finds


A job picking up trash won’t pull a homeless person off the street. But it’s not a bad start


Rebuild Paradise? California has to reconsider putting homes in the path of more dangerous fires

Portland ordinance to protect renters may be a model for other cities. But landlords are fighting back.

THACHER SCHMID
PORTLAND, ORE.
NOV 24, 2018

Schmid is a Los Angeles Times special correspondent.

California’s housing shortage has companies carving up apartments to lower the rent

ANDREW KHOURI
NOV 25, 2018

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism and he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Staff writer Ryan Menezes contributed to this report.

A note on this series: Facing child poverty in L.A. and our own conflicting emotions

STEVE LOPEZ
NOV 25, 2018

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Hidden in L.A. suburbia, wrenching poverty preys on children and destroys dreams
For the principal with the most homeless students in L.A., the reality of poverty is personal

Whether home is a van, a motel or a garage, L.A.’s suburban poor children learn to survive
For children trapped in poverty, breaking free is getting harder

California housing crisis podcast: what mayors can do about homelessness

Some want to help kids trapped in poverty, while others question why parents had so many children
Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Why shouldn’t the L.A. school system look for places to house homeless families?


The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

California legislator revives bill to boost apartment complexes near transit


L.A. City Council committee members back five new homeless shelters


Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.
L.A. City Council votes to build homeless shelter in the heart of Venice

DAKOTA SMITH
DEC 11, 2018
Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Supervisors OK 19,000-home development at Tejon Ranch

NINA AGRAWAL
DEC 11, 2018
Nina Agrawal is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported for WLRN-Miami Herald News and for the Latin American affairs magazine Americas Quarterly. A Southern California native, Agrawal is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism and School of International and Public Affairs.

Los Angeles is a city of parking lots. It doesn't have to be

NIK KARALIS& JAMES SANDERS
DEC 17, 2018
Nik Karalis is the chief executive officer of the global architecture studio Woods Bagot. He is an architect, interior designer and masterplanner who has held key positions in several leading global international practices, including more than two decades in senior roles at Woods Bagot, one of the Top 10 global architectural and design practices. His experience covers residential, hospitality, retail, civic and commercial (including workplace interiors) projects, with a strong focus on masterplanning and the effective use of urban spaces. He has worked at Woods Bagot’s studios in London and Beijing – as well as in Melbourne – and manage major design projects across Australia, Asia, Europe, the Middle East and North America.

James Sanders is an architect, author, and filmmaker in New York City, whose work has garnered him a Guggenheim Fellowship and an Emmy Award, among other honors. He is the global architecture studio Woods Bagot’s Design Council chair. He co-wrote the Emmy Award-winning PBS series, “New York: A Documentary Film.”
Homeless count falls in L.A. and San Diego, but numbers tick up nationwide
ASSOCIATED PRESS
DEC 18, 2018

The Associated Press is an independent, not-for-profit news cooperative headquartered in New York City. Our teams in over 100 countries tell the world’s stories, from breaking news to investigative reporting. We provide content and services to help engage audiences worldwide, working with companies of all types, from broadcasters to brands. For 170 years, we have been breaking news and covering the world’s biggest stories, always committed to the highest standards of objective, accurate journalism. We were founded as an independent news cooperative and remain owned by our U.S. newspaper and broadcast members, steadfast in our mission to inform the world. From delivering the news via pony express in 1846 to working in virtual reality today, we are always innovating. We are a proudly independent group of media professionals and business innovators, guided by a leadership team devoted to shaping the future of journalism. Every day, our people work toward our mission of informing the world. We have been leading the media industry ever since our founding in 1846, championing journalism across the globe. In 2005, we established the AP Emergency Relief Fund to help our colleagues around the world when they are affected by conflict and disaster. The money we’ve raised has rebuilt their homes, replaced their destroyed belongings and moved their families to safe houses.

What L.A. can learn from Minneapolis’ ban on single-family zoning
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At 19, he's still searching for the home he's never had

STEVE LOPEZ
DEC 22, 2018

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.
Los Angeles spends big to end homelessness, but the crisis drags on

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Across a diverse landscape, L.A's hidden homeless live hard lives in fanciful 'homes'

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential Californian newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Essential California: A year of reporting on the homeless

Los Angeles Times Assistant Managing Editor Shelby Grad oversees all California and Metro coverage for the Los Angeles Times. Grad came to The Times as a community stringer after graduating from San Jose State University in 1993. He served as a county government and urban affairs reporter in the Orange County edition before becoming an editor. He's worked on the Los Angeles city desk since 2002, overseeing coverage of wildfires, earthquakes, epic rains, epic droughts, public corruption and celebrity misbehavior, among other things. Grad ran the paper's Pulitzer-winning coverage of the San Bernardino terrorist attack in 2015, the Bell corruption scandal in 2010 and the San Diego wildfires in 2003. He served as city editor for a decade, launching L.A. Now
and other digital efforts. You can follow him on Twitter @shelbygrad, where his slightly twisted obsession about Los Angeles history and design are on full display.

Gavin Newsom goes big on housing. Will California NIMBYs play along?
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Venice homeless shelter faces a legal challenge claiming insufficient review

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Mayor Eric Garcetti kicks off annual L.A. homeless count: ‘Counting is the beginning of caring’

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential Californian newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Scenes from the 2019 Greater Los Angeles Homeless Count
Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the *Essential California* newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

**L.A. approves $120 million to encourage building faster, cheaper homeless housing**


**DOUG SMITH**
**JAN 29, 2019**

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**It's already hard to get a Section 8 voucher. It's even harder to find a landlord willing to take it**


**THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD**
**JAN 30, 2019**

“Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**California doesn't have enough land set aside to meet Gov. Gavin Newsom's housing goals, report says**


**LIAM DILLON**
**SACRAMENTO**
**JAN 30, 2019**

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.
If you live in a car, finding a parking spot should be easier than finding an apartment
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Federal grants for homeless services are flowing again after government shutdown


DOUG SMITH
FEB 1, 2019

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for ‘Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

To fight the housing shortage, California is right to come down hard on Huntington Beach


MICHAEL HILTZIK
FEB 1, 2019

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Michael Hiltzik writes a daily blog appearing on latimes.com. His business column appears in print every Sunday, and occasionally on other days. As a member of the Los Angeles Times staff, he has been a financial and technology writer and a foreign correspondent. He is the author of six books, including “Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC and the Dawn of the Computer Age” and “The New Deal: A Modern History.” Hiltzik and colleague Chuck Philips shared the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for articles exposing corruption in the entertainment industry.

A dark side to the California dream: How the state Constitution makes affordable housing hard to build


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
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FEB 3, 2019
Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

San Diego repeals law prohibiting homeless people from living in cars

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

FEB 5, 2019

To overcome its housing crisis, California needs YIMBY to become the new NIMBY

Bill Boyarsky is Lecturer at the Annenberg School for Communications, University of Southern California. In his 30 years with the Los Angeles Times, Boyarsky was a political writer, featured columnist, and city editor. He was a member of reporting teams that won three Pulitzer Prizes.

FEB 6, 2019

San Diego proposal to wipe out parking requirements takes key step forward

David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master’s in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

FEB 8, 2019

California needs to build affordable housing. Its racist Article 34 makes that too difficult
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**Five winning ideas to build housing more quickly and cheaply for L.A.’s homeless community**


DOUG SMITH
FEB 15, 2019

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

**A loan program was set up to boost energy efficiency. Instead, it’s being used to build ‘granny flats’**


ANDREW KHOURI
FEB 17, 2019

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

**L.A. has great weather, yet more homeless die of the cold here than in New York**


GALE HOLLAND
FEB 17, 2019
Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

After Huntington Beach lawsuit, Newsom warns cities he'll continue housing law crackdown

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

California lawmaker makes aggressive push against local development restrictions

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Interview of David Autor - Q&A - Why cities aren’t working for the working class

Peter Dizikes | MIT News Office
February 20, 2019
Professor David Autor’s latest research shows how economic polarization stems from urban job loss.

MIT economist David Autor made news in January, when he delivered the prestigious Richard T. Ely Lecture at the annual meeting of the American Economic Association and presented an attention-grabbing finding about the U.S. economy. Cities no longer provide an abundance of middle-skill jobs for workers without college degrees, he announced, based on his own careful analysis of decades of federal jobs data, which he scrutinized by occupation, location, and more. MIT News talked to Autor, the Ford Professor of Economics at MIT, about how this sea change is responsible for much of the “hollowing out” of the middle-class workforce, and overall inequality, in the U.S. This interview has been edited for length.

California housing crisis podcast: Will a boom in building make housing more affordable?

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
FEB 22, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.
Why not let homeless college students park in campus lots?

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world

After decades of suburban sprawl, San Diego eyes big shift to dense development

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

A NEW DIRECTION HOME
https://argonautnews.com/a-new-direction-home-2/

Gary Walker is a reporter for The Argonaut: I have covered City Hall, municipal, county state and national elections. Environmental, education, explanatory and investigative reporting are also a part of my portfolio. We cover a district that has a plethora of newsmakers and we have been at the forefront of informing our readers with solid, old-school journalism combined with new 21st century style technology. I won the highest education award that a California reporter can win, the John Swett Award for Media Excellence, in 2008.

Orange County and South O.C. cities sued for not stepping up to house the homeless

Anh Do covers Asian American issues and Orange County news. A second-generation journalist, she has worked at the Dallas Morning News, the Seattle Times, the Orange County Register and Nguoi Viet Daily News. Do, born in Saigon, is a graduate of USC who also studied international relations in London and Spanish in Mexico City. Apart from words, she's passionate about all things canine, spending 24 years volunteering in dog rescue.
Ben Brazil, a staff writer for Times OC, contributed to this report.

**California’s housing supply law fails to spur enough construction, study says**

**LIAM DILLON**
**SACRAMENTO**
**FEB 28, 2019**

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Oregon is charting a new path on rent control. Will California and other states follow?**

**THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD**
**MAR 1, 2019**

The Times’ editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

**Why don’t we ever hear the details of how white people evolve on racial issues?**

**ERIN AUBRY KAPLAN**
**MAR 1, 2019**

Erin Aubry Kaplan is a Los Angeles journalist and columnist born in 1962 who has written about African-American political, economic and cultural issues since 1992. She is a contributing writer to the op-ed section of the Los Angeles Times and from 2005 to 2007 was a weekly op-ed columnist – the first black weekly op-ed columnist in the paper’s recent history. She has been a staff writer and columnist for the LA Weekly and a regular contributor for many publications, including Salon.com, Essence, Ms. , and The New York Times.

Erin’s essays have been anthologized in several books, including (as Erin Aubry) "Mothers Who Think: Tales of Real-Life Parenthood" (Villard, Washington Square Press), "Step Into A World" (Wiley & Sons) and "Rise Up Singing: Black Women Writers on Motherhood" (Doubleday). The last book’s contributors include Maya Angelou, Gwendolyn Brooks and Alice Walker, and won an American Book Award in 2005. She won the PEN USA 2001 award for journalism.

Kaplan has published two books. Her first book was a collection of essays and reportage titled Black Talk, Blue Thoughts and Walking the Color Line: Dispaches From a Black Journalista, and was published in 2011. Her second, I Heart Obama, an extended
Kaplan was born and raised in Los Angeles, though her family is originally from New Orleans. She was married to Alan Kaplan, a Los Angeles high school history teacher, for 15 years. He died in 2015. Kaplan holds an MFA from University of California, Los Angeles, and teaches creative writing at Antioch University Los Angeles.

Some Dana Point residents say free meals just encourage homeless people to stay


L.A. could settle controversial case over seizing homeless people's property


L.A. settles homeless rights case, likely limiting ability to clear skid row streets

Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Costa Mesa settles lawsuit over homeless along Santa Ana River

LUKE MONEY
MAR 6, 2019

Luke Money writes for Times Community News. He is the Costa Mesa City Hall reporter for the Daily Pilot. He joined the Pilot in March 2016 after more than three years covering education, politics and government for the Santa Clarita Valley Signal. He earned his bachelor's degree in journalism from the University of Arizona, where he was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, The Arizona Daily Wildcat. (714) 966-4624.

New York co-living company plans $100 million expansion with Los Angeles apartment developer

ROGER VINCENT
MAR 8, 2019

Roger Vincent covers commercial real estate for the Business section of the Los Angeles Times. He is a longtime observer of the industry who served as the first real estate columnist at the Los Angeles Business Journal in the mid-1980s. He was also founding editor of the California Real Estate Journal. He has been with The Times since 1996.

ACLU report provides damning review of Orange County temporary homeless shelters: ‘Jail is better’

JACLYN COSGROVE
MAR 14, 2019

Jaclyn Cosgrove is a Metro reporter at the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she worked as the health reporter at the Oklahoman. She was selected for a 2015-16 Rosalynn Carter Fellowship for Mental Health Journalism. For her fellowship project, she explored the barriers that low-income, uninsured people with mental illnesses face in finding treatment. Cosgrove is originally from Arpelar, Okla., and graduated from Oklahoma State University.

California renters need relief. That means weakening Costa-Hawkins
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
MAR 18, 2019

The Times' editorial board, in consultation with the publisher, determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Living on pennies with a million-dollar view:
How the homeless survive in beach parking lots

PETER ROWE
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
MAR 19, 2019

Peter joined The San Diego Union-Tribune in 1984. A native Californian who grew up in Encinitas, Rowe is a graduate of UC Berkeley and Northwestern University. He is past president of the National Society of Newspaper Columnists and a former Fulbright scholar. He has won a few journalism awards, but would trade them all for a chance to avenge his 1994 "Jeopardy!" loss. Married to a terrific woman who has saved him from errors in writing and in life, he has three sons. At the U-T, Rowe writes profiles and features and is even paid to review beers, which hardly seems fair.

L.A. promised more housing for homeless people — but some neighborhoods are way behind

EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAR 20, 2019

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Bay Area leads charge on fixing housing crisis.
Will it work for the rest of California?

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
MAR 20, 2019
California mayors push Newsom for more funding to address homelessness


A new study says it can predict homelessness. But L.A. County doesn’t want to use it


Amid gentrification fears, L.A. approves 725-unit apartment project in Chinatown

San Diego mayor proposes new law to ban living in vehicles

DAVID GARRICK
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
MAR 25, 2019
David Garrick has covered San Diego City Hall since early 2014. Before that, he covered North County for 16 years for the Union-Tribune, North County Times and Pomerado Newspapers. Garrick graduated from Coronado High School and UC Berkeley and received a master's in journalism from New York University. He spent his early newspaper career in New York City.

Nonprofit helps reunite homeless with family, friends through digital detective work

GARY WARTH
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
MAR 25, 2019
Gary Warth has covered a variety of beats since 1989 and now covers public safety and homeless issues at The San Diego Union-Tribune. A San Diego resident since the 1970s, he earned a journalism degree from San Diego State University and has won numerous awards for his work.

Big backyards and pools are California’s past. Apartment buildings are its future

GEORGE SKELTON
MAR 25, 2019
Political columnist George Skelton has covered government and politics for more than 50 years and for The Times since 1974. He has been a Times political writer and editor in Los Angeles, Sacramento bureau chief and White House correspondent. He has written a column on California politics, “Capitol Journal,” since 1993. Skelton is a Santa Barbara native, grew up in Ojai and received a journalism degree at San Jose State.

Killing off rent-stabilized apartments to make way for tourist hotels? The struggle for the soul of Venice Beach rages on
Robin Abcarian is a columnist at the Los Angeles Times. Focusing mostly on California culture, news and politics, she roams the Golden State, reporting stories that help readers understand what makes this place unique. Over the past year, she has devoted many columns to helping readers understand the complex issues they would have to consider as they made up their minds about whether to legalize cannabis for adult recreational use. Abcarian has held many positions at The Times. She covered the 2004, 2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns full time, and wrote occasionally about the 2016 campaign. As a culture writer for the paper’s Calendar section, she has covered the Oscars, the Emmys and the Sundance Film Festival. For most of the 1990s, she was a columnist for The Times’ feature section, before becoming its editor in 2003.

Housing vouchers can save people from homelessness. But landlords may not accept them


Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Is fixing up this Westlake building a lifesaver or a ‘waste of taxpayer money’?


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

‘I want caring to be cool’ — one woman’s Instagram-driven effort to help the homeless

Suhauna Hussain is a reporter at the Los Angeles Times. Before joining The Times in 2018, she wrote for the Tampa Bay Times, the Center for Public Integrity, the East Bay Express, the Chronicle of Higher Education, and independent student-run newspaper, the Daily Californian. Suhauna was raised in L.A. and graduated from UC Berkeley with a degree in political economy.

H.B. pulls plan for 50-bed homeless shelter amid pushback over location; new site sought

PRISCELLA VEGA
APR 2, 2019

Priscella Vega is the Huntington Beach reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in February 2017, she worked for the Daily Breeze covering the Palos Verdes Peninsula and for the Long Beach Press-Telegram as a general assignment intern. She earned her journalism degree from Cal State Long Beach. (714) 966-4617

L.A. takes more heat for spending millions of dollars cleaning up homeless camps

GALE HOLLAND
APR 5, 2019

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

One of California’s last black enclaves threatened by Inglewood’s stadium deal

ANGEL JENNINGS
APR 10, 2019

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

Tenant activists want L.A. Mayor Garcetti to put $10 million into ‘right to counsel’
EMILY ALPERT REYES
APR 11, 2019
Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

L.A. opens a homeless shelter in Hollywood. But those still outside are facing a crackdown

GALE HOLLAND
APR 16, 2019
Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

L.A. City Council moves to outlaw discrimination against Section 8 tenants

ANDREW KHOURI
APR 17, 2019
Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

End Section 8 housing discrimination
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Garcetti’s budget would spend more money on street repairs and homelessness


DAKOTA SMITH & DAVID ZAHNISER
APR 18, 2019

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Times staff writer David Zahniser contributed to this report.

L.A. County’s homeless population is growing — but not as fast as they’re dying


ANNA GORMAN & HARRIET BLAIR ROWAN
APR 22,

Anna Gorman joined Kaiser Health News in October 2013 as a senior correspondent based in Los Angeles. Before that, she was a reporter at the L.A. Times, where she covered healthcare and public health. she had been at the paper since 1999, writing about education, immigration and the Mexican border. She was a 2011 Nieman Fellow and has taught journalism at USC and Harvard.

Harriet Blair Rowan reports for Kaiser Health News, a national health policy news service and editorially independent program of the Kaiser Family Foundation. hrowan@kff.org
Rowan is a first year graduate student at the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism, and a former reporter for the Center for Media and Democracy, a non-profit independent news organization created in 1997.
Rowan covers the political beat in Richmond, California for Richmond Confidential – one of two media outlets run by the UC Berkeley Journalism School. In a series of articles published in early October, Rowan revealed how oil giant Chevron has funneled millions of dollars into political action committees responsible for the billboards, TV ads and mailers that have blanketed Richmond – a city of 107,000 – in the lead up to local elections.
Her reporting has gained the attention of national newspapers and websites like the Los Angeles Times and Fusion, and stories citing her work have been published in the Huffington Post, Salon and TakePart.com.
As an undergraduate, Rowan majored in Latin American studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and also extensively studied the Middle East. She speaks Spanish and Arabic and lived in Morocco for a year, studying language and culture.

How close is L.A. to building 10,000 houses for homeless people? Here's a breakdown

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

California housing bill targeting wealthy cities could rezone nearly all of Palo Alto

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Candid conversation about race

Peter Dizikes is the social sciences, business, and humanities writer at the MIT News Office.

Can California boost home building without supercharging gentrification?

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School
for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Times staff writer Liam Dillon contributed to this report.

**L.A. renters deserve a ‘right to counsel’ for evictions**


**California housing bill could have ‘far-reaching effects’ in Los Angeles, report says**


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
APR 23, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**High-profile California housing bill clears hurdle after tense debate over local control**


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
APR 24, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Orange County homeless population jumps to nearly 7,000, survey shows**


LUKE MONEY & HILLARY DAVIS & FAITH E. PINHO & PRISCHELLA VEGA
APR 25, 2019
Luke Money writes for Times Community News. He is the Costa Mesa City Hall reporter for the Daily Pilot. He joined the Pilot in March 2016 after more than three years covering education, politics and government for the Santa Clarita Valley Signal. He earned his bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona, where he was the editor-in-chief of the college newspaper, The Arizona Daily Wildcat. (714) 966-4624.

Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

Faith E. Pinho covers Laguna Beach for the Daily Pilot. She came to the newspaper in 2018 after finishing the Pulliam Journalism Fellowship with the Indianapolis Star. Before that, she reported for Virginia public radio station WMRA and The Washington Times, and interned for WBUR public radio in Boston. She studied journalism and politics at Washington and Lee University and King’s College London. (714) 966-4627

Priscella Vega is the Huntington Beach reporter for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Pilot in February 2017, she worked for the Daily Breeze covering the Palos Verdes Peninsula and for the Long Beach Press-Telegram as a general assignment intern. She earned her journalism degree from Cal State Long Beach. (714) 966-4617

One year ago, Mayor Garcetti proposed building emergency homeless shelters. We’re still waiting
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Downtown L.A. residents, alarmed by assaults, demand more police foot patrols


DAVID ZAHNISER
MAY 2, 2019

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Reform capitalism or face revolution, billionaires are told at Milken Conference

Laurence Darmiento covers wealth and dealmakers in Southern California for the Los Angeles Times. He joined the paper in 2015 as an assistant business editor and has overseen finance, real estate and Washington business coverage. Darmiento previously had been the managing editor of the Los Angeles Business Journal and was a reporter for the Los Angeles Daily News and other outlets. A New York native, he is an alumnus of Cornell University.

**Homelessness isn’t huge in this part of L.A. — but it’s a huge campaign issue**


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

**Nipsey Hussle had a plan to beat gentrification — in South L.A. and across the U.S.**


Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

**Can high-density housing and historic neighborhoods coexist in Los Angeles?**


Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer
finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

In tentative ruling, judge clears hurdle for homeless housing project in Boyle Heights

DOUG SMITH
MAY 9, 2019

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for ‘Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Gov. Gavin Newsom wants to double spending on homelessness — to $1 billion

JOHN MYERS
SACRAMENTO
MAY 9, 2019

John Myers joined the Los Angeles Times as Sacramento bureau chief in 2015 after more than two decades in radio and television news, much of that as an award-winning reporter covering statehouse policy and politics. During a decade of work for San Francisco’s NPR affiliate, his unique online projects included everything from one of Sacramento’s original politics blogs to California’s first politics podcast. He also served as the moderator of gubernatorial debates in 2014 and 2010. Often cited by state and national news organizations as one of Sacramento’s top journalists, he’s a graduate of Duke University and the University of California, Berkeley.

Times staff writers Liam Dillon, Melody Gutierrez and Patrick McGreevy contributed to this report.

California’s extreme housing crisis calls for extreme measures. That includes SB 50

THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
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**L.A. spent $619 million on homelessness last year. Has it made a difference?**


Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

**California could bring radical change to single-family-home neighborhoods**


Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Stop using California's environmental laws to block homeless housing**


**L.A. set up a system to protect renters. What happens when it’s used against them?**

EMILY ALPERT REYES
MAY 14, 2019

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Homeless shelter opponents are using this environmental law in bid to block new housing

LIAM DILLON & BENJAMIN ORESKES
MAY 15, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Support funding for civil counsel in California
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California bill to add housing in single-family home neighborhoods blocked by lawmakers

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
MAY 16, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.
California puts off dealing with its housing crisis for another year
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As development transforms Inglewood, the city wants to share the wealth with residents


JAMES T. BUTTS
MAY 17, 2019

James T. Butts has been mayor of Inglewood since 2011.

Newsom taps task force leaders to address California’s rising homeless population


PHIL WILLON & LIAM DILLON
OAKLAND & SACRAMENTO
May 21, 2019

Phil Willon covers Gov. Gavin Newsom and California politics for the Los Angeles Times. He reports from Sacramento and his previous assignments included the 2018 governor’s race and the 2016 U.S. Senate race. Before heading north, Willon covered Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and roamed Southern California’s mountains and deserts as the paper’s state correspondent in the Inland Empire. Prior to joining The Times, Willon served as the Washington, D.C., correspondent for the Tampa Tribune. At the Tribune, Willon also covered Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles, Hurricane Andrew and the investigation leading to the arrest of serial killer Danny Rolling. He began his newspaper career as the Kent Island correspondent for the Capital in Annapolis, Md. Willon grew up in Southern California and graduated from UC San Diego.

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

The revenge of the suburbs: Why California’s effort to build more in single-family-home neighborhoods failed

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Times staff writer Phil Willon contributed to this report.

Los Angeles is facing an apocalypse as we lollygag in our flip-flops


Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Poor neighborhoods endure worst LAX noise but are left out of home soundproofing program


Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.
California’s big housing bill tanked. Newsom is partly to blame
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Nipsey Hussle's plan to fight gentrification in South L.A. has made it to Congress
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MAY 24, 2019

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

Even if California spends millions more on homelessness, here’s why few will notice


BENJAMIN ORESKES
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Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.
This Memorial Day, let’s make sure L.A.’s veterans don’t die homeless
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A little-noticed zoning twist is set to spark a home-building boom in L.A.

ANDREW KHOURI
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Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Safe parking lots prepare for vehicle habitation enforcement
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California can’t solve its homelessness crisis without protecting renters
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L.A. agrees to let homeless people keep skid row property — and some in downtown aren’t happy
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David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

California lawmakers weaken plans to protect tenants from big rent hikes and evictions
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SACRAMENTO
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Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

A court decision letting homeless people keep all their belongings helps no one
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Rats at the police station, filth on L.A. streets — scenes from the collapse of a city that’s lost control
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Filth from homeless camps is luring rats to L.A. City Hall, report says
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David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Homelessness jumps 12% in L.A. County and 16% in the city; officials ‘stunned’


BENJAMIN ORESKES & DOUG SMITH
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Everything you need to know about this year’s count of L.A. County’s homeless population

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Westside saw the biggest jump in its homeless population, and other trends from the homeless count results

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

L.A. is spending billions to fix homelessness. The problem is only getting worse
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**How California’s big plans to address housing affordability crashed**


LIAM DILLON  
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**Housing the homeless hits NIMBY wall in ‘progressive’ Venice**


ROBIN ABCARIAN  
JUN 4, 2019
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**Homelessness in L.A. is a catastrophe in motion, and our leaders are largely to blame**
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Rise in homeless numbers prompts outrage and alarm across L.A. County
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Why L.A. County’s homelessness crisis has been decades in the making


GALE HOLLAND
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Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

6 in 10 Californians want to end single-family-only zoning near transit and jobs, poll says

The homeless make us ashamed and angry — at our city and at ourselves


Garcetti faces heat over L.A.’s homeless crisis but remains optimistic. Is he being realistic?


Neighboring cities are pushing homeless into L.A., councilmen alleged

Crisis? What crisis? California refuses to protect renters even as homelessness surges
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L.A. is swamped with 311 complaints over homeless camps. But are the cleanups pointless?
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As homeless crisis worsens in L.A, the county leans on city officials to act

MATT STILES & JOEL RUBIN
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Matt Stiles covers Los Angeles County for the Los Angeles Times. He previously reported on North and South Korea from Seoul for the newspaper’s foreign desk, explaining the political and military tensions between the two nations — and recent efforts at diplomacy and peace. Before joining The Times, he worked for the Wall Street Journal, NPR and the Texas Tribune, among other news organizations. Stiles specializes in using data analysis and visualization to explain complex stories. Please send documents, pictures and messages privately using the Signal smartphone application to (202) 670-8742.
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Homelessness up, school funding measure down

Paul Thornton is the Los Angeles Times’ letters editor. He joined the editorial pages in 2005 as a researcher and occasional editorial writer and also served as a Web producer. A UC Berkeley graduate, he lives in Alhambra with his wife, two sons and two cats.

Welcome to Garcetti’s L.A.: heaps of trash, hordes of rats and very little leadership

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

A $1,800 apartment became a $3,300 corporate rental. Is that bad for housing?

Andrew Khouri
Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Three things you think you ‘know’ about homelessness in L.A. that aren’t true
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$339,000 for a restroom? L.A. politicians balk at the cost of toilets for homeless people

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.
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Police know the mentally ill need more than handcuffs. Their response is shifting

Frank Shyong is a columnist for the Los Angeles Times writing about diversity and diaspora in Los Angeles. He grew up south of Nashville, Tenn., and moved to Los Angeles in 2006 to study economics at UCLA. He joined The Times in 2012 and previously reported on the San Gabriel Valley, Chinese immigration to the Southland and the Asian American community.

190610 JDM NB: I added this article to my DFC research on Homelessness & Housing since it bears on the significant % of homeless people who are identified as mentally ill in the annual counts.
16,000 people in L.A. now live in cars, vans and RVs. But safe parking remains elusive


SONYA SHARP
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Sonja Sharp covers the Westside for the Los Angeles Times. Before joining the newsroom in 2019, she worked as an NYPD-credentialed member of the New York City press corps, writing stranger-than-fiction stories of crime and culture for VICE, the Wall Street Journal and the Village Voice, among others. She is a Bay Area native, a graduate of UC Berkeley and Columbia, and a proud Jewish mother.

Homelessness is a crisis in California. Why are 2020 candidates mostly ignoring it?
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Los Angeles Times Metpro trainee Melissa Etehad is an Iranian American who enjoys writing about national and international issues. She received her master’s in journalism from Columbia University and a bachelor’s in international affairs from UC San Diego and has reported from the Middle East and Europe. She previously worked at Al Jazeera English and the Washington Post’s foreign desk, where she covered the intersections of politics, religion and gender. She’s a native Farsi speaker. On her free time, you can probably find Melissa petting dogs and reading the news.

Michael Finnegan is a Los Angeles Times politics writer covering the 2020 presidential campaign. Since joining The Times in 2000, he has covered elections for mayor, governor and president, including the 2016 campaign of Donald Trump. In 2011, Finnegan and fellow Times reporter Gale Holland won the Worth Bingham Prize for Investigative Journalism for articles on the bungled $6-billion rebuilding of Los Angeles community colleges. A Los Angeles native, Finnegan started newspaper work at the Hudson Dispatch in New Jersey. For seven years, he covered city and state politics at the New York Daily News. He plays piano on the side.
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L.A. council members propose taxing landlords who leave homes vacant
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Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

**California Gov. Gavin Newsom and legislators are at odds over spending to address homelessness**


**Liam Dillon**
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Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**California cities lead the U.S. in inflation. Housing costs are a big reason why**
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Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

**Are suburbs pushing homeless people into L.A.? Debate rages as numbers spike**
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David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Times staff writer Alexa Díaz contributed to this report.
Sure, study a vacancy tax, but the solution to L.A.’s housing crisis is still to build
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L.A.’s ‘new’ charter just turned 20. How well is it serving the city?
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Robert Greene is an editorial writer covering water, drought, criminal justice reform and Los Angeles County government. Greene previously was a staff writer for the L.A. Weekly and a reporter and associate editor for the Metropolitan News-Enterprise. Prior to becoming a journalist, he was an attorney in Los Angeles. He is a resident of Highland Park and a graduate of USC and Georgetown University Law School.

Robert Greene is a member of The Times’ editorial board.

L.A. councilman wants to ban short-term leases in rent-controlled buildings
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Hailey Mensik is an intern with the Chicago Tribune’s business section. She is a business journalism student at Arizona State University’s Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communication. She enjoys covering retail and learning new things through her reporting.

Garcetti is trying to face the challenge of homelessness, but he's falling short


STEVE LOPEZ
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Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column
The part of Steve's article that grabbed my attention was:

"We need those who want a solution anywhere but in their own neighborhood to become part of the solution."

This is the political 'brick wall' which our city councilmembers have refused to risk challenging, perhaps since they are afraid to risk alienating that part of their voting constituency which they consider necessary to their re-election or future political ambitions - whatever they may be.

In a nutshell, perhaps we're in a syndrome in which the LA district form of government creates the cowardice in which we are trapped - it could be called 'worshipping the god of local control'.

The apparent fact is that this dynamic prevented and continues to prevent the adoption of the kinds of zoning changes which would encourage the construction of the kind of housing we needed to encourage long ago to prevent much of the homelessness we're experiencing today.

Perhaps our city government should consider admitting candidly that it hasn't the political moxie to do what is necessary to create a workable longterm strategy capable of addressing this problem; and, instead of continuing to bloody its head against that 'brick wall', support what the state seems better positioned to adopt - ie, SB50 or an equivalent thereof (ie, some sort of strategy which can address the systemic dynamic that got us into this box in the first place).

This is not to deny the need for temporary interim measures (ie, bridge housing & rent control and alternative types of housing and similar measures) which can enable those of us who value our sense of the 'humane' to at least feel that something decent is being done to help homeless people.

I doubt that it is realistic to count on getting 'those who want a solution anywhere but in their own neighborhood to become part of the solution'.

I appreciate Steve Lopez's candor.

Sincerely,

Joe Murphy

L.A. City Council votes to ban low-income Section 8 rental discrimination


Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master's degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School...
Why on Earth is it so hard to put out toilets for L.A.'s homeless?
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Southern California cities cite 'chaos' in rejecting state push for more housing
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Google promises $1 billion to help fix Bay Area housing crisis it helped create
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I could not find LA Times background info on James B. Cutchin.
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L.A. could overhaul how homeless encampments are cleaned
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The California Housing Crisis and the Problem with Local Control
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A plan to clean up L.A. and help the homeless?
Get it done already
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Dozens living in filthy, unsafe commercial building are evacuated
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SoCal leaders either haven’t gotten the memo on the housing crisis or don’t care
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Rent control could be back on the California ballot in 2020
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L.A. is getting millions in state money for homelessness. Now L.A. politicians want more
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L.A. must fix its process of clearing homeless camps, activists say — without LAPD's help
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A homeless woman got water dumped on her in San Francisco. It’s a ‘hatred’ faced ‘regularly’
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California leaders strike deal to give cities and counties hundreds of millions to fight homelessness
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L.A. expands cleanup teams for homeless encampments, vowing to be ‘less reactive’
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Man seems to admit to dousing homeless woman: ‘What’s so bad about a cold shower?’
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**Meth addiction is an epidemic, and it’s complicating the homeless relief effort**
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He fought for same-sex marriage. Now he wants to restore the right to clear homeless camps
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Housing dominates mayoral race—In San Diego, two Democrats clash over a state bill to ease development rules
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(Unable to find link to article printed in LA Times)
**Rents on controlled apartments in Los Angeles can now rise 4%. Blame inflation**
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**Condos may be coming to skid row — but not for the homeless**
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**One reason for the high cost of housing in California may surprise you — overregulation**
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California just added baby teeth to its housing laws
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L.A. agreed to let homeless people keep their skid row belongings. That could change
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Let California’s homeless community college students park overnight in school lots
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San Francisco homeless count goes from bad to worse, jumping 30% from 2017
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Vanlord parks homeless crisis in residential neighborhoods
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Desperate to get rid of homeless people, some are using prickly plants, fences, barriers
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Public housing is suffering from a lack of funding, not an overflow of immigrants
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Those ads ripping Garcetti on homelessness?
They’re about fighting his Green New Deal
Building more permanent housing alone won’t solve homelessness in California
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Oregon vowed not to become California — and passed sweeping housing crisis legislation
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Desperate to ease homelessness, California officials look to New York ‘right to shelter’ policy
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Homeless housing developer aims to bring back the bungalow court
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Why is it taking so long to hire L.A.'s homeless to pick up trash?
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Newport Beach locals express sympathy for the homeless on their streets, but say enforcement still needed
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As homelessness crisis grows, the Trump administration has made few new efforts
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Housing affordability crisis spreads to the Midwest and other lower-cost areas
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The Supreme Court could soon decide how the American West deals with homelessness
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The city has a growing mountain of possessions confiscated from homeless people
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California has the most homeless people of any state. But L.A. is still a national model
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To house almost 600 homeless people, a Venice couple are working outside the system
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Homeless and need to find a shelter bed in Los Angeles? Good luck
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Trump administration and L.A. end dispute over alleged discrimination against disabled renters
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Elijah Cummings urges Trump to ‘come to Baltimore’
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Would forcing homeless people to move inside and off the streets work?
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In the midst of California’s housing crisis, construction slows and lawmakers stall
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Unless homeless people in cars and RVs have places to park, they’ll end up sleeping on sidewalks
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2019-08-05/homeless-parking-problems
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Newsom sidesteps right-to-shelter plan, but says homeless on streets ‘cannot persist’
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California home builders are pulling back, deflecting hopes for housing relief
Deputy retaliated against activist who protested clearing of homeless encampment, lawsuit claims

Amid housing crisis, Culver City is the latest town to cap rents

After 9 years on L.A.’s streets, Big Mama needed a home. But it wasn’t that easy
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First in a series: Big Mama and her neighbors live in a homeless encampment in Los Angeles. Through a special housing initiative they’ll soon have the opportunity to move into apartments. Broadway Place’s homeless residents were promised homes. Had the city forgotten them?
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An entire L.A. homeless encampment moved into apartments. But their past still found them
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When L.A. moved them off the streets, some knew it was their last chance. Others didn’t see it that way

After 18 months reporting on the homeless crisis, this is what I learned
Thomas Curwen is an award-winning staff writer for the Los Angeles Times, where he has worked as editor of the Outdoors section, deputy editor of the Book Review and an editor at large for features. He was part of the team of Times reporters who won a Pulitzer for their work covering the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino, and in 2008 he was a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize for his story about a father and daughter who were attacked by a grizzly bear in Montana. He has received a Rosalynn Carter Fellowship for mental health journalism and was honored by the Academy of American Poets.

Francine Orr has been a staff photographer for the Los Angeles Times since 2000. Previously, she was as a staff photographer at the Kansas City Star. Orr served as a Peace Corps volunteer in Yap, Federated States of Micronesia. While there, she learned how to be a quiet observer and gained a love for stories. She was raised in Colorado and earned bachelor’s degrees in both history and art from the University of Saint Mary. Orr has focused on poverty issues in Africa, India and the United States. In Los Angeles, she has concentrated on the growing homeless crisis since 2005. She was a Pulitzer Prize finalist in feature photography in 2012. Other awards include the Casey Medal for Meritorious Journalism, honors from Investigative Reporters and Editors, the Center for Public Integrity’s Daniel Pearl Award, Pictures of the Year International, National Press Photographers Assn., Society of Newspaper Design, Sigma Delta Chi Award for Public Service, Harry Chapin Award, Los Angeles Press Club, National Headliner Award, Sidney Hillman Award, Press Photographers of Greater Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Times Editorial Awards.

To prevent wildfires, L.A. wants to make it easier to clear homeless encampments

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

He kept watch over L.A.’s $1.2-billion homeless housing bond. Now he is stepping down

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith
has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

CA Department Of Housing And Community Development
Regional Housing Need Determination
https://ca-times.brightspotcdn.com/82/19/309cece4377b76ec98f1354e22/6thcyclehrna-scagdetermination-08222019.pdf

MEGAN KIRKEBY
AUG 22, 2019
Assistant Deputy Director of Fair Housing at California Department of Housing & Community Development.

L.A. is again considering limits on where homeless people can sleep — this time by schools and parks

EMILY ALPERT REYES
AUG 22, 2019
Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Southern California must plan for 1.3 million new homes in the next decade, Newsom says

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
AUG 22, 2019
Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

They moved from homeless camp to brand-new apartment. Now comes the hard part
Gavin Newsom tells Southern California NIMBYs to expect new housing in their backyards


How an Idaho court decision will increase homeless encampments on L.A. streets

Los Angeles law firm specializing in entertainment and media transactions. Before clerking for Justice O'Connor, Ms. Evangelis was a law clerk on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

These six developers say they can build housing for homeless people faster and cheaper

DOUG SMITH
AUG 24, 2019

Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

You can’t see the results yet, but L.A.'s HHH homeless housing is being built
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California housing crisis podcast: Will lawmakers ban discrimination against Section 8 tenants?

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
AUG 26, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Scathing new audit finds deep operational failures at L.A.’s top homeless outreach agency
Case closed: Judge keeps restrictions on downtown L.A. homeless sweeps

Seniors facing eviction fear homelessness and isolation as California’s housing crisis rolls on

Jerry Brown killed redevelopment in California. Gavin Newsom should bring it back to life
Where can you afford to rent in California?
[https://www.latimes.com/projects/california-rental-calculator-map/]

RYAN MURPHY & PRIYA KRISHNAKUMAR
AUG 29, 2019

Ryan Murphy is a data reporter and developer on the Los Angeles Times Data Desk. Previously he worked at The Texas Tribune, a nonprofit news organization covering Texas politics, where he was a founding member of the Tribune’s Data Visuals team. His work on the multimedia project Hell and High Water, documenting the dangers of a powerful hurricane striking the city of Houston, earned a Peabody Award in 2016.

Priya Krishnakumar is a graphics and data journalist at the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she has worked at the Washington Post, Patch Media and Northwestern University’s Knight Lab. She’s a Northern California native and graduated from Northwestern University in 2014 with a degree in journalism. She also refuses to stop talking about how amazing the weather is in L.A.

L.A. might ban the homeless from sleeping near schools or parks. Then where will they go?
[https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2019-08-30/where-can-homeless-people-sleep-in-la]
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They were homeless. I took them in. Would you?
[https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2019-08-30/homeless-los-angeles-a-safe-place-host-home]

ANNABELLE GURWITCH
SEP 1, 2019

Actor and writer Annabelle Gurwitch is working on a new collection of essays, “You’re Leaving When?” This op-ed was underwritten by a grant from the Economic Hardship Reporting Project.

From the street to the mayor’s office: Assessing L.A.'s new initiative on homelessness
Thomas Curwen is an award-winning staff writer for the Los Angeles Times, where he has worked as editor of the Outdoors section, deputy editor of the Book Review and an editor at large for features. He was part of the team of Times reporters who won a Pulitzer for their work covering the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino, and in 2008 he was a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize for his story about a father and daughter who were attacked by a grizzly bear in Montana. He has received a Rosalynn Carter Fellowship for mental health journalism and was honored by the Academy of American Poets.

Gavin Newsom tells Southern California to plan for housing. A lot more housing
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How To Solve Homelessness? Fix Our Broken Housing Model
Posted by The Argonaut | Sep 4, 2019 | Opinion | 1 |

Sarah Degenhardt Jessup
SEP 4, 2019

Sarah Degenhardt Jessup serves as board chair for nonprofit homeless services agency The People Concern and is a cofounder of FlyawayHomes. Sarah has enjoyed a career of over 25 years in executive and financial management, and currently operates as an independent consultant for organizations that need help with infrastructure and business process improvement. In the past, she has held various executive positions in privately held companies in the high tech and health care industries. She began her career at Price Waterhouse, where she was certified as a Public Accountant. Since 2005, she has been a Director of The People Concern (formerly OPCC), a 54-year-old non-profit organization on the Westside of Los Angeles that serves homeless individuals, victims of domestic violence, at-risk youth and people with severe physical or mental illness, and currently serves as Board Chair. Sarah loves being a part of the Venice community, where she lives with her boyfriend and two badly-behaved dogs.

Painting for a good cause

BRADLEY ZINT
SEP 4, 2019

Bradley Zint left Times Community News in 2018. He was a general assignment reporter for the Daily Pilot, where he worked since 2010. At the Pilot, he also was a copy editor, classical music columnist and reporter covering Costa...
Mesa and Newport Beach. He previously worked in Hermosa Beach, Long Beach, Alaska and Massachusetts. He is a graduate of Cal State Long Beach, where he served as editor-in-chief of its campus newspaper, the Daily 49er.

A new mural at a historic Costa Mesa church aims to raise awareness and inspire people to help Orange County’s homeless population

It’s seen as one of L.A.’s most successful housing programs. A lawsuit seeks to strike it down


David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

DAVID ZAHNISER & ANDREW KHOURI
SEP 4, 2019

Gavin Newsom wants to stop rent gouging. Will lawmakers finally stand up for tenants?
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Newport Beach cuts one option, adds another in search for potential homeless shelter site


HILLARY DAVIS
SEP 4, 2019

Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

Here’s how California’s new plan to cap rent increases would work

He died homeless and alone, but his wife had never lost hope he’d return.

An L.A. politician wants homeless housing on an Echo Park lot. His colleague calls it ‘Trumpian’

Land-use restrictions play into Newport Beach homeless shelter search
Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

L.A. has a program to build affordable housing near transit. Of course, NIMBYs want to shut it down
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With so little housing for the homeless, can outreach workers really help?
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Many of L.A.’s sidewalks would be off-limits for homeless people to sleep if plan passes

EMILY ALPERT REYES & MATT STILES & RYAN MENEZES
SEP 9, 2019

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Matt Stiles covers Los Angeles County for the Los Angeles Times. He previously reported on North and South Korea from Seoul for the newspaper’s foreign desk, explaining the political and military tensions between the two nations — and recent efforts at diplomacy and peace. Before joining The Times, he worked for the Wall Street Journal, NPR and the Texas Tribune, among other news organizations. Stiles specializes in using data analysis and visualization to explain complex stories. Please send documents, pictures and messages privately using the Signal smartphone application to (202) 670-8742.

Ryan Menezes joined the Los Angeles Times in 2013. He primarily conducts analyses for reporting projects as a hand with the Data Desk while writing about a multitude of topics. Occasionally, he will post scripts written in R or Python to GitHub. Menezes studied statistics at UCLA, where he also wrote editorials and covered various sports for the student newspaper in between games of pick-up basketball.
Locked out of L.A.'s white neighborhoods, they built a black suburb. Now they're homeless

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

I’m 73 and I live in a van. It feels like there’s no place for me in California anymore

LaVonne Ellis is a former correspondent for ABC Radio News Networks. I am a former radio news anchor and director. You may have heard my voice sometime in your childhood if you grew up in Las Vegas or San Diego or, if you’re barely out of your teens, Minneapolis. I also worked for a radio network for a few years, and was thrilled to know that space aliens listening to signals from Earth might someday hear me. I am not kidding. I really thought that. [Who knows, someone out there could be listening right now to something I said twenty years ago. That thought still tickles me.]

L.A. County rent control and eviction rules advance for unincorporated areas

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Times staff writer Liam Dillon contributed to this report.

Trump team’s homeless tour of L.A. sparks suspicions, concerns

Updated 11/25/19 - Page 245 of 280 pages
Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

James Queally writes about crime & policing in Southern California. Since coming to The Times he has also traveled to Ferguson, Mo., and Cleveland to cover large-scale protests involving police use-of-force and the 2016 election. A Brooklyn native, he came to The Times in 2014 after covering crime and police news for the Star-Ledger in New Jersey. In that time he profiled Frank Lucas, the drug kingpin who inspired the film “American Gangster,” and wrote a series of stories that revealed how the state’s largest police departments failed to solve thousands of nonfatal shootings, which led to policy changes.

Times staff writers Chris Megerian, Gale Holland, Phil Willon & Emily Alpert Reyes contributed to this report.

Surprise! Trump wants to help L.A.'s homeless by cracking down on them
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An Echo Park lot could become homeless housing after a bitter clash at City Hall

EMILY ALPERT REYES
SEP 11, 2019

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

A Midcentury Modern homeless shelter rises in an abandoned Hollywood library
California lawmakers act to keep landlords from refusing low-income renters

California lawmakers move to reinstate, revamp local affordable housing program

California tenants will see cap on rent increases under bill sent to Newsom

Trump is going to solve L.A.'s homeless crisis just like Hurricane Dorian hit Alabama
Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

**Trump really wants to solve homelessness in L.A., Giuliani says. Details are lacking**


Chris Megerian covers the White House and President Trump from the Los Angeles Times’ D.C. bureau. He previously wrote about the Russia investigation, the 2016 presidential campaign and the 2015 United Nations summit on global warming in Paris. While based in Sacramento, he reported on Gov. Jerry Brown, climate change policies, California politics and state finances. Before joining The Times in January 2012, he spent three years covering politics and law enforcement at the Star-Ledger in New Jersey. He grew up in Massachusetts and graduated from Emory University in Atlanta.

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

**L.A. to Trump team’s tour of homeless camps: ‘We’re on it. Show us the money’**


Chris Megerian covers the White House and President Trump from the Los Angeles Times’ D.C. bureau. He previously wrote about the Russia investigation, the 2016 presidential campaign and the 2015 United Nations summit on global warming in Paris. While based in Sacramento, he reported on Gov. Jerry Brown, climate change policies, California politics and state finances. Before joining The Times in January 2012, he spent three years covering politics and law enforcement at the Star-Ledger in New Jersey. He grew up in Massachusetts and graduated from Emory University in Atlanta.
Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Homeless shelters in L.A. could open faster, with fewer obstacles if Newsom signs this bill

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

What if I were homeless? An immersion course in empathy in San Francisco’s Tenderloin

Nita Lelyveld writes City Beat stories about moments in the life of Los Angeles. She was born in New York and grew up around the world, but has now lived in L.A. longer than she’s lived anywhere else. Before joining The Times in 2001, she wrote for the Tuscaloosa News, the Associated Press and the Philadelphia Inquirer, which sent her to L.A. as a national writer in 1997. She went reluctantly, but fell for the place.

Where could homeless people sleep under L.A. plan? Activists take to streets to check

Emily Alpert Reyes
SEP 16, 2019
The Trump Administration Wants to Relocate Skid Row to This Federal Building

KRISTON CAPPS
SEP 17, 2019

Kriston Capps is a staff writer for CityLab covering housing, architecture, and politics. He previously worked as a senior editor for Architect magazine.

Airbnb pledges $25 million to support affordable housing and small business

ANDREW KHOURI
SEP 17, 2019

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master's degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Times staff writer Liam Dillon contributed to this report.

Trump says California cities ‘destroying themselves’ with homelessness

BENJAMIN ORESKES & SUSANNE RUST & COLLEEN SHALBY & JACLYN COSGROVE
SEP 17, 2019

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Susanne Rust is an investigative reporter specializing in environmental issues. Before coming to the Los Angeles Times, she was the editor of Columbia University’s Energy & Environmental Reporting Project, where she oversaw several reporting projects, including a series that examined ExxonMobil’s understanding of climate science in the 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s. Rust started her career in 2003 as a science reporter at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. She is the recipient of numerous journalism awards, including a George Polk and John S. Oakes award for environmental reporting. In 2009,
she and her colleague, Meg Kissinger, were selected as Pulitzer finalists. Rust was a John S. Knight fellow at Stanford University in 2009, and environment reporter at the Center for Investigative Reporting between 2010 and 2014.

Colleen Shalby is a reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She previously worked at PBS NewsHour in Washington, D.C. She’s a graduate of George Washington University and a native of Southern California.

Jaclyn Cosgrove is a Metro reporter at the Los Angeles Times. Previously, she worked as the health reporter at the Oklahoman. She was selected for a 2015-16 Rosalynn Carter Fellowship for Mental Health Journalism. For her fellowship project, she explored the barriers that low-income, uninsured people with mental illnesses face in finding treatment. Cosgrove is originally from Arpelar, Okla., and graduated from Oklahoma State University.

Times staff writers Michael Finnegan, Cindy Chana, Dakota Smith and Seema Mehta contributed to this report.

Protesters await Trump as he arrives in California after bashing state for homeless crisis


Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Susanne Rust is an investigative reporter specializing in environmental issues. Before coming to the Los Angeles Times, she was the editor of Columbia University’s Energy & Environmental Reporting Project, where she oversaw several reporting projects, including a series that examined ExxonMobil’s understanding of climate science in the 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s. Rust started her career in 2003 as a science reporter at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. She is the recipient of numerous journalism awards, including a George Polk and John S. Oakes award for environmental reporting. In 2009, she and her colleague, Meg Kissinger, were selected as Pulitzer finalists. Rust was a John S. Knight fellow at Stanford University in 2009, and environment reporter at the Center for Investigative Reporting between 2010 and 2014.

Colleen Shalby is a reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She previously worked at PBS NewsHour in Washington, D.C. She’s a graduate of George Washington University and a native of Southern California.

Is Trump trying to make this historic building a homeless shelter? Locals are ‘baffled’


Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.

Times staff writer Laura Nelson contributed to this report.
A project could bring South L.A. hundreds of new homes. But critics fear rising rents

‘Fed up’ with homeless camps, L.A. County joins case to restore its right to clear them

Worried about rising rents, an L.A. councilman calls for ‘anti-displacement’ zones

This Valley district got a rare pitch to build homeless housing. Can it survive opposition?

Times staff writer Gale Holland contributed to this report.
Hotly contested plan for homeless housing in Valley district moves forward

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

Trump, no fan of big cities and their Democratic leaders, unleashes his derision on L.A.

Janet Hook covers national politics for the Los Angeles Times. She returned to the Washington bureau in 2018 after spending eight years covering politics and Congress for the Wall Street Journal. Her first stint with The Times was in 1995-2010 covering Congress and politics. She is a native of Long Island, N.Y., and a graduate of Harvard University. She has lived in the Washington area since 1980 – except for one blissful year in Palo Alto on the John S. Knight Fellowship for Professional Journalists.

Trump threatens to punish San Francisco over filth, needles and pollution

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Colleen Shalby is a reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She previously worked at PBS NewsHour in Washington, D.C. She’s a graduate of George Washington University and a native of Southern California.

Times staff writer Anna Phillips contributed to this report.
Protesters and supporters greet Trump in San Diego for another border visit
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Colleen Shalby is a reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She previously worked at PBS NewsHour in Washington, D.C. She’s a graduate of George Washington University and a native of Southern California.

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Abby Hamblin writes for the San Diego Union-Tribune.

Union-Tribune staff writers contributed to this report.

Trump’s big idea to fix homelessness is to do what California is already doing — sort of


LIAM DILLON & BENJAMIN ORESKES
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Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

Why a one-size solution to L.A.'s homelessness crisis is destined to fail


KEVIN MURRAY
SEP 19, 2019

Kevin Murray is president and CEO of the Weingart Center Assn. Previously, he served in both houses of the state Legislature.
President Trump, if you really care about homelessness, help California house homeless people
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The Times' editorial board [190721 modification: in consultation with the publisher] determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

‘Navigation center’ for the homeless can provide the shelter and security Huntington Beach needs


DAVE KIFF & ROB HANDY
SEP 24, 2019

Dave Kiff is the interim city manager of Huntington Beach.

Rob Handy is Huntington Beach Police Chief.

Laguna Beach and Santa Ana are latest cities to settle in landmark Orange County homelessness case


BEN BRAZIL
SEP 25, 2019

Ben Brazil is a features writer for TimesOC. He previously covered Huntington Beach for the Daily Pilot. Before joining the Daily Pilot in September 2016, he was a reporter for City News Service, a Southern California-based news service. Brazil earned his bachelor’s degree in anthropology at UC Berkeley. (714) 356-1396

Homeless people could lose the right to sleep on sidewalks if Western cities have their way


BENJAMIN ORESKES
SEP 25, 2019

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

How Gavin Newsom can stop NIMBYs from blocking homeless housing projects
Update 11/25/19 - Page 256 of 280 pages
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Homeless shelter plan moves forward for Newport’s public works yard

HILLARY DAVIS
SEP 25, 2019
Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club's Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master's degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor's degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

You don’t have to banish homeless encampments on sidewalks to clean up the city
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Rent control is better than nothing, but it can’t fix California’s housing crisis

JACK FAVILUKIS & STIJN VAN NIEUWERBURGH
SEP 27, 2019
Jack Favilukis is an associate professor of finance at the University of British Columbia Sauder School of Business.
2002 - 2007 New York University, Stern School of Business
Ph.D. in Finance (September 2007)
M.Phil. in Finance (January 2005)
1998 - 2002 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
B.S. in Math (2002)
B.S. in Economics (2002)
Stijn Van Nieuwerburgh is the Earle W. Kazis and Benjamin Schore Professor of Real Estate and Professor of Finance at Columbia University's Graduate School of Business, which he joined in July 2018.

- Ph.D., Economics, 2003 Stanford University
- M.A., Economics, 2001 Stanford University
- B.A., Economics, 1998 University of Gent, Belgium

**Throwing people in jail on drug charges? That’s Bakersfield’s idea to fight homelessness**


JULIA WICK
SEP 27, 2019

Julia Wick is the author of the [Essential California](https://www.latimes.com/california) newsletter and a Metro reporter. She was previously the editor in chief of LAist and a senior editor at Longreads. She has written for the Atlantic, Monocle, CityLab and most of the local papers in L.A. County. She is a native Angeleno.

**Can Los Angeles blend new housing with river restoration? This is the first big test**


LOUIS SAHAGUN
SEP 29, 2019

Louis Sahagun is a staff writer at the Los Angeles Times. He covers issues ranging from religion, culture and the environment to crime, politics and water. He was on the team of L.A. Times writers that earned the Pulitzer Prize in public service for a series on Latinos in Southern California and the team that was a finalist in 2015 for the Pulitzer Prize in breaking news. He is a CCNMA: Latino Journalists of California board member, and author of the book, “Master of the Mysteries: the Life of Manly Palmer Hall.”

**These candidates want to represent 2 million Angelenos. Who’s funding their campaigns?**


MATT STILES
SEP 29, 2019

Matt Stiles covers Los Angeles County for the Los Angeles Times. He previously reported on North and South Korea from Seoul for the newspaper’s foreign desk, explaining the political and military tensions between the two nations — and recent efforts at diplomacy and peace. Before joining The Times, he worked for the Wall Street Journal, NPR and the Texas Tribune, among other news organizations. Stiles specializes in using data analysis and visualization to explain complex stories. Please send documents, pictures and messages privately using the Signal smartphone application to (202) 670-8742.
Gentrification is the new litmus test to be elected county supervisor in South L.A.


ANGEL JENNINGS
SEP 30, 2019

Angel Jennings is a reporter for the metro section of the Los Angeles Times. She covers issues that affect residents in South Los Angeles. Since joining The Times in 2011, Angel has written for the Business section and covered education. She is a native of Washington, D.C., and graduated from the University of Nebraska.

Some L.A. officials want a state of emergency declared as homelessness crisis worsens


GALE HOLLAND
SEP 30, 2019

Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

Homeless singer has a viral moment on L.A. subway and, suddenly, new prospects


ALEJANDRA REYES-VELARDE
OCT 1, 2019

Alejandra Reyes-Velarde started as a Metpro reporter at the Los Angeles Times in 2017. She previously wrote for the San Francisco Business Times and covered local news and crime for the Sacramento Bee. She received her bachelor's degree in communication studies from UCLA, where she worked at the student-run Daily Bruin. Originally from Duarte, Calif., Reyes is a native Spanish speaker.

L.A. vows to void 2 million court citations and warrants. Homeless people will benefit most


MARK PUENTE & RICHARD WINTON
OCT. 2, 2019
Mark Puente is an award-winning investigative reporter covering the Los Angeles Police Department. He joined the L.A. Times in 2019. He previously worked at the (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, the Baltimore Sun and the Tampa Bay Times. Prior to becoming a journalist, he spent 15 years driving a tractor trailer across the country. His real passion is smoking meat and honing his BBQ skills. He graduated from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Richard Winton is a crime writer for the Los Angeles Times and part of the team that won the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service in 2011. Known as @lacrimes on Twitter, during 20 years at The Times he also has been part of the breaking news staff that won Pulitzers in 1998 and 2004. He won the ASNE Deadline News award in 2006. A native of England, after getting degrees from University of Kent at Canterbury and University of Wisconsin-Madison, he began covering politics but chose a life of crime because it was less dirty.

Meet the man getting Venice’s homeless off the streets — by illegally renting them vans

ROBIN ABCARIAN
OCT 2, 2019

Robin Abcarian is a columnist at the Los Angeles Times. Focusing mostly on California culture, news and politics, she roams the Golden State, reporting stories that help readers understand what makes this place unique. Over the past year, she has devoted many columns to helping readers understand the complex issues they would have to consider as they made up their minds about whether to legalize cannabis for adult recreational use. Abcarian has held many positions at The Times. She covered the 2004, 2008 and 2012 presidential campaigns full time, and wrote occasionally about the 2016 campaign. As a culture writer for the paper’s Calendar section, she has covered the Oscars, the Emmys and the Sundance Film Festival. For most of the 1990s, she was a columnist for The Times’ feature section, before becoming its editor in 2003.

The Lost Kids Of Venice Neverland - USC Film School Grad Screens Her Documentary About Homeless Youth — Made When She Was One Of Them
https://argonautnews.com/the-lost-kids-of-venice-neverland/

Posted by The Argonaut | Oct 2, 2019 | Arts & Events, Featured this Week | 1 |

CHRISTINA CAMPODONICO
OCT 2, 2019

Christina Campodonico is a Los Angeles-based arts & multimedia journalist with a specialty in dance writing. Her writings have appeared in the Los Angeles Times, @ This Stage, The Daily Princetonian and The Argonaut, where she is the Arts & Events Editor. Her writing mentors have included Pulitzer Prize-winning music critic Tim Page, New York Times dance writer Claudia La Rocco, L.A. Times film critic Kenneth Turan, veteran entertainment reporter Mary Murphy and L.A. dance critic Sasha Anawalt.

She graduated summa cum laude from Princeton University, where she studied English and Dance, and attended USC's Annenberg School for Communication & Journalism on a full Annenberg Fellowship. At USC she co-founded the Media Center's dedicated arts & culture online newsmagazine and podcast Ampersand, whose season finale won Best College Radio Broadcast at the 2016 Broadcast Education Association Awards. Upon graduation, Christina received the Outstanding Journalism Student in the Arts award and
jumped straight into arts reporting and criticism in her native SoCal. She has been nominated for two L.A. Press Club awards. Christina enjoys reading, writing and watching other people perform.

Bonin And The Homelessness Crisis: Encampment Sweeps, Bridge Housing And Mounting Frustration — What Happens Next?

{First of Two Parts}

Posted by The Argonaut | Oct 2, 2019 | Interviews, News | 4 |

JOE PIASECKI
OCT 2, 2019

Editor The Argonaut Oct 2013 – Present
Editor of The Argonaut, a 30,000-circulation weekly in the Southland Publishing family.

California housing crisis podcast: Homeless population won’t decrease in next five years, Oakland mayor says


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
OCT 3, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Here’s one thing we don’t need to fight homelessness: A state of emergency declaration


THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
OCT 4, 2019
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Protest brews against proposed Newport Beach homeless shelter


HILLARY DAVIS
OCT 4, 2019
Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

This small Italian city might have an answer for L.A.'s homeless catastrophe

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a Dream Works movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

Newport may have to plan for 2,300 to 5,300 new homes over next decade

Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

Landlords say state rent caps may force them to raise rents more frequently

Andrew Khouri covers the California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern
California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism & the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

$600,000 for homeless housing? Audit suggests spending money on shelters instead

DOUG SMITH
OCT 7, 2019
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

See video on Construction Continues on Flor 401 Lofts here.

Are many homeless people in L.A. mentally ill? New findings back the public’s perception

DOUG SMITH & BENJAMIN ORESKES
OCT 7, 2019
Senior writer Doug Smith scouts Los Angeles for the ragged edges where public policy meets real people, combining data analysis and gumshoe reporting to tell L.A. stories through his 45 years of experience covering the city. As past database editor from 2004 through 2015, he hunted down and analyzed data for news and investigative projects. Besides “Grading the Teachers,” he contributed to investigations of construction abuse in the community college system and the rising toll of prescription drug overdoses. Smith has been at The Times since 1970, covering local and state government, criminal justice, politics and education. He was the lead writer for Times’ coverage of the infamous North Hollywood shootout, winner of a 1997 Pulitzer Prize. Between 2005 and 2008, Smith made five trips to Iraq on loan to our foreign desk.

Benjamin Oreskes is the co-author of the Essential California newsletter and a general assignment reporter in the California section. Before coming to The Times in February 2017, Oreskes covered foreign policy at Politico in Washington, D.C. He graduated from Northwestern University, and looks forward to seeing the Wildcats play in the Rose Bowl sometime soon.

California will limit rent increases under bill signed by Gov. Gavin Newsom

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
OCT 8, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

A new audit says housing for L.A.'s homeless costs too much and isn’t ready. Yeah, we knew that
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Residents protest possible homeless shelter at Newport Beach city yard

HILLARY DAVIS
OCT 9, 2019

Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

L.A. city workers feel unsafe as homeless crisis grows, prompting more LAPD patrols

MARK PUENTE & DAKOTA SMITH
OCT 9, 2019

Mark Puente is an award-winning investigative reporter covering the Los Angeles Police Department. He joined the L.A. Times in 2019. He previously worked at the (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, the Baltimore Sun and the Tampa Bay Times. Prior to becoming a journalist, he spent 15 years driving a tractor trailer across the country. His real passion is smoking meat and honing his BBQ skills. He graduated from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Dakota Smith covers Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti and City Hall for the city-county bureau. She joined the Los Angeles Times in 2016 & previously covered City Hall for the Los Angeles Daily News. She is a graduate of Lewis & Clark College & lives in Los Angeles.
How lawmakers are upending the California lifestyle to fight a housing shortage

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
OCT 10, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

How do we stay humane when housing homeless people comes with a view to your backyard?

SANDY BANKS
OCT 10, 2019

During more than three decades at the Los Angeles Times, Sandy Banks has served as reporter, editor, editorial writer and internship director. But she’s best known for her twice-weekly personal columns, which focused on private lives, public policy and people who inspire and infuriate us. Banks, a native of Cleveland, has three grown daughters, lives in Northridge and loves anything that gets and keeps her outdoors. She left The Times in 2015. She has returned to The Times in 2019 after a four-year hiatus. A Cleveland native, Banks has three grown daughters and lives in Northridge.

I left the L.A. Times in an era of change in the U.S. What am I returning to?

SANDY BANKS
OCT 10, 2019

During more than three decades at the Los Angeles Times, Sandy Banks has served as reporter, editor, editorial writer and internship director. But she’s best known for her twice-weekly personal columns, which focused on private lives, public policy and people who inspire and infuriate us. Banks, a native of Cleveland, has three grown daughters, lives in Northridge and loves anything that gets and keeps her outdoors. She left The Times in 2015. She has returned to The Times in 2019 after a four-year hiatus. A Cleveland native, Banks has three grown daughters and lives in Northridge.

San Diego housing panel OKs movable tiny houses as new, low-cost option

Updated 11/25/19 - Page 264 of 280 pages
L.A. to consider emergency measures to prevent evictions in wake of new state law

Why are these L.A. people sleeping in pods stacked on top of each other? It’s not just the cost of housing

L.A. hosts fear crackdown on renting out second homes for short stays
Los Angeles City Council moves forward with eviction, rent increase moratoriums


ANDREW KHOURI
OCT 15, 2019

Andrew Khouri covers the housing market California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

It took Los Angeles years to adopt rules for Airbnb. Don’t delay them now.
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New housing for homeless people could rise in Chatsworth after vote at L.A. City Hall


EMILY ALPERT REYES
OCT 15, 2019

Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.

This city in Idaho is why L.A. can’t legally clear its streets of homeless encampments

Economists identify an unseen force holding back affordable housing
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/andrew-van-dam/

Andrew Van Dam is a reporter for the Washington Post focusing on economic data. Education: University of Oklahoma; University of Missouri. He covers data and economics. He previously did similar work for the Wall Street Journal, and dissimilar work for the Boston Globe and the Idaho Press-Tribune.

Firecrackers. Molotov cocktails. Fire attacks have shaken L.A.’s homeless community

James Queally writes about crime & policing in Southern California. Since coming to The Times he has also traveled to Ferguson, Mo., and Cleveland to cover large-scale protests involving police use-of-force and the 2016 election. A Brooklyn native, he came to The Times in 2014 after covering crime and police news for the Star-Ledger in New Jersey. In that time he profiled Frank Lucas, the drug kingpin who inspired the film “American Gangster,” and wrote a series of stories that revealed how the state’s largest police departments failed to solve thousands of nonfatal shootings, which led to policy changes.

Housing The Homeless Is Actually Saving LA Money

Matt Tinoco is a freelance journalist in Los Angeles. His work has appeared in the Los Angeles Review of Books, Curbed, Mother Jones, Politico Magazine, and others.
They paid $800 a month to live without water or power in an abandoned L.A. church


GIULIA MCDONNELL NIETO DEL RIO & RUBEN VIVES
Oct 21, 2019

[JDM Compilation] Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio is a graduate from the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism. She was a 2019 intern with the Los Angeles Times’ Metro desk, and is a Crime and Justice News Intern at CNN.

Ruben Vives is a general assignment reporter for the Los Angeles Times. A native of Guatemala, he got his start in journalism by writing for The Times’ Homicide Report in 2007. He helped uncover the financial corruption in the city of Bell that led to criminal charges against eight city officials. The 2010 investigative series won the Pulitzer Prize for public service and other prestigious awards.

How affordable housing activists are trying to thwart cutthroat real estate capitalism


JAMES RAINEY
OCT 21, 2019

James Rainey has covered multiple presidential elections, the war in Iraq, the foster care system and the environment. He was part of L.A. Times teams that won Pulitzer Prizes for coverage of wildfires, the 1994 Northridge earthquake and the 1997 North Hollywood shootout. He wrote the twice-weekly column, “On the Media.” He also reported on the film industry for Variety and on climate change for NBC News.

Newsom says he’s done a good job fixing California’s housing crisis. Facts say otherwise


LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
OCT 21, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

Q&A: Gov. Newsom claims success in first year of addressing California’s housing crisis

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

New L.A. ordinance slaps moratorium on evictions ahead of Jan. 1

ANDREW KHOURI
OCT 22, 2019

Andrew Khouri covers the housing market California economy for the Los Angeles Times. Before coming to The Times he wrote about commercial real estate for the San Fernando Valley Business Journal. He holds a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism &he graduated from the University of San Diego with a degree in history.

Facebook commits $1 billion to help ease Bay Area housing crisis

BLOOMBERG
OCT 22, 2019

Bloomberg, the global business and financial information and news leader, gives influential decision makers a critical edge by connecting them to a dynamic network of information, people and ideas. The company’s strength – delivering data, news and analytics through innovative technology, quickly and accurately – is at the core of the Bloomberg Terminal. Bloomberg’s enterprise solutions build on the company’s core strength: leveraging technology to allow customers to access, integrate, distribute and manage data and information across organizations more efficiently and effectively.

Short-term rentals in my Silver Lake neighborhood are causing ‘rentrification’

CHARLES FLEMING
OCT 23, 2019

At L.A. City Hall, victory went to the little guy in battle over rents and evictions


STEVE LOPEZ  
OCT 23, 2019

Steve Lopez is a California native who has been an L.A. Times columnist since 2001. He has won more than a dozen national journalism awards for his reporting and column writing at seven newspapers and four news magazines, and is a three-time Pulitzer finalist for commentary – in 2012, for his columns on elder care; in 2016, for his columns on income inequality in California; and in 2018, for his columns on housing and homelessness. He is the author of three novels, two collections of columns and a non-fiction work called “The Soloist,” which was a Los Angeles Times and New York Times best-seller, winner of the PEN USA Literary Award for Non-Fiction, and the subject of a DreamWorks movie by the same name. Lopez’s television reporting for public station KCET has won three local news Emmys, three Golden Mike awards and a share of the Columbia University DuPont Award.

This group was supposed to help L.A. tackle poverty head-on. Instead, it’s shutting down


DAVID ZAHNISER & HOWARD BLUME  
OCT 25, 2019

David Zahniser covers Los Angeles City Hall for the City-County bureau. He joined the Los Angeles Times in 2007 and previously wrote on local government for the Claremont Courier, Pasadena Star-News, the Daily Breeze, the L.A. Weekly and the San Diego Union-Tribune. He is a graduate of Pomona College and lives in Los Angeles.

Howard Blume covers education for the Los Angeles Times. He’s won the top investigative reporting prize from the L.A. Press Club and print Journalist of the Year from the L.A. Society of Professional Journalists chapter. He co-hosts “Deadline L.A.” on KPFK, which the press club named best radio public affairs show in 2010. He teaches tap dancing and has two superior daughters.

SoCal’s new housing plan is going to make traffic and air pollution worse for everyone

https://abundanthousingla.org/welcoming-our-new-managing-director-leonora-camner/

LEONORA CAMNER  
OCT 25, 2019

Leonora Camner is managing director of Abundant Housing LA (@AbundantHousing)

L.A.’s homeless numbers can numb us. Stories help us see people, not stats

L.A. renters facing big hikes could get help from the city

More L.A. homes could be rented out on Airbnb. Tenant activists aren’t happy

Newport Beach residents ready to sue over possible homeless shelter
Hillary Davis covers the city of Newport Beach for the Daily Pilot. She joined the Pilot in February 2017 after spending 10 years reporting for newspapers across Arizona, where she was a six-time finalist for the Arizona Press Club’s Community Journalist of the Year. She earned a master’s degree in mass communication from Arizona State University and a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Arizona. (714) 966-5985

**L.A. voided millions of old tickets and warrants. Here’s why it won’t help homeless people**


Gale Holland covers homelessness and poverty for the Los Angeles Times. Starting in 2005, she edited the cops and courts beat, wrote news columns and covered higher education. A series about college construction abuses that she wrote with Michael Finnegan won a 2012 investigative reporting award from the Nieman Foundation. A Los Angeles native, she has worked for USA Today, Copley News & L.A. Weekly and wants to understand the consequences of urban inequality.

**I’ve covered California’s housing crisis for years. Living it is a different story**


Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

**Los Angeles sued over homeless housing money by AIDS nonprofit**


Emily Alpert Reyes covers City Hall for the Los Angeles Times. She previously reported on the census & demographics, tracking how our lives are changing in Los Angeles, California & the country. Before joining The Times, she worked for the pioneering nonprofit news website voiceofsandiego.org, winning national awards for her reporting on education. She has also traveled to Bolivia as a fellow with the International Reporting Project & survived the University of Chicago.
SoCal desperately needs more housing.
Westside, South Bay, Orange County — that means you
THE TIMES EDITORIAL BOARD
NOV 6, 2019

Coastal cities give in to growth. Southern California favors less housing in Inland Empire

LIAM DILLON
SACRAMENTO
NOV 7, 2019

Liam Dillon covers California state politics and policy for the Los Angeles Times and is based in Sacramento. Prior to joining The Times in 2016, Dillon covered local politics in San Diego and Southwest Florida.

‘Go back to California’: Wave of newcomers fuels backlash in Boise

MARIA L. LA GANZA
NOV 10, 2019

Maria L. La Ganga is a Metro reporter for the Los Angeles Times. She joined The Times in 1981 as an academic intern, splitting her time between the former Metro section and National Dragster, the official publication of the National Hot Rod Assn. She has served as Seattle bureau chief, San Francisco bureau chief, edited in the Business section and pitched in on six presidential elections, five for The Times and one for the Guardian. La Ganga left The Times in 2015 and returned in 2018 after a brief hiatus during which she wrote for the Guardian and the Idaho Statesman.

Imagine if L.A. put the same effort into housing the homeless that it does Olympic athletes

ROB ESHMAN
NOV 10, 2019

Rob Eshman is the former publisher and editor-in-chief of the Jewish Journal. He blogs at foodaism.com.
Veterans are still homeless in Los Angeles. They shouldn’t be
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The Times’ editorial board \([190721 \text{ modification: in consultation with the publisher.}]\) determines the editorial positions of the organization. The editorial board opines on the important issues of the day – exhorting, explaining, deploiring, mourning, applauding or championing, as the case may be. The board, which operates separately from the newsroom, proceeds on the presumption that serious, non-partisan, intellectually honest engagement with the world is a requirement of good citizenship.

Modern ‘asylums’ would be a compassionate answer for mentally ill homeless people

HOWARD HUSOCK
NOV 11, 2019

Howard Husock is a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute, where he served as vice president for research and publications from 2006-2019. He also directs the Institute’s Tocqueville Project, which includes the annual Civil Society Awards and the Civil Society Fellows Program. A City Journal contributing editor, he is the author of Who Killed Civil Society? The Rise of Big Government and Decline of Bourgeois Norms (September 2019), Philanthropy Under Fire (2013) and The Trillion-Dollar Housing Mistake: The Failure of American Housing Policy (2003).
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95% of voters say homelessness is L.A.’s biggest problem, Times poll finds. ‘You can’t escape it’
Proposed $900-million San Diego housing bond takes key step forward
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L.A. mayor should get ‘emergency powers’ to decide where homeless housing goes, plan says
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Potential housing mandates take coastal cities by surprise
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Homeless people are served a five-course dinner at an O.C. home. It’s about dignity and human connection
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‘You have no idea the hell I was living’: When an L.A. homeless camp rises outside your window
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Part One of Three: The residents
They come from around U.S. to live on Hollywood’s streets. How much more can we take?

Part Two of Three: The homeless
In the dysfunction of L.A. homeless policy, one cop tries to make a difference

Part Three of Three: The police
Majority says police should do more to clean L.A. streets clogged with homeless camps, Times poll finds
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Here are the results of the LATimes/LA Business Council Institute homeless poll

Amid gentrification fears, officials kill plan for 577 apartments in South L.A.
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Of course homeless encampments don’t make great neighbors. So let’s get people housed
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As L.A.'s homeless crisis worsens, no one is in charge. That has to change
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Homeless people are soaked, but L.A. won’t open winter shelters until December
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Foster youth scramble to find housing after county tells them they must move, citing youths’ ‘best interest’
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Fire erupts in vacant office building in Van Nuys, threatening homeless community
Waiting for the cap on rents, California cities push back against ‘greedy’ landlords

Tiny houses? Safe parking? Let’s give homeless people alternatives to the sidewalk